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Abstract 

The bidomain model is often used to simulate the electrical activity in cardiac 

tissue. It has applications in the inverse problem of electrocardiology, which 

is inferring the electric potential in the heart from non-invasive body surface 

potentials. Currently, the 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) is being used on 

a daily basis, though the ECG is not being used to its full potential, as the 

12-lead resolution is limited. The inverse problem of electrocardiology would 

provide greater information; it would benefit in making predictions and clinical 

diagnosis, such as interpreting the relationship between ST segment changes in 

the electrocardiogram and ischaemia. 

The electrical activity in cardiac tissue is strongly influenced by the myocar-

dial fibre arrangement. There is strong experimental evidence which shows that 

current propagates much faster along the tissue fibres than across them; this 

directional dependence in its conduction is termed as anisotropic. When mod-

elling this electrical activity, the bidomain conductivity tensors represent this 

anisotropy. These conductivities are defined for intracellular and extracellular 

domains, in each of the principal directions; for along, across, and perpendicu-

lar to the tissue fibres. Hence, in three-dimensions there are six conductivity 

parameters that describe how the electric current flows. 

Several measurements of the bidomain conductivities have been obtained, but 

they have been inconsistent with each other, leading to a degree of uncertainty 

regarding the correct values. It has been shown that the different measured 

conductivity values produce different bidomain simulation results, which can sig-

nificantly effect the outcome of the inverse problem, and so it is important to 

determine the correct conductivity set. One of the major difficulties in measuring 

the bidomain conductivity values is separating the intracellular and extracellular 

conductivities. 

In this thesis, a method for determining the bidomain conductivity tensors is 



described. It takes a different approach to the conventional four-electrode tech-

nique, as it does not require the small electrode separation needed to separate 

the extracellular current from the intracellular. 

The method involved recording the propagation of electrical activation, initiated 

by point simulation, via extracellular electrodes, and time-dependent bidomain 

modelling to simulate the electrical phenomena. The optimum set of conductivity 

values were achieved by minimising the difference between the bidomain model 

output and measured extracellular potential, by means of inverse techniques in 

parameter estimation, such as Least-Squares (LS) or Singular Value Decomposi-

tion (SVD). 

Overall, the LS method with the use of the Marquardt parameter, which 

determines how large a step the parameters are updated between optimisation 

iterations, seemed to work best, where as the SVD method tended to overshoot 

the optimum parameter set, when involving experimental data. Other parameters 

in the bidomain model could also be determined such as membrane capacitance 

and local myocardial fibre direction. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Physicians are able to diagnose heart disorders by recognising the changes in the 

characteristics of the electrocardiogram, such as the ST segment changes during 

ischaemia. This is an empirical method of diagnosis and is used on a daily bases. 

One goal in cardiology is to determine the inverse problem, that is, the indirect 

computation of cardiac potentials from surface measurements. This would pro-

vide a deterministic approach for diagnosing and quantifying cardiac abnormal-

ities, and thus, allow for a greater understanding and treatment of diseases. To 

fully utilise the inverse problem, there needs to be an understanding of the effect 

of disease on the hearts electrical system; and so direct potential measurements 

within the heart during a diseased state is of interest. In biomedical engineering 

there is the development of cardiac devices such as pace makers and defibrilla-

tors. To design these devices to be more effective, the resulting potentials in the 

heart from their application would be valuable. Though, measuring the potential 

within the human heart directly is usually impractical, and may be difficult with 

many variables involved that could significantly effect the measurements. 

Another way of determining the potential is through computer simulation. 

Computer models are becoming more realistic, providing reliable quantities that 

may have otherwise been difficult to obtain physically; and revealing relationships 

between parameters and their effects. The bidomain model is used to determine 

the bioelectric potential in cardiac tissue. This model provides a tool to study 
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clinical and experimental investigations, in detail, for a range of different condi-

tions. For example, bidomain computer simulation allows for investigations into 

pathological conditions of the heart, such as ischaemia [1, 2, 3], and arrhythmia 

[4]; as well as externally applied fields to the heart [5, 6, 7], such as pace makers, 

and defibrillators, which may then provide insight into manufacturing of these 

devices. 

The bidomain model treats the discrete cardiac cells as two continuous do-

mains, taking into account the intracellular and extracellular current flows. The 

governing equations are derived from Ohm's law and the continuity of current. 

There are two bidomain modelling components that influence the propagation of 

electric current; these are: its structural properties, and the representation of ion 

flow across the cell membrane [8]. The ion flow can be governed by a membrane 

model, to describe the shape of the action potential during depolarisation and 

repolarisation. With attention to the structural properties of the tissue, its fi-

bre organisation is of importance, and greatly influences the electrical conduction. 

The cardiac muscle tissue is made up of a network of coronary circulation, collagen 

and a complex network of elongated cells that are interconnected through low-

resistance channels called gap junctions; these are located at the ends of the cells 

at the membrane and permit the flow of ions and small molecules. The cardiac 

cells are arranged into fibres, and this gives rise to the anisotropy in the electrical 

conduction in both intracellular and interstitial space. With this arrangement, 

the electric current propagates faster along the tissue fibres than across them. 

The anisotropy is described mathematically by the set of conductivity values in 

the bidomain model, and they greatly influence the electrical behaviour of the 

tissue. There are a number of sets of conductivities available to researchers to 

use in their bidomain simulations; and each of these sets are different [9]. 

The most commonly used bidomain conductivity values have been measured 

experimentally by Clerc [10], and Roberts et. al. [11, 12]. Each of the meth-

ods employed had different mathematical modelling and experimental techniques. 

Clerc [10] performed in vitro experiments on tissue fibres from calf hearts, and 
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micro-electrodes were used to record extracellular and intracellular potentials. 

The conductivities were derived from a one-dimensional cable model that de-

scribed the current flow. Roberts et. al. [11, 12] performed in vivo measure-

ments in dogs, by recording extracellular potentials via an electrode array on 

the epicardium during pacing, to map the propagation of the wavefront. The 

conductivities were determined by their relationship with the wavefront voltage. 

Another bidomain conductivity measurement was performed by Le Guyader [13] 

et. al. who used the four-electrode technique. The four-electrode technique is 

implemented by placing two voltage recording electrodes at a known distance 

in the cardiac tissue, between two current injecting electrodes. The voltage be-

tween the two electrodes is measured and then the conductivity can be calculated. 

By adjusting the distance between the voltage electrodes, measurements can be 

obtained in both intracellular and extracellular space, or extracellular space in 

isolation [14]. Conductivities have been estimated theoretically as well, by com-

puter models base on tissue structure at the cellular level and material constants 

given in the literature [15, 16, 17]. 

There is no general agreement as to which set of measured conductivity values 

is preferred. Major difficulties arise, such as knowing the tissue fibre orientation 

with respect to the electrode arrangement, the implementation of micro-scale 

electrode separation for in vivo measurements, and what measurements to make 

to suit the model. Another challenge is measuring the separate intracellular and 

extracellular conductivities. The reported sets of conductivities differ from each 

other for a number of reasons; factors contributing to the differences would be 

the different models they were derived from, the type of experiment performed, 

and the animal species experimented. 

With the variations in the sets of conductivities there is a major dilemma; 

when they are used in simulations, such as, for studying ST segment shift during 

ischaemia, the results in simulated potentials differ significantly [18]. This makes 

it difficult to compare the effect of the degree of ischaemia with experimental 

observations. It would be beneficial if a set of conductivity values were available, 
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such that, the potentials produced by the bidomain model are close to physical 

values. Once a reliable set of conductivities have been obtained, there can be 

greater confidence in the results of the bidomain model, and hence, the inverse 

problem. Accurate bidomain conductivity values would improve cardiac stimu-

lating devices such as pace makers and defibrillators, by testing their application 

through computer simulation. The bidomain model is used to study a range 

of cardiac diseases, and with a more reliable set of conductivities, hence more 

accurate simulations, there can be greater understanding between the electrical 

system of the heart and disease. This will lead to better diagnosis, treatment and 

quality of life. 

An issue with the early bidomain conductivity measurements was that due 

to the computing power available to the researchers at the time, the conductiv-

ities were not derived from a full bidomain model, and simplifying assumptions 

were made. Now numerical methods are available, such as the finite element 

method, combined with parallel computing, to solve the partial differential equa-

tions which govern the bidomain model. There has also been development in 

the implementation of inverse mathematics such as in Least-Squares (LS) and 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which have been applied to many areas of 

science. Parameter estimation methods were not used in the early conductivity 

measurements. However, there have been parameter estimation methods applied 

to theoretical studies involving the four-electrode technique [14, 19]. Le Guyader 

et. al. [14] estimated the conductivities by fitting the model to a range of applied 

voltage frequencies between 10 and 10000 Hz, with a modified Shor's r algorithm. 

Sadleir and Henriquez's [19] study estimated the conductivities and fibre angle 

by a Newton-Raphson method and two Tikhonov-type regularisations. 

The aim of this thesis was to develop a method of measuring the bidomain 

conductivity values of cardiac tissue, in vivo in sheep hearts, and study how 

well the method can calculate the values. The bidomain conductivity parameters 

were determined by observing the propagation of activation in cardiac tissue 

from a current point stimulus. Extracellular potentials were measured via an 
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electrode array in sheep hearts on the epicardium. An electrode at the centre 

of the array was used to apply the current stimulus, which was administered by 

a cardiac pacemaker. To simulate the electrical phenomena, a time-dependent 

bidomain model was used. The optimum conductivity values were determined 

by parameter estimation methods (LS and SVD), by minimising the difference 

between experimental observations and bidomain model data output. 

The method was validated by using synthetic data, which were generated 

from a bidomain model with known conductivity values. The method was further 

tested with random noise added into the synthetic data. Data reported in the 

literature were also used. The method was successful in determining the four 

conductivity values in two-dimensions; intracellular and extracellular for along 

and across the tissue fibres. Other parameters could also be determined, such 

as local fibre angle, and membrane capacitance, with the added computational 

cost. The method can be easily extended to three-dimensional tissue domains to 

determine the six conductivity values. 

There were discrepancies in the initial deflections of the electrograms between 

the bidomain model output and experimental observations from the sheep ex-

periments. In particular, the Q-waves of the electrograms in the experiments 

were more sloped than in the bidomain model, which was thought to be due to 

a number of factors, such as, the membrane model used, the effect of orthotropic 

transverse conductivity, and the reference potential. In order to achieve a closer 

fit between experimental observations and bidomain model data, that is, a more 

optimum set of conductivity values, the parameters contained in the membrane 

model were estimated as well. 

The organisation of this thesis is composed of the literature review, methods, 

results, discussion, and conclusion. Chapter 2 discusses background information 

about the normal activation of the heart, the electrocardiogram, and the for-

ward and inverse problem of electrocardiology. Chapter 3 defines the bidomain 

model and discusses the anisotropy of cardiac tissue. Chapter 4 is a review of 

the previous measurements of bidomain conductivity. Chapter 5 describes the 
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depolarisation wave which is measured and used in the parameter estimation in 

this study. Chapter 6 describes the parameter estimation techniques used, such 

as Least-Squares and SVD. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 describe the method for de-

termining the bidomain conductivity parameters, the experimental procedures, 

equipment used, and data processing. Chapters 10 and 11 present the results of 

the parameter estimation, using synthetic data for validation, and experimental 

data obtained from sheep experiments. Chapter 12 is an investigation into esti-

mating membrane model parameters to achieve a closer fit between experimental 

observations and model data output. Chapter 13 is a discussion on the issues 

that arises from the study. Chapter 14 is the concluding chapter, followed by the 

appendices and references. 



Chapter 2 

Electro cardiology 

2.1 The Heart 

The heart is essentially a pump, that circulates the blood around the body, via 

vessels, to supply oxygen and nutrients to muscles and organs in the body. The 

heart is a very important organ; one cannot live without it, and any problems 

with its function can be life threatening. 

The heart contains four chambers, the left and right atrium and ventricles, 

with the left and right major chambers separated by the septum. Each chamber 

has a valve, making a total of four. The heart is enclosed in a serous-lined peri-

cardial sac. The anatomy of the heart showing the valves, chambers and vessels 

is shown in Figure 2.1. All four chambers dilate and contract in a systematic 

order as the heart beats. The same flow of blood passes through each ventricle, 

even though the left ventricle wall is thicker than the right ventricular wall; their 

ejection volumes are the same, providing there are no leaking valves. 

2.2 Electrical Activity of the Heart 

The depolarisation and contraction of the cardiac muscle is intrinsic, it is a prop- 

erty of the heart itself and can function without the nervous system. A group of 

self-excitable cells, called pacemaker cells, are located in the right atrium, known 
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Image  source :  reprinted  with  permission  from  the  National Heart  
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as the sinus node or sinoatrial node, shown in Figure 2.2. These cells generate 

a change in potential, or depolarise, initiating the activation, which then prop- 

agates throughout the atria. The only conducting path from the atria to the 

Figure 2.2: Normal conduction of the heart. Image source: reprinted with permission from the 

National Heart Foundation of New Zealand 2008 [21]. 

ventricles is via the atrioventricular node, located at the boundary between the 

atria and the ventricles. From then on, the excitation of the cells propagates 

down a conduction system, known as the bundle of His; which travels down the 

septum and then separates into two branches that spread out to the inner walls 

of the ventricles, as Purkinje fibres. Ventricular activation spreads rapidly along 

the endocardium, with the aid of the Purkinje fibre network, and then propagates 
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slower in a broad wavefront, from endocardium to epicardium [22]. This electrical 

activity spreads throughout the heart, followed by muscle contraction. 

2.3 The Electrocardiogram 

The electrical field generated by the heart spreads throughout the body, which 

can be recorded and amplified to produce a graphical representation of the field 

against time, known as an electrocardiogram. Recording leads are placed at 

different sites on the body surface to measure the potential difference between 

two points. It is used for clinical diagnosis, typically with 12 leads; six unipolar 

leads on the chest, three bipolar and three unipolar leads on the limbs [23]. A 

large empirical knowledge base has been acquired since its use, which matches the 

type of cardiac abnormality with the characteristic waveform of the electrocardio-

gram. In a healthy heart the morphology of the waveform tends to be consistent. 

Therefore, any changes in the pattern or timing of the ECG may suggest a dis-

eased heart, since it has altered the conduction system. The theory behind these 

changes may not be properly understood, but they give an indication of the type 

of problem with the heart, and to the physician, with other factors taken into 

consideration for the particular case, this may be very helpful in making a diag-

nosis. There are a range of cardiac diseases that can be detected by the ECG, 

such as cardiac arrhythmia's, ischaemic heart disease, acute myocardial infarc-

tion, and pericarditis. It can be useful for helping diagnose non-cardiac diseases 

as well. In the field of artificial intelligence, knowledge acquisition systems for 

ECG diagnosis have been developed, base on the catalogue of ECG signals to the 

corresponding heart disorder [24]. 

The ECG has not been used to its full potential in diagnosing and quantifying 

heart conditions, due to the incomplete understanding of the relationship between 

body surface potentials and intracardiac events. Computer modelling is a way to 

gain insight into this relationship [25]. 
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2.4 Equations for the Electric Field in the Body 

To mathematically describe the electrical behaviour in the body, it is treated as a 

volume conductor. The current density, J, is linearly related to the electric field, 

E: 

J = o-E, 	 (2.1) 

where a is the conductivity. The electric field can be obtained from the 

gradient of an electric scalar potential, (I): 

E = —V(I), 	 (2.2) 

The electric scalar potential, (I), in an inhomogeneous isotropic thorax, is 

governed by Laplace's equation [26]: 

V • (o-V(I)) = 0, 	 (2.3) 

with no current flow through the body surface, and a specified potential dis-

tribution on the surface of the heart: 

V(I) • n = 0, 	and 4) = h(x,y, z), 	 (2.4) 

where n represents the normal vector to the surface, h(x,y,z); a given epicardial 

potential distribution, and a (x, y, z) is the conductivity for each organ. The 

conditions for continuous potential and current flow in an inhomogeneous thorax, 

between two different tissue boundaries, is stated by: 

(I)  1 = (I)  2, 	and 	ai: c 7 43 1  . n = o-2V(I)2  • n. 	(2.5) 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the different sides of the boundary. 
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2.5 Forward Problem 

The forward problem is when the heart potential distribution, h(x, y, z), and the 

conducting medium, a, are known, but the body surface distribution b, is not, and 

must be determined. The forward problem in electrocardiology can be described 

mathematically as the solution to Laplace's equation, along with the appropriate 

boundary conditions. In general all techniques reduce to a matrix equation: 

Th = b. 	 (2.6) 

which relates the heart surface potential distribution, h, to the resulting body 

surface potential distribution, b. The matrix, T, is called the forward transfer 

matrix. This matrix is of size m x n, where m is the number of body surface 

potential measurements, and n is the number of potential points on the heart 

surface. 

The forward problem has a unique solution, and can be calculated with an 

accuracy based on the quality of the volume conductor modelled. Due to the 

complex geometry of the human body, numerical methods are applied to solve 

the governing equations, such as the finite element method. The forward problem 

does not really have any application in clinical diagnosis, since the electric field 

generated by the heart can be measured on the body surface [27]. 

The forward problem has been used to study the electric potential distribution 

in the human body [28, 29]. The model of the heart is placed into a volume 

conductor, represented by a realistic anatomical model of the human torso. This 

is generated by techniques of digital image processing; applied to images obtained 

from Cryosection, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and computer tomography 

(CT). The torso model is inhomogeneous; due to the surrounding organs, such as 

the lungs, bones, muscle, and fat, which form the intermediate medium between 

cardiac sources and the body surface. Various effects are studied, such as changes 

in geometry, and different tissue properties [30, 31]. Another use of the forward 

problem is to study the effects of ischaemia on the resulting body surface maps 
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[28]. 

2.6 Inverse Problem 

The inverse problem is when the measured body surface potential distribution, b, 

and the properties of the conductor, cr, are known, but the potential distribution 

in the heart, h, generated by cardiac excitation and repolarisation, is unknown, 

and must be determined. It is known as electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) 

[32]. Mathematical techniques such as regularisation and singular value decom-

position have been used to invert the forward transfer matrix [26]. Solving for 

h, in terms of T, and b, using the regularisation method is represented by the 

following equation [33]: 

(TtT ai)_ iTt b. 	 (2.7) 

where / is the appropriately sized identity matrix, Tt , is the transpose of 

matrix T, and a is a parameter that determines the amount of smoothing present 

in the solution. 

The inverse problem has clinical importance, since a physician wants to know 

the electrical state of the patients heart to help make a diagnosis. The conven-

tional ECG samples the body surface potential at a limited number of sites; pro-

viding low resolution of electrical events, resulting in a high degree of uncertainty 

[34]. The localisation of electrical events in the heart can then only be inferred 

by broad terms [35], or due to lack of sensitivity, fail to detect abnormal activity 

[32]. Accurate inverse solutions would provide detailed spatial and temporal in-

formation of localised cardiac electrical events; characterising nonuniformities of 

conduction properties, and hence, improve the non-invasive ECG evaluation of 

ischaemia [36], infarcts [37], and arrhythmia's [35]. The technique has the bene-

fit of being non-invasive, so measurements can be easily obtained from patients. 

With the inverse problem, a physician would not have to examine a series of ECG 

channels, but look at the potential map of the heart, with isopotential contours 
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and isochrones of excitation times. This would allow a clinician to view a whole 

lot of information for the activation of the heart in a comprehensive form; the po-

tential can graphically presented, so patterns are striking, and easy to distinguish 

[38]. 

The solution to the inverse problem is non-unique; that is, the potential dis-

tribution in the heart can have more than one form, that will generate potentials 

which are consistent with the measured body surface potentials. The inverse 

problem is also ill-conditioned, due to inverting a near-singular forward transfer 

matrix, which is made worse by increasing the number of calculated data points 

in the heart, and the contamination of noise. The ill-posed nature of the in-

verse problem has been one main area under study, since it is one major issue 

preventing medical implementation [39]. 

The inverse problem has been investigated by a number of researchers. Kilpatrick 

et. al. [38] have conducted clinical studies into the relationship between the de-

rived epicardial potentials from body surface potentials and ischaemia. The body 

surface potentials were recorded by a jacket worn by patients, which had an array 

of 51 electrodes positioned around the body, with a concentration of electrodes 

over the left chest [40]. The studies confirmed that epicardial potential distri-

butions can be used as an indicator of acute inferior infarction, which can be 

derived within a small amount of time of seeing a patient [41, 38]. The derived 

epicardial potentials are also accurate enough to predict which coronary vessel is 

involved in the acute infarction [42]. Patients who are at high risk, after inferior 

infarction, can be determined as well [36]. 

A direct validation of the inverse problem in electrocardiology would require 

the measurement of epicardial potentials, and body surface potentials, at the 

same time. This would be difficult to do in humans, mainly due to the obvious 

ethical reasons [42]. Though this study has been performed in animals. Barr 

and Spach [43] demonstrated the use of the inverse problem in animals, by cal-

culating epicardial potential distributions from measured body surface potentials 

on dogs. This study showed that features of the potential distributions can be 
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inferred from body surface measurements, by using inverse techniques, and was 

verified with direct epicardial measurements. To make a close comparison to hu-

mans, experiments on chimpanzees have been performed [44]. An evaluation to 

isolated human hearts, such as measurements conducted by Durrer [22], has been 

performed as well [32]. 



Chapter 3 

The Bidomain Model 

3.1 Governing Equations 

The complex tissue in the heart can be represented by the bidomain model, a 

macroscopic model that describes the behaviour of bioelectric fields. It is macro-

scopic, due to the assumption that the electric potentials vary over distances 

greater than the dimension of a single cell [45]. The bidomain model was de-

veloped by Tung [46], and is based on the interpenetrating concept by Schmitt 

[47], which comprises of two super-imposed continuous domains, intracellular and 

extracellular, which are separated by a cellular membrane, where current is only 

permitted to pass from one domain to the other [47]. The bidomain concept can 

be thought of as intracellular and extracellular domains that are represented by 

rows of resistors; these are coupled through parallel resistor and capacitor pairs, 

that act as the membrane. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic representation of a two 

dimensional bidomain. The intracellular and extracellular resistive domains are 

shown in the bottom and top networks to the left of the diagram, and are sep-

arated by parallel resistor capacitor circuits, defining the membrane. Resistivity 

can be defined in the x and y directions, for both intracellular and extracellu-

lar domains, giving a total of four resistivity values in a two-dimensional domain. 

The bidomain equations are derived from the continuity of current, such that, the 

divergence of the intracellular current density, J i , must be equal to the current 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the bidomain model in two dimensions. The lower and 

upper resistor networks in the xy-plane represent the electrical properties of the intracellular 

and extracellular domains. Between these networks are parallel resistor and capacitor circuits 

that join the two domains together, representing the electrical properties of the membrane. In 

cardiac tissue, the resistors along the x and y axis differ, causing anisotropy. Reproduced with 

permission from Roth, Dept. Physics Oakland University, Rochester, MI USA [48]. 
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per unit volume, /„,,, through the cell membrane [48, 49, 50, 46, 25]: 

V J i 	 (3.1) 

where the minus sign indicates current leaving the intracellular domain is positive. 

Then, for current entering the extracellular domain: 

V Je 	 (3.2) 

Including externally applied point stimulus currents, / 5,, in the intracellular do-

main, and Ise , in the extracellular domain, leads to: 

V • Ji = 	+ 
	

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

From Ohm's Law, the intracellular and extracellular current densities can be 

written as: 

J i  — D i E i , 	 (3.5) 

— DeEe• 	 (3.6) 

where E i  and Ee  represent the intracellular and extracellular electric fields, and D i  

and De  define the bidomain conductivity tensors, which describes the anisotropy 

of the cardiac tissue properties. The bioelectric fields can be related to the gra-

dient of the electric scalar potentials, given by: 

— —V(D i , e • 	 (3.7) 

It follows from substitution of Equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7), into (3.3) and 

(3.4), leads to: 

	

V • (DV) = 	— 	 (3.8) 

	

V • (DeV(I) e ) = 	— /„, 	 (3.9) 

The transmembrane current density, /„,,, is the sum of capacitive and ionic cur-

rents, given by the following expression: 

= (Cm 	 + /ion ) . 	 (3.10) 
dt 
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where (Dm  is the transmembrane potential, which is defined as: 

(13.m 	(13 i. 	(11 e• 
	 (3.11) 

The Cm  term is the transmembrane capacitance, 3 is the ratio of membrane 

surface area to tissue volume, and the hon  term is the sum of transmembrane 

ionic currents. Membrane models consisting of first-order, non-linear ordinary 

differential equations describes the behaviour of the hon  term, which depends 

on the transmembrane potential and state variables. Membrane models govern 

the passage of ions between the intracellular and extracellular domains. These 

models have been developed based upon experimental data, such as the Luo-Rudy 

[51, 52] and the Beeler-Reuter [53] membrane models for cardiac ventricular action 

potential. 

By using the definition of transmembrane potential, 1.m , and adding Equa-

tions (3.8) and (3.9), the bidomain equations can be represented in a form with 

(13 m  and (13, as independent variables [54]: 

	

V (D i  + De )V4)e  = —V • (DiV(13,n) — 
	 (3.12) 

	

V • DNA), = —V • D i V.1)e  + arm . 	(3.13) 

Numerical methods are mostly used to solve the bidomain equations, such as 

the finite difference method for regularly discretized domains. For simulating 

realistic geometries with irregular discretized domains, the finite element method 

is used [54]. The finite volume method has also been used to solve the bidomain 

equations, and is better suited to the nature of cardiac propagation [49, 55]. 

One limitation of the bidomain model is that it cannot be used to study 

electrical activity at the cellular level, since the model is macroscopic; it calcu-

lates potentials averaged in space over many cells [56]. However, it is applicable 

to many cases in electrocardiology, such as, modelling the inverse problem, the 

shock from defibrillators, and studying cardiac conduction abnormalities. There 

is continual development in solving the bidomain equations and its application 

[57, 58, 59, 60]. 
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3.2 Anisotropic Electrical Conduction 

Cardiac muscle tissue consists of a dense vascular network of coronary circulation, 

collagen, and a complex network of cylindrical like cells that are interconnected 

through gap junctions. These cells are arranged into bundles of fibres which 

are organised into layers of sheets up to three or four cells thick (25-40 ,u,m), 

which are separated by cleavage planes, and are stacked from apex to base, as 

shown in Figure 3.2 [61, 62]. Figure 3.3 shows a larger diagram of 3.2(a), which 

demonstrates the twist of the layers. Figure 3.2 is a simple model that gives 

insight into the laminar structure of the myocardium, though it is not the only 

model that can exist; a study by Arts et. al. [63] on the myocardial laminar 

structure, suggested there can be more than two populations of laminar sheet 

orientations, and they may occur in patches. The laminar structure has been 

supported by diffusion tensor MRI measurements made by Scollan [64]. The 

fibres are oriented spirally about the cavity of the heart, and vary transmurally, 

with fibre angle rotations of up to 180° from epicardium to endocardium, in the 

left ventricular myocardial wall (measured by Streeter et. al. from histological 

sectioning [65, 66]). Taccardi et. al. have measured the total transmural rotation 

in the left ventricle to be 110 0  from potential mapping at different pacing depths 

[67]. Diffusion tensor MRI has also verified the variation of fibre direction with 

transmural depth [68]. 

Experimental evidence has shown strongly that electric current propagates 

more readily along the tissue fibres than across them; hence, having anisotropic 

electrical conductive properties [10, 11, 12]. The conductivity tensors, D i  and 

De , in the bidomain Equations (eq. 3.8 - 3.9) describes the anisotropy of the 

heart tissue. To describe the anisotropy in the general case, conductivity values 

are defined along the three principal directions, resulting in a conductivity tensor 
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Figure 3.2: Cardiac microstructure. (a) Cross-section of heart, showing laminar sheets, stacked 

from apex to base. These layers rotate transmurally. (b) cellular arrangement of laminar sheets, 

three to four cell thick. Image source: reproduced with permission from LeGrice, Auckland 

Bioengineering Institute, University of Auckland, New Zealand [61]. 
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Endocardial Plane 

Epicardial Plane 

Figure 3.3: Larger diagram of 3.2 (a), showing the rotation of a laminar sheet. Three principle 

direction can be defined; with two directions in the plane of the sheet, and one perpendicular 

to it. 

with only diagonal entries [69, 70, 71]: 

[al 0 0 1 
D ia,e) = 	0 at  0 	 (3.14) 

0 0 au  

D ie ) is the local conductivity tensor, in the fibre coordinate system, for intracel-

lular and extracellular space [50, 72, 45], where a/ is the conductivity longitudinal 

to the fibre direction; at  is the conductivity transverse to the fibre direction, in 

the plane of the epicardial surface; and au  is the conductivity  in  the direction 

across the fibres, normal to the epicardial surface, in the epicardial to endocar-

dial direction. These conceptual planes that rotate through the myocardium can 

be visualised in Figure 3.4. To incorporate the variation of fibre orientation, the 

local conductivity tensor Da ,e)  is transformed to the tissue's global coordinate 

system, by the rotation matrix A: 

(3.15) 
a(i,e)x 	a (i,e)xy a (i,e)xz 

Di e  = AD' i , e) AT  = 	a(i,e)yx Cr(i,e)y Cr(i,e)yz 

a (i,e)zx 	Cr  (i,e)zy 	Cr(i,e)z 
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Figure 3.4: Counter-clockwise rotation of fibres from epicardium to endocardium. The planes 

can be thought as being tangential to the epicardial surface. The angle 0(Z) is between the 

X-axis and the fibre direction. Reproduced with permission from Henriquez, Biomedical Engi-

neering, Duke University, Durham, NC USA (501. 
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where 

A= 

cos0(z) 

sin0(z) 

0 

— sin0(z) 

cos0(z) 

0 

0 

0 

1 

(3.16) 

The angle 0(z) is the angle between the fibre direction and x-axis, rotated about 

the z-axis as a function of depth. The conductivity tensors in Cartesian coordi-

nates is then given by: 

cs(i,e)xcos 20(z) + o-(i,e )ysin20(z) ( 0-(2,e). — a( i , e )y )cose(z)sin0(z) 0 

Di,e — (a(i,ox — a(,,e)y )cose(z)sin0(z) 0-( i , e )ycos2 0(z) + o-( i , e )xcos 20(z) 0 

0-(i,e)z 

(3.17) 

The out-of-plane fibre angle, known as the muscle fibre imbrication angle, has 

been assumed to be zero in this case, since it is less than 5° in the bulk of the 

myocardium [71]. This has also been confirmed by Streeter [73], and by Young 

[74], that the angle between the fibre direction and the epicardial tangent plane 

is negligible. Though, it has been shown in bidomain simulations that it causes 

asymmetry in the magnitudes of the positive potential maxima regions of the 

depolarising wave [75]. 

On the basis that the myocardium is a discrete laminar structure, LeGrice et. 

al. [71] states that it is possible to identify three distinct material axes at any 

point in these planes: one in the direction of the muscle fibre axis, a second in the 

direction traverse to the fibre axis in the plane of the muscle layer, and the third 

in the direction perpendicular to that plane. These directions are shown in Figure 

3.3. Though in practice, if the muscle layers are represented as transmural sheets 

that twist to represent local fibre direction, as in Figure 3.2, then the orientation 

of these planes may not be a straight forward implementation into a bidomain 

model. Henriquez [50] diagram of the definition of the three directions, as shown 

in Figure 3.4 is more simpler to model, and traditionally this coordinate system 

is used; with the measured bidomain conductivities by Clerc [10] and Roberts 

[11, 12] defined in this system, which will be used in this thesis. 



anatomical  model  of  the heart that includes the organisation of  fibre direction 

the pioneering technique [73] . [69] have created  a geometric 

permission from Histology World  [78] . 

Figure 3 .5 : Myocytes arranged  into fibres. Outline shows individual  cell. Reproduced  with  

Determining the fibre direction in the heart by histological  sectioning has been 

[67] . Figure 3.5 shows a histological  image of  cardiac cells arranged  into fibres . 

of  the early depolarising wave on the epicardium, initiated by point stimulation 

sectioning [73, 77, 74] , MRI  diffusion tensor imaging, and  from the orientation 

of  the fibre direction, in relation to the measurement electrodes. There are a 

of measuring the anisotropic conductivities, it is essential  to obtain knowledge 

stand  and interpret cardiac electrical and  mechanical functions [76] . In the case 

Knowledge of  the myocardial fibre architecture is essential to accurately under- 

amilartd4s  lapaH  
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The disadvantage with the histological technique is that it is time consuming, 

and produces a large amount of data. There may be some accuracy lost when 

preparing and dissecting the tissue [79, 80]; with shrinkage, deformation, and 

imaging errors. It may be impractical to visualise the structural organisation of 

an entire heart in three dimensions with this technique, though it does provide 

detail information about the fibre architecture of large tissue samples, and at 

present, it is considered as the gold standard [81]. 

Measuring the fibre direction from the orientation of the depolarisation wave-

front is based on the assumption that the electric current propagates faster along 

the tissue fibres than across them [10, 11, 12]. Reasonable determination of fibre 

orientation can be achieved in the early stages of activation. Though, in the 

latter stages of activation, from 20 to 30 ms onwards following stimulation, the 

wavefront departs from its elliptical form, becoming irregular [67]. Also, the fibre 

direction progressively changes as the wave propagates further out from the point 

of origin. 

Diffusion tensor MRI is an extension of the conventional MRI, of tracking and 

measuring the motion of water molecules. The fibre direction can be measured 

since the water diffusion in the cardiac tissue is anisotropic. It is based on the 

hypothesis that the eigenvector of the largest MRI diffusion tensor eigenvalue 

coincides with the orientation of the local myocardial fibre direction [82, 83, 80, 

84]. The advantage with diffusion tensor MRI, is that the true three-dimensional 

myofibre direction vectors can be determined [85, 80, 84]. The technique is also 

non-invasive, and the fibre architecture is determined for an intact heart, rather 

than a sectioned one by the conventional histology approach, which may introduce 

uncertainties. Hsu et. al. [82] made a direct comparison between the fibre 

orientation measured by diffusion tensor MRI and histological techniques, and 

found good correlation. Another validation was made by Scollan et. al. [64], 

which also showed good agreement between histological and diffusion tensor MRI 

techniques. Diffusion tensor MRI has been used to create detailed anatomical 

models of the human heart, for numerical simulation of electrical excitation, and 
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mechanical deformation [86]. Henriquez et. al. [55] has used the technique to 

determine fibre orientation in mouse hearts, for bidomain simulations. It has also 

been used to assess the fibre architecture of brain white matter [87, 88], spinal 

cord [89], kidney [90], and skeletal muscle [83, 91]. However, there are technical 

difficulties with diffusion tensor MRI, associated with the motion of the beating 

heart [92, 82], and other limitations [93, 94, 95]. 



Chapter 4 

Measurement of Bidomain 

Conductivity 

Numerous researchers have undertaken cardiac tissue conductivity measurements, 

such as Rush [96, 97], Weidmann [98], Chapman [99], and Kleber [100]. Typi-

cally, the conductivity is determined indirectly. With a known stimulating cur-

rent, measured voltage, and a mathematical model that governs the electrical 

behaviour of the tissue, the unknown conductivity can be determined. Differ-

ent techniques have been made; with variations of the four-electrode technique 

[101], measurement of wavefront conduction velocities [10, 11, 12], applications 

of direct current and alternating current [102, 103], and the use of different types 

of electrodes [104]. Determining the conductivity of cardiac muscle in vivo is a 

challenging problem, both experimentally and theoretically; difficulties include 

the knowledge of tissue fibre orientation with respect to the electrodes, and ob-

taining measurements with precisely known electrode separation. The measured 

conductivity values can be greatly influenced by the type of model used [105], 

and there may be difficulty in deciding what measurements to make and how to 

use them in a model [104]. 

28 
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4.1 The Four-Electrode Technique 

The four-electrode technique has been widely used for cardiac resistivity measure-

ments. In this technique, two voltage electrodes are placed at a known distance 

in the cardiac tissue, in between two current electrodes. The voltage across these 

two electrodes is measured, and then the resistance can be calculated [96, 106]. 

The advantage of this technique is that it avoids the possible electrode polari-

sation at the current electrodes, as experienced in the two electrode technique 

[107]. This technique can be used for both AC and DC voltages [108]. 

Rush et. al. [96, 97] applied the four-electrode technique to several body 

tissues, including heart tissue, in which anisotropic resistivities were obtained. 

Though only bulk conductivities were calculated, and the model used was like a 

monodomain. A theoretical study by Plonsey and Barr [109], applied the four-

electrode technique along with the bidomain model, and were able to obtain ana-

lytical solutions by assuming constant anisotropic ratios. When the four-electrode 
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(a) Closely spaced electrodes, for current flow (b) Widely spaced electrodes, for current flow 

in only extracellular space. 	 in both intracellular and extracellular space. 

Figure 4.1: The four electrode configuration applied for bidomain conductivity measurements. 

Two outside electrodes apply the current, while the two inner electrodes measure the voltage. 

technique is applied to determine the bidomain conductivities, measurements are 

made to obtain potential in extracellular space in isolation, and for both intracel-

lular and extracellular space. To measure the potential in just extracellular space, 

the measurement electrodes are place at a small width apart. In order to mea-

sure the potential in both intracellular and extracellular space, the measurement 

electrodes are spaced wider apart. Figure 4.1 shows the electrode configurations. 
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To determine the distances between the measurement electrodes, the so called 

length constants can be calculated for the longitudinal and transverse directions 

[110]: 

Rinatiad  

+ ael)0' 
(4.1) 

Rmaitaet  At =  • 
	

(4.2) 
(ait aet)0 

where is the ratio of the membrane surface area to tissue volume, and 1?.., is 

the membrane resistance times unit area. For example, using the conductivity 

parameters measured by Clerc [10], shown in Table 4.8, and R ni=0.91 Qm2  [110], 

the length constants are A i =787 pm, and At =285,u,m. In order to measure the 

potential in just extracellular space in the longitudinal direction, the separation 

of the measurement electrodes needs to be below 787 pm. When the separation is 

wider than this, the potential is measured in both intracellular and extracellular 

space. 

The advantage of the four-electrode technique when applied to finding the 

two-dimensional bidomain conductivities, is that three parameters at most are 

needed to be estimated at one time. Firstly, measurements of the potential in 

extracellular space are obtained when the electrodes are close together, below 

the space constant. This enables the fibre direction and the two extracellular 

conductivities to be calculated. Then, the remaining intracellular conductivities 

are calculated by measuring the potential when the electrodes are widely spaced 

[19]. 

An extension of this technique by Le Guyader et. al. [101, 13, 14], is by 

applying an alternating current to change the length constant. At higher fre-

quencies the length constant is smaller, resulting in the current flowing in both 

intracellular and extracellular space. At lower frequencies the space constant is 

wider, resulting in the current flow confined to extracellular space. Two measure-

ment electrodes can then be held fixed at a small separation, and do not need to 

be increased which would sample a different larger region. The modified length 



constants are given by [111]; 

= Zmailael  

(ail + ael)131  

Zinattaet 
A t  • 
	

(4.4) 
(aft  + clet)0 

where Zn, is the AC specific membrane impedance, which has replaced the DC 

membrane resistance, Rm , in equations (4.1) and (4.2). Le Guyander et. al. 

[14] definition of Zrr, is based on assumptions about gap junction resistance and 

capacitance. 

If the myocytes are approximately 100 pm long and 20 pm in diameter, and 

judging the distance between cells, such as in Figure 3.5, then the calculated 

length constants seem to be large. For example, A i =787 pm is more larger than 

the length of a myocyte by a factor of 7, and it would appear in practice, that 

the required closely spaced electrodes needs to be smaller. Sadleir and Hen-

riquez [19] theoretical study used electrode spacings of 5 or 10 pm to ensure that 

extracellular conductivities were independent from intracellular conductivities. 

Though manufacturing electrodes with small enough spacings accurately may be 

difficult without the necessary equipment, and they may be more prone to mea-

surement noise [112]. Another issue that arises is that the bidomain model is a 

macroscopic model, with the assumption that the electric potential varies over 

distances greater than the dimensions of a single cell, and so it may not fully 

describe microscopic scales [113]. 

4.2 Estimating Bidomain Conductivities Based 

on Tissue Structure 

Another approach to determining the bidomain conductivity values is to create 

a geometric model of a section of cardiac tissue, at the cellular level. Krassowslca 

and Neu [15, 114] created a macroscopic model, based on cellular-level geometry 

and material constants retrieved from the literature; Table 4.1 lists the constants 
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used. The model represented the myocardium as a lattice of cells, electrically 

connected by low-resistance gap junctions; this structure resided in extracellular 

fluid. A continuum representation of the cellular model was derived [114]. The 

estimates of the intracellular conductivities in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions were calculated by: 

— 	  

1 + 
11 

and ait = 3 lcri ' 
(4.5) 

For extracellular space, the longitudinal and transverse conductivities were cal-

culated by: 

ael = aeCre and a-et = —0-e  • 2 
(4.6) 

where a, is an intracellular area fraction, related to a e  by a 	1 — ae ; r3  is the 

junctional resistance, r e  is the longitudinal resistance and lc  is the cell length. 

The results from the study found that the intracellular and extracellular con-

ductivities in the longitudinal direction were close to experimental measurements 

reported in the literature; Table 4.2 presents the values obtain. However, there 

was a significant difference in the intracellular transverse conductivity, with the 

estimate from the model being much lower than the reported experimental values. 

The source of discrepancies between the conductivities may be from the material 

constants used in the model, given in Table 4.1, which may not be necessarily 

correct. Another reason may be since the intracellular transverse conductivity de-

pends greatly on the junctional resistance, in which its value is uncertain. To be 

consistent with experimental values, changing the cell dimensions and increasing 

the number of junctional connections between cells is needed, but in doing so, this 

will change the other conductivity values, which are already close to agreement 

with the experimental values. 

Over a decade later, Stinstra et. al. [16, 17] constructed a geometric cellular 

model based on histology images of cardiac tissue, that consisted of two domains; 

intracellular and extracellular space, separated by the cell membrane. Features 

in the two domains were included in the model, for example, interstitial fluid 

and capillaries for extracellular space; and then electrolyte and gap junctions for 
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Table 4.1: Material Constants used in the geometric tissue model by Krassowslca. and Neu [15]. 

Parameter 	 Value 

conductivity of cytoplasm 	4 mScm -1  

conductivity of extracellular fluid 20 mScm-1  

membrane resistivity 	 20 k1icm2  

membrane capacitance 	1 kiFcm-2  

cell diameter 	 15 pm 

cell length 	 100 pm 

extracellular area fraction 	0.15 

extracellular gap width 	1 

longitudinal cell resistance 	1.7 MQ 

junctional resistance 	 20 M12 

range of junction resistance 	1-60 M12 

junctional resistivity 	 3.5 Qcm 2  

range of junctional resistivity 	0.2-10 12cm2  

Table 4.2: Comparison between the conductivities from Krassowska and Neu [15] geometric 

model and experimental measurements (TriScm- 1 ). 

Parameter Model Experimental: Clerc [10] Roberts et. al. Roberts Sz Scher [12] 

az/ 0.7 1.7 2.8 3.4 

ait 0.003 0.19 0.26 0.6 

ael 3.0 6.3 2.2 1.2 

Cret 1.5 2.4 1.3 0.8 
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intracellular space. A finite element model governed by Laplace's equations was 

used to calculate the currents flowing through intracellular and extracellular space 

due to an external applied field. From this model the bulk bidomain conductivity 

for intracellular and extracellular space in the longitudinal and transverse were 

calculated by: 
Jics 	 JECS  gi = 	and o-, = 	 (4.7) 
'-'app 	 '-'app 

where E app is the applied electric field; Jics and JEcs is the resulting net current 

density. The material parameters shown in Table 4.3 where used to calculate 

the intracellular and extracellular conductivity in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions; derived values are shown in Table 4.4. The results were within range 

of the experimentally measured values reported in the literature, however, like in 

Krassowska and Neu's study [15] there was disagreement with the intracellular 

transverse conductivity. Stinstra et. al. [17] reason for the discrepancy, was the 

value for gap junction resistance; its needed to be lower, but would then be out 

of range from the literature values. Another reason is due to the gap junction 

distribution. Gap junctions are not only located at the ends of the myocytes, but 

can be located on the lateral sides. The model had some simplifications: it was 

assumed that the myocytes were arranged into a regular grid, the sheet of intersti-

tial fluid between the cells were of the same thickness throughout the domain, and 

the membrane was non-conducting. Even with these simplifications, the model 

had many similarities to real tissue. The conductivities derived from the model 

were used in a whole heart model that was based on the bidomain equations, to 

simulate regional subendocardial ischaemia. The advantage of using a cellular 

model is that the material constants can be modified to reflect changes under 

pathological conditions, such as during ischaemia, when there can be alterations 

to the cardiac cells, vascular morphology and gap junction resistance. The ef-

fect of these changes on potential distributions can then be studied in bidomain 

simulations [16, 115]. 



Table 4.3: Material Constants used in the geometric tissue model by Stinstra  et. al. [16]. 

Parameter 	 Value 

Cytoplasm longitudinal conductivity 0.3 Sm-1  

Cytoplasm transverse conductivity 	0.15 Sm-1  

Interstitial conductivity 	 2.0 Sm-1  

Capillary wall conductivity 	0.02 Sm-1  

Blood plasma conductivity 	2.0 Sm-1  

Haematocrit 	 50 % 

Gap junction resistivity 	 1.45 x 10 -4  Slcm2  

Cell membrane resistivity 	+oo 1lcm2  

Average cell cross-section 	300 pm2  

Average cell length 	 95 itm2  

Volume fraction myocytes 	84 % 

Volume fraction interstitial space 	11 % 

Volume fraction capillaries 	5 % 

Table 4.4: Comparison between the conductivities from Stinstra et. al. [17) geometric model 

and experimental measurements (mScm -1 ). 

Parameter Model Experimental: Clerc (10] Roberts et. al. Roberts lc Scher [12] 

ail 1.6 1.7 2.8 3.4 

crit 0.05 0.19 0.26 0.6 

act 2.1 6.3 2.2 1.2 

aet 0.5 2.4 1.3 0.8 
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Table 4.5: Resistivity measured by Clerc [10). 

Rit = 402 ± 30 S2crn 

Rit = 3620 + 280 Sicm 

Rei = 48 + 4 52cm 

Ret  = 127 ± 38 C2cm 

4.3 Bidomain Conductivity Measurements 

Table 4.8 provides the common conductivity values used in bidomain models 

[9, 27]. These were measured by Clerc [10] and Roberts et. al. [11, 12] more 

than two to three decades ago. Each investigator used different techniques. The 

following sections summaries their studies. 

4.3.1 Clerc 1976 

Clerc [10] performed in vitro experiments on bundles of trabeculae, from the 

right ventricle of calf hearts. The resistance was determined from amplitudes 

of intracellular and extracellular biphasic action potentials in the muscle bun-

dles. A one-dimensional cable model was used to describe the current flow, which 

avoided the complexity of greater dimensions. The bundles of tissue where pre-

pared in such a way that the longitudinal and transverse measurements were 

measured separately. Extracellular recordings and intracellular potential record-

ings were also measured separately, by different placement of micro-electrodes, 

which showed measured deflections of opposite polarity. Measured resistivities 

are given in Table 4.5. Conduction velocity was measured from the same prepa-

ration, with a longitudinal velocity, 9/ , of 48 + 4 ans -1 , and a transverse velocity, 

Ot , of 16 + 1 cms-1 . The propagation of conduction velocity was found to be con-

stant. Clerc's resistivity values, given as the specific resistances, R, are defined 

over a particular area of space, where as bidomain resistivities, r, are defined 

over the whole tissue area. The first column in Table 4.8 shows the converted 

values reported by Clerc. These values were simply obtained by the following 



expressions [50]: 

	

cri = L/Ri, 	 (4.8) 

	

e= fel Re• 
	 (4.9) 
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with the fraction of intracellular and extracellular spaces to be L = 0.7 and 

f e = 0.3; having an extracellular space of 30 % of the tissue volume [10]. The 

main achievement of Clerc's work, was that he was able to measure the separate 

intracellular and extracellular conductivities, where as previous investigators had 

measured only bulk resistivity. 

4.3.2 Roberts 1979 

Due to the differences in measured resistivity values between in vitro studies such 

as Clerc's experiment [10] and in situ studies [97], Roberts et. al. [11] conducted 

in vivo experiments on nine dogs, and resistivity was determined by equations 

relating them to the wavefront voltage. He was concerned with the effects of 

cardiac fibre direction on conduction velocity and resistivity. 

Roberts mapped the extracellular potential of propagating excitation, via an 

epicardial electrode array, with reference to a remote electrode located in an open-

ing in the animal's thorax. Activation was administered by pacing the epicardium 

with a stimulating electrode at the centre of the electrode array. 

He extended on Clerc's theoretical analysis which unified conduction velocity, 

resistivity, and wavefront voltage. The wavefront voltage was determined as the 

maximal rate of change; that is, taken as the maximal difference between two 

voltages recorded 2 ms apart. Knowledge of fibre direction was determined, by 

assuming the direction of maximal conduction velocity. 

Conduction velocity was measured to have a longitudinal velocity, Oh  of 58 ± 

8 cms-1 , and a transverse velocity, B t , of 25 ± 3 crns -1 . Resistivity values were 

defined differently from that of Clerc's [10], in that the resistivity was for the 

total tissue area. Roberts et. al [11] defined the resistivity in this way to avoid 

the assumption of the fraction of tissue that intracellular and extracellular space 
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Table 4.6: Resistivity measured by Roberts et a 1979 PI. 

ri1  = 360 Qcm 

rit  = 3800 Qcm 

ret = 450 Qcm 

ret  = 750 Qcm, 

occupies. The measured resistivities from this experiment are shown in Table 

4.6, in which five dogs where used in calculating the results. Bidomain concepts 

were used in this study, though an anisotropic monodomain model was used in 

the calculations, hence, the measurement of bulk or gross resistivities were made. 

The separate resistivities were then derived from the assumption that the bulk 

resistivities are the parallel combination of the intracellular and extracellular 

resistivities. Bulk resistivity was determined by a method similar to the four-

electrode technique; as the one used by Rush et. al. [97]. The pacing stimulus 

was used as the current source; a 3 ms rectangular current pulse injected on the 

epicardium. With the known current I, measured potential V, and distance D 

of the recording electrode from the current electrode, the bulk resistivities were 

calculated by the following expression [96]: 

RI V = 
27D

. (4.10) 

Then, the longitudinal and transverse resistivities, for intracellular and extracel- 

lular space, was obtained by the following expressions [11]; 

rit = n/./Vet, (4.11) 

rit = rtA/Vet, (4.12) 

ret = rard(rzi — r1), (4.13) 

ret = ritrtArit 	rt)• (4.14) 

where r represents the resistivity, with subscripts / and t denoting the longi-

tudinal and transverse directions, and i and e denoting the intracellular and 
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extracellular space. The symbol r without the i and e subscripts represents the 

bulk resistivity. V is the wavefront voltage, and the symbol A is the magnitude 

of the transmembrane action potential, which was assumed to have a value of 100 

mV. 

4.3.3 Roberts 1982 

Later, Roberts et. al. [12] investigated further into measuring cardiac tissue re-

sistivity, with more developed mathematical modelling of extracellular potential 

fields. Like in the previous experiment, the extracellular field was mapped during 

excitation of the cardiac tissue. Fibre direction was determined as the long axis 

of the elliptically shaped propagating wave of activation. Wavefront voltage was 

not determined by measuring the maximal rate of change during depolarisation, 

but by using least-squares to produce the best-fit between potential fields for ex-

perimental and model data. Roberts et. al. claimed that obtaining the wavefront 

voltage in this way overcomes the uncertainty of how the wavefront voltage was 

selected in the previous experiment. Bidomain modelling was used, and with 

a number of assumptions and approximations introduced, Roberts was able to 

deduce an expression for calculating the extracellular field, which was solved by 

numerical integration. Though, it was only used for obtaining the wavefront volt-

age; the bulk resistivity was measured with the technique used in the previous 

study, but this time the resistivities were calculated using the wavefront voltages 

determined by linear regression. 

Measured conduction velocity in the longitudinal direction, 0 1 , was 57 + 

6 cms-1 , and for the transverse direction, Ot , 24 ± 3 cms -1 , similar to the values 

in the previous experiment. Resistivities are given in Table 4.7, for six hearts 

studied. Even though the measured bulk resistivities were similar to Roberts et. 

al. previously reported values [11], the bidomain resistivities were significantly 

different. He claimed that the difference was due to the improved method of 

determining wavefront voltages; affecting the calculated values. 
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Table 4.7: Resistivity measured by Roberts et. al. 1982 [12]. 

= 291 + 38 C2cm 

rit = 1677 ± 331 12cm 

ret = 852 ± 232 C2cm 

ret  = 1247 + 210 C2cm 

4.4 Differences in Measured Conductivities 

The bidomain conductivities given in Table 4.8 [9] are basically the reciprocal of 

the resistivities from Tables 4.5 to 4.7, with the conversion for Clerc's values with 

the assumption of fractional volume of intracellular and extracellular space. The 

Table 4.8: The Measured bidomain conductivities (mS/cm) [9]. 

Symbol Clerc(1976)[10] Roberts(1979)[11] Roberts and Scher(1982)[12] 

Uz i 1.741 2.800 3.436 

Ut t 0.193 0.260 0.596 

ael 6.250 2.200 1.174 

aet 2.362 1.300 0.802 

az/ /ait 9.021:1 10.77:1 5.77:1 

ad /ad  2.646:1 1.69:1 1.46:1 

ad/ad 0.279:1 1.273:1 2.927:1 

ad /ad  0.082:1 0.200:1 0.743:1 

conductivities given in Table 4.8 have large discrepancies between each other. 

One difference is that the longitudinal value for extracellular space ad , in Clerc's 

measurements, is greater than the longitudinal intracellular value a d , when com-

pared with Roberts' measurements. Though, there is agreement with the ratio of 

the longitudinal and transverse conductivities ad/ad for intracellular space being 

greater than the extracellular space ad/aet ; and also the transverse conductivity 

in extracellular space ad , being greater than intracellular space ad . 

The variability between the measurements is due to the different experimental 
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Table 4.9: Conductivities from Colli Franzone 	(mS/cm). 

= 3.0 

crit  = 0.31525 

ae1 = 2.0 

Ciet = 1.3514 

techniques performed; whether the experiments were performed in vivo or not, 

the extent and approach of the mathematical modelling, the animal species ex-

perimented on, and the type of measurements obtained. 

Colli Franzone et. al. [116] calculated conductivity values based on measure-

ments cited in the literature, such as conduction velocity, and applying Roberts 

et. al. [11] method. These values are shown in Table 4.9. Similarly Taccardi et. 

al. [117] made calculations in this manner, for parameter calibration for bido-

main simulations. There are also a number of investigators that have selected 

bidomain parameters suited to their simulations [118, 119, 120, 121]. 



Chapter 5 

Depolarisation Wave 

The electrical excitation, referred to as the depolarisation, can be triggered by ex-

tracellular stimulus electrodes, with a current injection above threshold, at a site 

in the cardiac tissue. This can be applied by pacing; which delivers a frequency 

of DC pulses via electrodes. If this frequency is above the rate set by the heart's 

pacemaker cells at the sinoatrial node, and the pacing current is above threshold, 

then activation would occur at the site of stimulation. Furthermore, when pacing 

the epicardium, paced beats are produced; and when the left ventricle is paced, 

the normal activation sequence of transmural depolarisation can be reversed, as 

epicardial to endocardial propagation, rather than via the Purkinje fibre network, 

from endocardium to the epicardium [122, 123, 124]. 

5.1 Wavefront 

Activation spreads throughout the tissue region by cell-to-cell conduction, since 

the cardiac cells are interconnected by low-resistance channels called gap junctions 

[125]. Gap junctions are located at the ends of the cells, at the membrane, and 

at the lateral edges; they permit the flow of ions and small molecules. The term 

depolarisation, or the activation of the tissue, is used to describe the sudden influx 

of cations Na+ and Ca, which occurs when the membrane is permeable [126]. 

When activation occurs during pacing by point stimulation, the cardiac cells 
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near the stimulus electrode depolarise. This in turn, causes the depolarisation 

of neighbouring cells and so on. The result is a propagating wavefront, that is 

shaped elliptically, and is centralised over the stimulating electrode, with negative 

potential occupying the area inside the ellipse. This is accompanied by two 

positive maxima regions at both of its ends; adjacent to these maxima are two 

negative minima. The analogy can be thought as two collinear dipoles at 180° 

from one another; a diagram representing this is shown in Figure 5.1. 

The wavefront can be defined as the zone where the transition from resting to 

the activated transmembrane potential takes place [45]; its a propagating layer, 

travelling less than 1 ms -1 , of approximately 1 mm in width [27]. To help visu-

alised this region, an isochrone line at the point where there is the greatest rate 

of change in potential can be seen as the wavefront, or as bands of densely packed 

negative isopotential lines [127]. In the situation of epicardial point stimulation, 

this gives an outline of an ellipse during the early stages of activation [11], and 

departs from this shape 20 to 30 ms onwards after stimulation [67]. The wave-

front on the epicardium propagates in all directions, until it merges with other 

wavefronts coming from breakthrough sites. Breakthrough sites are locations on 

the epicardium where the activation occurs earlier than other surrounding regions 

[128]; this activity is from the endocardial to epicardial activation sequence, via 

Purkinje fibre junctions, where individual wavefronts may come off. These break-

throughs complicate the shape of the ellipse in its later stages, and subsequently 

gives the appearance of increased conduction velocity; of up to 2 or 3 ms -1  [67]. 

Analysis of the propagation of wavefront activation from point stimulation was 

first studied with epicardial mapping [129, 11]. Mapping studies of potential dis-

tributions during pacing, such as the one by Taccardi et. al. [67] or Watabe et. 

al. [130], have indicated that the major axis of the ellipse, that passes through 

both positive maxima, is mostly aligned with the tissue fibres near the stimulus 

site. Also, a study by Frazier et. al. [122] observed that the initial isochrones of 

the activating region were elliptical, with the major axes of the ellipse along the 

mean fibre direction. This occurs due to the faster conduction along the direction 



Figure 5.1: A representation of the elliptical shaped wavefront, from epicardial stimulation. Two 

potential maxima are located at both ends of the ellipse on the outside, and two minima are 

located on the inside of the ellipse at the ends. The star in the middle is the site of stimulation. 

Arrowed lines show the extracellular current paths, from the maxima to the minima. The 

orientation of the ellipse reflects fibre direction. Reproduced with permission, Taccardi et. al., 

Effect of Myocardial Fiber Direction on Epicardial Potentials, Circulation, 90, 3076-3090 [67]. 
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of the tissue fibres than across them [131, 98, 129, 10, 11, 8, 12]. The average 

conduction velocity measured, from several investigators, for mainly canine ven-

tricular muscle, has been 56 cms -1  and 21 crns - 1 , for along and across the tissue 

fibres respectively [132]. Therefore, there is higher conductivity in the longitu-

dinal direction, resulting in more current per area in the region of the wavefront 

travelling along the fibres than across them [133]. This exhibits the propagating 

wave of excitation in the form of an ellipse. Thus, from the orientation of the el-

liptical wavefront, the fibre direction can be revealed in situ, without histological 

sectioning. Colli Franzone et. al. [127] also defined the fibre direction in this way 

in simulation studies. Though, this method does have its limits; Frazier et. al. 

[122] noted that the difference between the major axis of the elliptical wavefront 

and the local fibre orientation, increased, as it travelled further away from the 

stimulation site. 

5.2 Transmural Rotation of Depolarisation Wave 

The spread of the depolarising wave from point stimulation is a three-dimensional 

process, which is influenced by the transmural rotation of fibres, and the distribu-

tion of Purkinje tissue [122]. In Taccardi et. al. [67] cardiac mapping study, they 

observed that the two positive maxima at both ends of the elliptical wavefront 

undergo an expansion and rotation in the counter clockwise direction from the 

epicardium to endocardium. During the study of transmural activations, Frazier 

et. al. [122] observed that the ellipse rotates in the same general direction as the 

fibres, with the wavefront in three-dimensions producing a helicoid. The major 

axes of the ellipse corresponded to the average fibre orientation, during the trans-

mural activation, and the twist of the helicoid was less than the corresponding 

local rotation of the fibres. 

A simulation study by Muzikant and Henriquez [134], showed that information 

about the fibre orientation in the cardiac tissue can be revealed by observing the 

potential distributions during pacing. Based on Taccardi et. al. [67] and Frazier's 
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et. al. [122] experimental findings, the line connecting through the two positive 

maxima of the depolarising ellipse on the epicardium was used to reveal the 

epicardial fibre orientation. Muzikant and Henriquez [134] used this technique, 

along with another method, for measuring the fibre orientation transmurally. 

Their technique involved curve fitting the isopotentials of the stimulus artifact 

and the contours of the depolarising ellipse, when observed on the epicardium 

during intramural stimulation, which gave the average of the fibre angle, Oavg . 

This assumes that these potentials reflect an average of the fibre angle, between 

the epicardium and the stimulus plane, and that the change in transmural fibre 

rotation is linear. With the epicardial fibre angle, O epi , known, then the intramural 

fibre angle, °depth , can be calculated at each intramural pacing depth by the 

following equation: 
Oeryi + °depth  Oavg  = 

2 
(5.1) 

They concluded that extracellular potential data during and after stimulation, 

could be used to determine epicardial fibre angle gradients, the amount of fibre 

rotation per unit depth, and anisotropy. It could also be used to characterise the 

three-dimensional anisotropic electrical properties in situ. 

When measuring the conductivity in the heart, it is important to know the 

fibre orientation of the tissue under study. Normally there is a geometric model 

with a description of fibre orientation, use to simulate electrical events, such as the 

Auckland geometric heart model, based on histological analysis of canine hearts 

by Nielsen et. al. [69]. Accurately matching the fibre direction at a given location 

in a heart from an experiment, to the corresponding fibre direction in such a 

model would be challenging. There is also the heart-to-heart variation between 

experiments to consider as well [134]. Measuring the local fibre direction from the 

orientation of the depolarising wave during epicardial pacing can overcome these 

difficulties, since the fibre direction can be determined for a particular experiment. 

The depolarising wave has been use for studying the electrical activity of the 

heart. Oster et. al. [35, 135] has used it in an inverse problem study. In their 

study, they placed a canine heart into a human torso tank model, where direct 
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measurements to the heart could be obtained, and body surface potentials could 

be measured on the torso model. They reconstructed epicardial potentials initi-

ated by pacing, from body surface measurements. Features of the reconstructed 

epicardial potential patterns included the two maxima of the depolarising wave, 

hence, the fibres could be derived noninvasively. This was confirmed with the 

direct epicardial measurements of the canine heart in the torso tank. 

Muzikant and Henriquez [134] hypothesised that the eccentricity of the stim-

ulus artifact from the pacing stimulus may be used to isolate the extracellular 

anisotropy ratios, so that additional information can be provided for determining 

the anisotropic electrical properties of cardiac tissue. 

5.3 Electrograms 

Electrograms are local samples of the potential distribution as it varies during the 

cardiac cycle for excitation and recovery [67, 136]. There are different electrogram 

morphologies that arise during the propagation of the depolarising wave, which 

produce Q and R waves. Figure 5.2 shows a diagram of the type of electrograms 

produced. R waves are associated with the positive maxima at both ends of the 

ellipse, hence, they are found in regions in which the activation moves along the 

fibre direction. This activity is shown as a positive deflection in the electrogram 

[67]. R waves mainly occur along fibres; and it has been confirmed by experiment 

[67], and computer simulations [117], that the transverse propagation of excita-

tion between the epicardial and endocardial plane, does not generate R waves. 

However, from experiment and computer simulations, weak positive potentials 

or small R waves have been reported to appear in regions where the wavefront 

is spreading across the fibres. This effect is due to the presence of intracavi-

tary blood and transmural rotation of fibres [133, 117]. Q waves are shown as 

a negative deflection in the electrogram. This rapidly changing component of 

the electrogram is known as the "intrinsic deflection" [136]. The greatest rate 

of change of the negative deflection can be taken as the time of local electrical 
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Figure 5.2: Diagram to show the types of electrograms produced during the propagation of the 

elliptical depolarising wave on the epicardium. The electrograms are measured at the points 

labelled with 1 and 2, located along and across the fibres respectively. R waves are observed 

along the fibre direction followed by Q waves, where as across the fibre direction only Q waves 

are observed. Dashed vertical lines indicate the greatest rate of change in potential, which can 

be used to define the outline of the ellipse, and also time of activation. 
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activation, which distinguishes the outline of the wavefront. Initial Q waves oc-

cur in areas where the excitation wave propagates across the fibres. When the 

excitation propagates along the fibres, the Q wave occurs after the initial R wave 

[117, 137]. 

Previously, the behaviour of the depolarising elliptical wavefront had been 

studied by the uniform double layer model [138], and later on, the oblique double 

layer model [139]. These models had limitations, with simplifying assumptions, 

and where inconsistent with experimental data [45, 117]; they are now considered 

to be obsolete, when compared with the bidomain model. The bidomain model 

has been used to study potential distributions during point stimulation by Colli 

Franzone et. al. [127], which showed similar results to Taccardi et. al. [67] 

experimental observations. 



Chapter 6 

Parameter Estimation 

The parameters in the conductivity tensors, that are contained in the bidomain 

Equations (3.8) and (3.9), are not measured directly in this study, contrary to 

Clerc's [10] and Roberts et. al. [11] deterministic approach, but are inferred by 

inverse techniques, known as parameter estimation. These parameters have a 

physical significance, in that they describe the anisotropy of the cardiac tissue. 

The goal is to determined a set of these values, which gives the best-fit between 

model generated potential and observed potential. The determination of parame-

ters in partial differential equations, known as parameter estimation, is generally 

ill-posed and non-unique, and arises in many areas of inverse problems, such as 

ground-water modelling [140, 141], astronomy [142], and geophysics [143]. 

6.1 Optimisation 

Mathematical models are derived in many branches of physics to describe the be-

haviour of a system. The model equations contain variables and parameters. The 

parameters can describe the physical properties of a system, and it is desirable to 

determine their values, so that the model can produce numbers consistent with 

observed quantities. 

Parameter estimation methods normally have two stages [143]: 

1. A function 0(p) is defined to represent the difference between model data 
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and experimental data. This function is called the objective function, a 

measure of fit. The smaller its value, the greater the consistency between 

the model and observations, and the greater confidence in the determined 

parameter set on the basis of the observations [143, 144]. For example, in 

the least-squares method for determining parameters, the sum of squares 

of the residuals is the objective function. 

2. If p is an n-row vector containing the model parameters, then the aim is to 

find 13, an estimate of p, such that the objective function 0(p), is brought 

to a minimum. The process of calculating 13, is known as optimisation. The 

optimum parameters fo , is a local minimum of the objective function 0(p). 

The absolute goal is to find the unique global minimum. 

6.2 Least-squares 

The least-squares method is one of the most common estimation procedures. It 

has been applied to a vast number of fields in science and engineering. To describe 

the behaviour of a system there is normally a model function, f (x), that has been 

developed. If there are m number of observations y, then the aim is to find a 

model function f (x) that gives values close to the observations y. That is, a set of 

parameter values is required, to minimise the sum of the squares of the residuals: 

111 

0  = E(Y/ - f(xi,P)) 2 . 
	 (6.1) 

i=1 

For example, if the function was quadratic, f(x) = ax 2  + bx + c, then the coef-

ficients a, b, and c are to be determined, such that the objective function, 0, is 

reduced to a minimum. If the model function was linear, such as the example 

quadratic function, then the problem simplifies considerably, essentially reducing 

to a system of linear equations. Though, in general, this is not the case, normally 

the model function is non-linear, such as the bidomain model, and the problem is 

more difficult to solve. Iterative gradient based parameter estimation techniques 
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such as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [145], are used to solve the general 

optimisation problem. 

Suppose, for a linear model, the relationship can be assumed to be: 

c = Xipi  + X2p2 + • • • + XnPn, 	 (6.2) 

Or in matrix form 

where 

Xp = c, (6.3) 

X11 	X12 	• • • 	Xln 

x= 
X21 	X22 	• • • 	X2n 

(6.4) 

Xmi 	• 	Xmn 

_ 
P1 

p = P2 
(6.5) 

Pn 
_ 

Cl 

C2 
c= (6.6) 

Cm  _ 
p is a vector of order n, that contains the system parameters, and c is a vector 

of order m representing the systems responses, which there are corresponding 

measurements. The matrix X, is an m x n matrix, that contains a set of excita-

tions, or sensitivities that gives these responses. The objective function can be 

represented in matrix form as: 

0 = (c — Xp) t (c — Xp). 	 (6.7) 

where the vector c now contains the set of measurements. The superscript, t, 

denotes the transpose operation. 
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To minimise the objective function, 0, the derivative with respect to p is 

taken, and the result is set equal to zero [140]: 

	

api 	 api 
--- 

	

a 	 a 0(p) I p=1-3 	[(c — Xp) t (c — Xp)] ) I ip=i3 
	(6.8) 

= 0,j = 1, 2, ... ,n. 	 (6.9) 

where I p=i;  signifies that 13 is the set of parameters that causes the derivatives of 

0(p) to be zero. Following on by differentiating a product, it can be shown that 

the vector 13 that minimises the objective function is given by [144, 140]: 

= (X t X) -1Xt c. 	 (6.10) 

A unique solution to the parameter estimation problem can be achieved by Equa-

tion (6.10), if the number of observations m is greater than, or equal to, the 

number of parameters, n. 

One property of the estimated parameter set, 11, that may be of interest, is 

its covariance matrix [144, 144 

C(P) = (XtX) - l o-2 . 	 (6.11) 

where o-2  here represents the variance of each element of the vector, c, of mea-

surements. It can be estimated as [144]: 

9 	 (6.12) 
(m — n) .  

where (m — n) is the difference between the number of measurements, and the 

number of parameters contained in 13. 

From the covariance matrix, the elements pij , of the correlation coefficient 

matrix can be derived [144, 141: 

a 
Pu 

= \ /01 i crii 

where o-ii  represents each element in the matrix C(13), for a number of i rows, and 

j columns. The diagonal elements of the correlation coefficient matrix consists 

of ones, while the off-diagonal elements range from 1 to —1. The closer these 

off-diagonal elements are to 1 or —1, the higher the parameters are correlated. 

(6.13) 
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6.3 Weighted Least-Squares 

Generally, an objective function consisting of a sum of squares, like Equation 

(6.7), may be unsatisfactory. Measurements may be more prone to experimental 

errors, resulting in some observations being less reliable than others. Another is-

sue is that the measured quantities may be of more than one type, having different 

physical dimensions, and hence, different magnitudes. Therefore, adding together 

the squares of the residuals would not be appropriate, since some measurements 

may dominate others. 

It would be preferable, that the more accurate measurements would influence 

the parameter estimation process. This can be achieved by assigning a weight-

ing factor to each measurement; the larger the weight assigned to a particular 

measurement, the more influence it has on the objective function. This can be 

implemented by multiplying a diagonal matrix, Q to Equation (6.7): 

0 = (c — Xp)t Q(c — Xp). 	 (6.14) 

The diagonal elements qii  of the weighted matrix Q contains the square of the 

weight w i , for each corresponding measurement. Another form of the objective 

function may be given by: 
171 

0 = 	(wiri) 2 . 	 (6.15) 
i=1 

where r, is the residual; the difference between model output and measurements. 

It can be shown that Equation (6.14) can be expressed by: 

0 = (c — Xp) tP -1 (c — Xp), 	 (6.16) 

where 
= cil  = C(C) 

2 (6.17) 

The matrix C(c) represents the covariance matrix of the vector of measurements 

c. With the weight matrix Q taken into account in least-squares, the vector 13 

that minimises the objective function is then given by: 

= (XtQX) -1-XtQc. 	 (6.18) 



Then applying Taylor series expansion gives [148]: 

{am,,}  
ap. (p — pa), C = Co + (6.21) 
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and the parameter covariance matrix becomes: 

C(P) = (XtQX) -1- o-2 . 	 (6.19) 

6.4 Non-linear Parameter Estimation 

Usually, most models describing a system are nonlinear, and cannot be directly 

represented by the relationship in Equation (6.3). Since the mathematics of 

least-squares has been based on this relationship, nonlinear models need to be 

linearised. To carry this out, a Taylor series expansion is applied to the model 

function, and the zero and first-order terms are used, assuming local linearity. For 

example, let M represent the model function, which maps the parameter vector 

p to the measurements vector c [144]: 

c = M(p). 	 (6.20) 

or 

C = Co + J(13  — PO. 
	 (6.22 ) 

where J is the Jacobian matrix. The vector co  contains the model output, and Po 

is a vector that contains the current estimate of the parameters. The relationship 

of Equation (6.22) is an approximation, and it improves as pa  is closer to p. 

By linearising the model function, the objective function by least-squares can be 

defined as: 

o = (c - CO — J(P — PO)) t Q(C — CO — J(P — PO)) . 
	 (6.23) 

This expression is the same as Equation 6.14, where the vector c is set to (c — co), 

and p is set to (p — po ). In order to minimise the objective function, the param-

eter upgrade vector (p — Pa) needs to be calculated: 

U = (PC/J) -1PQ(C — c0). 	 (6.24) 
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and the parameter covariance matrix is given by: 

C(j) = (PcP) -1 0-2 . 
	 (6.25) 

Due to the Taylor series expansion, the parameter upgrade vector, u, is an ap-

proximation. Thus, the objective function would not be completely minimised 

by Equation (6.24). A number of optimisation iterations needs to be performed 

to reduce the objective function. Initially, a set of parameters is assigned for p o • 

After the calculation of the Jacobian matrix J and then the upgrade vector u, a 

new set of parameters Po  are available. These are then used in the next calcula-

tion of the upgrade vector. This process is repeated a number of times until the 

objective function 0 has been reduced to a global minimum. Figure 6.1 shows a 

flow chart of this procedure. 

Figure 6.1: Flow chart: algorithm for parameter estimation. 
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6.5 Marquardt Parameter 

One method for lowering the objective function is called the steepest descent 

method. The direction in which the objective function rapidly decreases can be 

determined by calculating the gradient of the objective function in parameter 

space [144]: 
DO. 	DO. 	DO. 

VO = g = —i i  + —12  + ... + 	in . 	 (6.26) 
op]. 	0132 	op. 

Unfortunately, this method is often inefficient, since it requires a large number 

of steps to arrive at the global minimum of the objective function, which usually 

terminates far from it, due to round-off effects [149], and leads to a zigzag path-

way through parameter space, known as hemstitching [143]. Generally, it can be 

shown that the direction of the upgrade vector u is more effective than the direc-

tion of the steepest decent vector —g [144]. Although the steepest decent method 

is not the desirable method to minimise the objective function, it is useful in the 

initial stages of the parameter estimation process, when the starting values of the 

parameters are far from optimum. This can be done by adjusting the direction 

of the parameter upgrade vector u to more closely aligned with the direction of 

the vector —g. Equation (6.24) is modified to include a parameter, known as the 

Marquardt parameter [148, 145]: 

u (j tQj  + cd) --1 j t Qr.  

where a is the Marquardt parameter, I is the identity matrix, and r is the residual 

between the measured data and model data. It can be shown that the gradient 

vector, g, can be given by [144]: 

g = —2Jt Qr. 	 (6.28) 

As a increases, the direction of vector u tends towards the direction of —g. As 

a decreases, Equation (6.27) becomes Equation (6.24). Initially it is good to 

set a high value of a, then decrease it as the estimated parameters lowers the 

objective function. An algorithm is used for the selection of suitable values for a 

throughout the parameter estimation process. 

(6.27) 
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6.6 Construction of the Sensitivity (Jacobian) 

Matrix 

To evaluate the effect of each parameter has on the model output, and due to the 

result of linearising the model function by Taylor series expansion, the sensitivity 

matrix, J, is calculated. Its elements are the first derivative of the model function, 

with respect to each parameter in the set p [150]. It is equivalent to the Jacobian 

matrix for describing the forward action of the model [151, 149]: 

J = j afm(p)  1 	 (6.29) 

J= 

-  
afi 	Of' 	Of' - 
op' 	0p2 	 apn 
012 	0f2 	 012 
Dpi 	0p2 	 apn (6.30) 

   

     

Dim Dim  . 	Dim  
ap I 	0P2 	Opn  _. 

where the elements of J are called the sensitivity coefficients. The matrix J can 

be constructed by using perturbation sensitivities. For example, a model is run 

with a small variation to the first parameter value in the parameter set p, while 

keeping the rest of the parameter values unchanged; this gives the first column 

of matrix J. A second model run is performed with a small variation to the next 

parameter in the set, while holding the others fixed; this gives the second column 

of matrix J. This process is repeated for the remaining parameter values until 

the Jacobian matrix is constructed. The benefit of calculating the derivatives in 

this way is that it is independent of how the model is implemented. Only the 

output values of the model are needed. There are a couple of different methods on 

calculating these derivatives [144]; these are described in the following sections. 

6.6.1 Forward Differences Calculation 

Calculating the derivatives with the forward differences method is done by adding 

an increment to the parameters current value. This is the simplest and fastest 

method. To form the Jacobian matrix, the model needs to run equal to the 
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number of parameters to be estimated, plus one more; requiring n + 1 model 

runs. 

6.6.2 Central Derivatives Calculation 

When the problem is highly non-linear, or the parameter estimation process is 

close to the minimum of the objective function, then the derivatives need to be 

calculated with greater accuracy. The next technique is the central derivative 

method, which calculates the derivatives using three parameter points, rather 

than two, giving more accuracy than the forward differences method. The cal-

culations are performed by firstly adding, then subtracting an increment to the 

current parameter value. More accurate derivatives are calculated, though, twice 

as many model runs than the forward differences method are needed to construct 

the Jacobian matrix. 

A consequence of calculating the Jacobian matrix is that a substantial amount 

of time is spent on repeatedly solving the forward problem for its construction. 

Time considerations may be an issue when solving complex models, such as the 

bidomain, or simulating three-dimensional models, resulting in more parameters 

to be estimated, therefore, more models runs to form the Jacobian matrix. 

6.7 Goodness of Fit 

The objective function can be used as a measure of how close the output of 

the model is to the measured observations. The lower the residuals between 

model and measurement data, the better the fit. Though, the objective function 

value depends on the amount of observational data used, so using it as a direct 

comparison between different parameter estimation runs with different sets of 

observational data may not be the best choice. Another measure of goodness 

of fit can be given by the correlation coefficient [140]. It is independent of the 

magnitude, and number of observations used in the parameter estimation process, 

so comparisons can be made between different parameter estimation runs. 



R= 	 
771 

i= 1 	 i= 1 
[ E(wiei — (wici — 	(wicoi — mo)(wicei — mo) 

E (WiCi — 7/1)(XiCoi — 

i=1 (6.31) 

The correlation coefficient is given by the following expression [144]: 
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where ci  is the observation values, co, is the model output, m is the mean value 

of weighted observations, and nt o  is the mean of the weighted model output. wi  

is the weight associated with the corresponding observation value. 

Generally, a value greater than 0.9 for R is considered to be acceptable, for a 

good fit between model outputs and measurements [152]. 

6.8 Singularity 

Due to parameter insensitivity, or correlation, a problem may occur, in that the 

least-squares normal matrix, the expression (J tQJ) in Equation (6.24), may not 

be invertible, due to being singular, or near singular, leading to unstable solutions. 

Singularity occurs whenever the columns of the sensitivity (Jacobian) matrix 

J are linearly dependent, because this results in the rows or columns of the normal 

matrix (PQJ) to be linearly dependent also. Linear dependence in the sensitivity 

matrix J may be stated as: 

Ja = 0. 	 (6.32) 

where a is a vector of scalars of order n, which are not all zero. Multiplying 

Equation (6.32) by (J t Q) gives: 

JtQJa = 0. 	 (6.33) 

which shows that the columns or rows of, JtQJ, are linearly dependent, and 

therefore, does not have an inverse [140]. 

Near-singularity of the least-squares normal matrix, termed as ill conditioned, 

occurs when the columns of the sensitivity matrix J are close to being linearly 

dependent. This may be due to a strong correlation between two or more of the 
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estimated parameters. For example, if two columns in J are nearly proportional, 

Ja  oc Jb, this results in near linear dependence [140]. As the number of parameters 

involved in the estimation process increases, the more likely this is to occur. 

Another cause of an ill-conditioned matrix is when a column in the sensitivity 

matrix, J = [J1, J2, J3, --In], approaches zero. Therefore the derivatives in that 

column are small, having no effect on the objective function. This is a result of 

parameter insensitivity, and the parameter responsible may be omitted from the 

parameter estimation process. 

The accumulation of round-off error due to solving an ill-conditioned normal 

matrix can have adverse effects on the outcome of the estimation process. The 

parameter covariance matrix, which is also calculated by the normal matrix, can 

be effected as well. 

6.9 Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

The problem of singularity can be overcome by using Singular Value Decompo-

sition (SVD). It decomposes an arbitrary m x n matrix A, of rank k, into three 

component matrices[153, 141: 

A = USV t . 	 (6.34) 

where U is an m x m orthogonal matrix, V is an it x n orthogonal matrix, and 

S is an m x n diagonal matrix, with its entries positive, in descending order. 

Calculating the SVD of matrix A consists of finding its left and right eigenvec-

tors. The eigenvectors of AA t  make up the columns of U, and the eigenvectors 

of AtA make up the columns of V. The diagonal entries of S are the singular 

values of A, which are the positive square roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of 

AAt  or At A [154]. 

Applying SVD to the least-squares normal matrix (J t QJ), when the Mar-

quardt parameter a is set to zero, gives: 

J tQJ = USV t . 	 (6.35) 
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Substituting this expression into Equation (6.27), the parameter upgrade vector 

becomes: 

u = (USVt ) -1J t Qr. 	 (6.36) 

The normal equation is a square and symmetric matrix, resulting in U being 

equivalent to V. It is also positive semi-definite, with V t  = V-1 . The parameter 

upgrade vector then becomes [141]: 

u = VS -1VtJt Qr. 	 (6.37) 

From this expression, it can be seen that applying SVD to the normal matrix 

avoids the task of inverting it, which would be helpful when it is near-singular, 

resulting in more stable solutions. 

When computing the singular values in matrix S for an estimation problem, 

some of these values may be very small compared to others, and may not con-

tribute to the solution. These values may also be affected by noise present in the 

observational data, which can be amplified when inverting S [141]. To attend to 

this issue, the singular values that are below a certain threshold, are set to zero; 

this method is known as Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD). 

A decision needs to be made as to when the singular values are to be truncated; 

if they are truncated at really small values, keeping most of them, a greater match 

between experimental observations and the features of the model output can be 

achieved. However, it can have adverse affects, such as over-fitting, and the 

solution can become unstable due to the presence of noise. Conversely, setting 

the truncation threshold at larger singular values, resulting in fewer of them, can 

result in the solution lacking details about the model [155, 261. 

6.10 Prior Information 

Knowing information about the parameter values before an estimation process 

can be very helpful. In that convergence to the optimum values would be achieved 

quicker, by narrowing down the search, or even if the outcome of the process was 

successful or not. 
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Prior information on the bidomain conductivities can include their range; a 

simple assumption could be, that the conductivities are always positive and non-

zero, and that the longitudinal conductivities are larger than the transverse con-

ductivities. More information on parameter range can be acquired by judging the 

measured values reported in the literature, such as the measurements conducted 

by Clerc [10] and Roberts et. al. [11, 12]. These measured values, that vary 

between the different experiments, can give an estimate on the lower and upper 

bounds of the parameters. Placing these bounds restrict the estimation process 

on not going under or over the intended values, so that unnecessary optimisation 

iterations can be avoided, resulting in faster estimation times. The imposed lower 

and upper bounds can also help not to go over values that causes the numerical 

solution of the forward model to become unstable, and cause the solver to max 

its iteration limit. Initial starting values can be important in whether or not the 

estimation process is successful or not as well. For example, if the initial values 

were very far from the optimum parameter values in parameter space, it may 

take many optimisation iterations to reach the desired values. Or it may not 

even reach the intended values at all, if the model is highly non-linear. 

The measured values in Table 4.8 can be used to select the initial values, for 

a start. Then after a parameter estimation of the current experimental data is 

achieved, these values can be used in the next parameter estimation process and 

the lower and upper bounds can be reset accordingly. 



Chapter 7 

Solution Method 

7.1 Forward Model 

CardioWave [156] software was used to simulate the electric potential in a model of 

an isolated section of heart tissue. The software performs the forward solution of 

the bidomain Equations (3.8) and (3.9). It is a modular system of individual pro-

grams, in which users have the choice to select these different components, to form 

one program. The different program modules categories are membrane kinetic 

models, mesh types, boundary conditions, stimulation methods, matrix solvers, 

time-integration schemes, preconditioners, and data output formats. These mod-

ules are selected and compiled to form an executable. CardioWave can be run on 

parallel computers to significantly reduce the computational time, and to have 

access to larger memory space [157, 158, 159, 160, 1561. 

SCIRun, a general purpose problem solving environment [161, 162, 163], was 

used to setup finite element stiffness matrices, for the discretization of the ellip-

tical operators in the bidomain Equations (3.8) and (3.9). It has a bioelectric 

field modelling package known as BioPSE [164], which provides components for a 

volume conductor model, governed by Poisson's equations. SCIRun allows users 

to form a data flow network comprised of program modules connected by data 

pipelines, for a problem solution customised to the users application. It also 

provides visualisation tools such as isosurfacing and surface potential mapping. 

64 
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Weinstein [165], and Henriquez [55] have integrated CardioWave into SCIRun, 

for simulation and visualisation of three-dimensional mouse heart propagation. 

7.1.1 Computational Mesh 

The finite element method (FEM) was mostly used to construct the stiffness 

matrices, though for simple simulations, finite difference techniques were used. 

The tissue domain in the model was a regular mesh, discretised into either finite 

hexahedral elements for three-dimensional domains, or triangular finite elements 

for two-dimensional domains. Spatial discretization (node spacing) was chosen to 

be 100 pm, for adequate resolutions of the membrane kinetics [156]. Mesh types 

are shown in Appendix F, Figures F.1 and F.2. 

7.1.2 Local Fibre Direction 

It is common for transmural fibre rotation to be included in bidomain models 

[127, 75, 134, 3]. For three-dimensional simulations, the change in transmural 

fibre direction was described by the following expression: 

0(z) = Orot(Zdepth — z) + Ostart• 
	 (7.1) 

where Orot is the amount of rotation the fibre direction undergoes from epicardium 

to endocardium, Os tart is the starting fibre angle on the epicardium with respect 

to the x-axes, and Zdepth is the thickness of the tissue in the z direction. This ex-

pression assumes that the fibre direction varies in a linear sequence, transmurally 

in the myocardium, as measured by Streeter [65, 66]. Note, that 2D bidomain 

simulations do not include transmural fibre rotation. 

7.1.3 Conductivity Tensors 

To describe the anisotropy of the tissue, each element in the mesh was assigned 

with a corresponding conductivity tensor, based upon the local fibre angle and 

Equation (3.17). The FEM resulted in two stiffness matrices representing the 
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elliptical operators in Equation (3.8) and (3.9), one for each domain; intracellu-

lar and extracellular. These matrices were saved as sparse-banded matrices in 

NSPCC, (Nonsymmetric Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient) format [166, 156], 

and where then loaded into CardioWave. 

7.1.4 Applied Current Stimulus 

Simulations for the propagation of cardiac excitation from point stimulation were 

performed, to mimic experimental observations in wave mapping [11, 12, 67]. 

To act as a pacing stimulus, a DC current was applied to a point in the tissue 

domain, to initiate activation. Current densities of 1000 ttAcm-2 , was set to a 

group of nodes in the mesh to act as the stimulus site; and applied for a duration 

of about 1 ms. To keep the numerical solution stable, and for faster convergence 

times, current injection of opposite polarity was applied in both domains at the 

stimulus nodes; 1000 pAcm -2  for intracellular and -1000 pAcm-2  extracellular. 

This was usually set to a group of nodes in the centre of the mesh. 

7.1.5 Boundary Conditions 

For the boundary conditions, at some point in the domain, away from the stimulus 

site, the potential was grounded to provide a reference, by assigning a group of 

nodes to zero. This acquired a unique solution [55], and to help with convergence 

[156]. Usually, four nodes located in the bottom left corner of 2D meshes were set 

to zero; and similarly, for a 3D slab of tissue, eight nodes at the bottom corner 

of the mesh were set to zero. 

7.1.6 Tissue Parameters 

As well as the bidomain conductivity values, there are other parameters that need 

assigning, such as the surface-to-volume ratio, [3, and the membrane capacitance, 

C. Like the bidomain conductivities, these values vary in the literature, and they 

also have an effect on the simulated potentials. Henriquez [50, 55] calculated the 
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surface-to-volume ratio, 13, by treating the fibres to have a circular cylindrical 

form, and by assuming the fraction of intracellular space. The surface-to-volume 

ratio, 0, can be calculated by the following expression: 

= 
total membrane area — 	2fi  

	

  	 , —. 
total tissue volume 	,a2/ a 

ft 

(7.2) 

where a is the radius of the cell, / is the length of the cell, and fi  is the fraction of 

cross-sectional area occupied by intracellular space. With a cell radius of 8.4 tan, 

and the fraction of intracellular space to be 0.7, the surface-to-volume ratio, /3, 

has a value of 1666 cm -1  [55]. This value may be lower than the actual value, 

since the contributions of membrane folding or sub-cellular membranes such as 

traverse tubules are ignored [119]. However, a value of 2000 cm -1  is used in most 

bidomain simulations reported in the literature [118, 116, 75, 134]. 

A number of measurements of membrane capacitance, Cm , has been reported 

[98, 99, 100]. Usually, a value of 1 tiFcm' is used in simulations [167, 168, 169]. 

Since these values have been calculated on the bases of assumptions, and they 

vary in the literature, they too, may also be determined during the inversion 

process of estimating the bidomain conductivity parameters. 

7.1.7 Time Integration 

The discretised form of the system of bidomain equations can be given by: 

dq —dt — Fq (q, um ) = 0, 	 (7.3) 

dOn, AO, = 13AC7,— — 13AF,(q,vm ) — Ii , 	 (7.4) 
dt 
dO, 

MeOe = — AC 	+ AFv (q, vni ) — le . 	 (7.5) 
dt 

where Mi  and M, are the matrix approximations of the elliptical operators. Sub-

scripts i and e denote the intracellular and extracellular space. A is a term to 

scale the area or volume in the domain, O m  is the transmembrane voltage, q is 

a vector of state variables, / is an external stimulus, and t is time. I', and Fq 
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are the functions describing the membrane model. The time discretization was 

performed by a semi-implicit method, at time-step t + h, given by [170, 54, 156]; 

[

K — aMi  —K Vii+h  Kvfn  + f3AFq (qt, v) + 13Al2  + (1 - a)Mivf 

—K K — altle  vie+h —Kvfn  — OAFq (qt,47,)+ 13AI, + (1— a)Me vet 
(7.6) 

where K = 13chrn A  . When a = 1, the expression is the semi-implicit method, 

and when a = 1/2 it becomes a Crank-Nicholson scheme. The time-stepper 

used in the forward solution was the Crank-Nicholson method. Depending on the 

complexity of the membrane model used, the time steps were set to 1 or 2 [Ls 

[158]. The linear solver used was a Jacobi Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient 

algorithm, set to a tolerance of 10 to 10' mV. Simulations were performed on 

an SGI Altix 4700 supercomputer, with 128 Itanium2 1.6 GHz processors, and 

320 GB of memory. Message Passing Interface (MPI) software was used to run 

the simulation in parallel. Normally 4 to 16 CPUs were used; the simulation 

run-time depended on the complexity of the model, whether it was for 2D or 3D 

tissue domains, and the duration of electrical activity simulated. 

7.1.8 Bidomain Simulation Data 

For the simulation output, extracellular potential at each node in the mesh was 

written out into a binary file. For nodes at the location of the measurement 

electrodes, extracellular potential was written to file in text format. For the 

analysis, binary data was used to display potential maps in SCIRun [161] or 

MAP3D [171]. Text output was used for plotting graphs in MATLAB, and as 

observations into the parameter estimation software (PEST) for the calculation 

of the bidomain conductivity parameters. 

7.2 Inverse Method 

The bidomain conductivity parameters were estimated by PEST (Parameter ES- 

Timation) Watermark Numerical Computing [144]. This software determines the 
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parameters based on the mathematics described in Chapter 6. It is independent 

of the forward model, and so, it does not need to know how the bidomain equa-

tions are solved, just the potential values in the output file are required. PEST 

was setup to run CardioWave iteratively, as many times necessary, to build the 

sensitivity matrix, J (Jacobian). The derivatives in the Jacobian matrix were cal-

culated from the differences in extracellular potential output from CardioWave, 

for given parameter increments. PEST adjusted the parameters in the model 

based on the calculated upgrade vector at each optimisation iteration, to reduce 

the objective function, 0, such that the discrepancies between model and exper-

imental data came to a minimum. The inverse techniques implemented in the 

PEST software are Least-squares and SVD (Singular Value Decomposition). 

In this thesis, the depolarising elliptical wave was used as the tissue's response 

to measure the bidomain conductivity parameters. From this wave the local fibre 

direction could be obtained. Bidomain simulated extracellular potential distri-

butions were fitted to experimental observations by PEST. A unique parameter 

set could be achieved since the features of the depolarising wave, such as the two 

positive maxima, the anisotropy and magnitudes depends greatly on the set of 

bidomain conductivities used; each producing a different pattern. 

Any parameter in the forward model could either be held fixed or estimated; 

for example, the membrane capacitance, or the parameters within the membrane 

model could be estimated. However, the more parameters that are estimated, the 

harder the inversion becomes, and the greater the computational times required. 

There are a number of settings that can be initialised at the beginning of the 

parameter optimisation run, which can lead to different outcomes. For example, 

parameter change limits can be imposed; which is the amount a parameter is 

permitted to change in any one optimisation iteration. More information on the 

settings in PEST can be found in the Appendix G. The termination criteria of 

the parameter estimation process was on the basis of either: 
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1. For a number of optimisation iterations the following condition was met: 

< stop _ factor. 
Oi 	— 

where 0 ;  being the objective function value at the end of the current opti- 

misation iteration, and O min  being the lowest objective function calculated. 

2. The number of optimisation runs had exceeded its limit and terminates, 

even though the objective function had not fully been reduced. A number 

of 30 to 40 optimisation runs was normally set. 

3. The objective function had not been significantly reduced for a given num-

ber of optimisation runs (usually four). 

The progress of the parameter estimation process was monitored by observing 

the changes in the objective function and parameters each optimisation iteration. 

PEST could be restarted if it had stopped prematurely. At the end of the run 

the results such as parameter estimates, standard deviations, and correlation were 

printed to file for analysis. 

(0i — Ornin) (7.7) 



Chapter 8 

Experimental Methods 

8.1 Animal 

Unipolar electrogram recordings were performed in vivo, on sheep, of Polwarth/Comeback 

cross breeds. All sheep were bred at the University of Tasmania's animal farm. 

Sheep were weighed to be between 30-50 Kg, and both genders were used. 

8.2 Surgical Procedures 

Experiments were performed as an open-chest preparation; surgical procedures 

were carry out similar to the experiments conducted by Li et. al. [172, 173, 174]. 

At the beginning of each experiment, the animals were weighed for calculating 

respiratory and anaesthesia requirements. Wool was shorn in the neck and chest 

area to make way for incisions. Anaesthesia was induced intravenously through 

the jugular vein, with sodium pentobarbital (30 mg/kg). With a syringe pump, 

the pentobarbital was continuously infused at a rate of 3-12 mg/kg/hr throughout 

the experiment, depending on sheep's weight, to achieve adequate anaesthesia. 

The dosage of pentobarbital was adjusted, judged by signs of eyelid reflexes and 

pedal reflexes. The animal was intubated and artificially ventilated at a rate of 12 

breaths per min, with room air, using an Engstrom Erica respirator (Engstrom 

Medical, Sweden) at a tidal volume of 12-15 ml/kg. Once set, tidal volume and 

71 
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respiratory were kept constant during each experiment. A left thoractomy was 

performed in the fourth and fifth intercostal space, and the heart was suspended 

in the pericardial cradle, giving access to the left side of the heart. Gauze material 

was placed over the chest opening, to prevent exposure to the air. 

Carotid arterial pressure was measured by a 7F pigtail catheter (Tarcon NB® 

Advantage), introduced into the left carotid artery. When measuring the effects 

of ischaemia, the left circumflex (LCX) or the left anterior descending (LAD), 

depending on accessibility, were isolated proximally, to attach a Doppler Ultra-

sound Triton® flow transducer, for blood flow measurements. Then 10-20 mm 

distally from this, a hydraulic occluder was placed around the vessel, to induce 

coronary artery stenosis, or total occlusion. 

8.3 Potential Recording 

Extracellular potentials were recorded during normal heart activity. The prop-

agation of the depolarising wave was initiated by pacing the epicardium, using 

the technique similar to other wavefront mapping experiments [11, 67, 12]. When 

pacing the epicardium, there is no early involvement of the purkinje fibre network, 

and activation propagates in all direction from the site of the pacing electrode 

[35]. The pacer used was a Medtronic 5364 demand pulse generator (Medtronic 

Inc. Minneapolis, USA). It was set to a rate of 150 ppm (pulses per min), and the 

current output was adjusted to the lowest possible, to reduce the pacing spike 

artifact, but still achieving ventricular capture. The resting heart rate of the 

sheep was normally around 120 beats/min. With the pacer set at 150 ppm, the 

heart would be paced at this rate from the central stimulus. The negative lead 

of the pacer was positioned at the centre of the electrode array; acting as the 

pacing site, while the positive lead was position far away from the pacing site, 

on the heart, or on one of the animal's hind legs. By observing the pacing spike 

recorded on the electrograms, the current pulse peaked at about 2ms, after the 

initial rise of the pulse. 
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Most potentials were recorded with reference to an electrode located subcuta-

neously on the animals leg. Different reference positions were tried; at the aortic 

root, and at the opening of the chest, and there was no significant difference 

in waveforms. Electrograms were taken at 2 kHz for half a second. With the 

pacer set at 150 ppm, two QRS waveforms could be sampled. Normally, sam-

ples were save to file when two waveforms were present, with the pacing spike at 

the beginning of the cycle. An example of the display for viewing the recorded 

electrograms is given in the appendix, Figure D.2. 

8.3.1 Epicardial Electrode Array 

Epicardial potentials were recorded by an array of 194 silver electrodes. It con-

sisted of 15 rows and 13 columns of electrodes, and had dimensions of 17 mm 

wide and 24 mm long. This gave a spacing of 1.42 mm between the columns, 

and 1.71 mm between the rows. Figure 8.1 shows the electrode spacing width 

of the array. The electrode position at the middle of the array was allocated for 

the pacer. The electrode array was hand made, and was based on a technique by 

Macchi [175], who developed high-density precision electrode arrays, for in vivo 

epicardial mapping in rat hearts. 

1
1142 mm  

     

v./  

  

       

         

         

         

          

          

Figure 8.1: Electrode spacing. Silver wire was looped around the cross sections of the mesh. 
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The silver wire used had an outer diameter of 0.0059" ( 0.015 mm), which was 

insulated by polyimide. It was produced by the Californian Fine Wire Company. 

To keep the electrodes evenly spaced, phifertex material was used as the base; this 

fabric was obtained from a local yachting materials store. It is machine made, 

with a rectangular mesh, giving reliable spacing for the electrodes. The relative 

stiffness of the material kept the electrode spacing fixed, but was flexible enough 

to conform to the epicardial surface of the sheep's heart; as seen in Figure 8.4. 

Each silver wire of the electrodes was tied at the cross sections of the fibres 

of the mesh. The wire around the knot was lubricated with Vaseline, and a 

pair of forceps was used to make the knot tight. The short end of the wire was 

twisted a few times to make the knot secure, and was cut flush. With the aid 

of a maggylamp and a scalpel, the insulation located at the loop of the knot 

was removed; this made the electrode contact surface. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show 

both sides of the electrode array. The end of the silver wire was then soldered 

to a 37-pin connector, which could be plugged into ribbon cables, leading to the 

data recorder. Rubber hose was used at the ends of the connectors to secure the 

bundle of silver wires, to prevent them from pulling at the solder cups on the 

connectors. 

The electrode array was superficially sutured to the epicardium to hold it in 

position, as shown in Figure 8.4, preventing it from dislodging from the motion 

of the beating heart, and to keep the orientation of array with respect to the fibre 

direction as consistent as possible between data samples. The pericardium was 

also used to secure the electrode array in place. 

8.3.2 Needle Electrodes for Transmural Measurements 

To measure the transmural extracellular potential, fibreglass plunge needle elec-

trodes were used. The technique used to construct the electrodes was based on 

Rogers' technique [176]. These electrodes are much thinner than other needles, 

such as the ones used in Li's study [174], and therefore, can be packed in more 

denser arrays. The smaller diameter can minimise the disruption to the electrical 
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Figure 8.2: Electrode array surface to be in contact with the epicardium 

patterns, when the electrodes are densely packed in an array [176]. Their smaller 

diameter also reduces injury, sustained when inserting them into  the  myocardium, 

and so, injury potentials are resolved more quickly. 

The needles have 8 electrodes with 1 mm spacings, and are 0.5  mm  in diameter; 

Figure 8.5 shows these dimensions. The electrodes are constructed from readily 

available materials, and no special equipment is required. They are fabricated 

from fibreglass reinforced epoxy, and are strong enough to easily insert into a 

beating heart. To make the needles, heat-shrink tubing was used as a mould, 

which had an inside diameter of 1.5 mm, and a shrink ratio of 1:3. Electrode 

sites were carefully marked on the tubing by pricking it with a fine needle, under 

a maggylamp. Silver wire of 0.075 mm, was threaded through a hypodermic 

needle, and this was used as a guide to insert into the tubing, through the marked 

electrode locations. After this, a few strands of fibreglass were then inserted into 

the tubing. Once they were in place, heat from the flame of a candle was used 



Figure 8.3: The back of the electrode array 

Figure 8.4: Epicardial electrode array fixed in position to left side of heart 
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-O,5 mm 

Figure 8.5: Fibreglass Plunge Needle Electrode 

to shrink the tubing, giving a tight fit around the fibres and silver wires. Epoxy 

resin was then injected into the distal end of the mould; the syringe used in the 

injection was heated with warm water to lower the viscosity of the epoxy resin 

for easier injection. The moulds were then held fixed with aluminium blocks to 

keep them straight until the epoxy cured. After the epoxy had cured, the mould 

was removed and the end of the needle was sharpened with a scalpel. Tubing 

of about 1 cm from the proximal end was left untouched, partly for electrode 

reinforcement, and for ease of holding. The silver wires at the electrode positions 

were cut flush, and the wires coming out of the proximal end of the needle were 

soldered to connectors. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show photographs of the finished fibre 

glass plunge needle electrodes. In order to have consistent separation between 

each needle electrode when inserting them into the myocardium, an alignment 

template was used, for placing them into an array. This technique had been used 

by Rogers, when making potential recordings in pig hearts, during fibrillation 
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Figure 8.6: Fibreglass Plunge Needle, with four electrodes, approximately 2 mm apart. 

[177]. The mesh material used for the template was the same phifertex material 

used for the electrode array. This was sutured to the epicardium to be held in 

place, while the needle electrodes where inserted into the myocardium. Similar to 

the electrode array, an electrode at the centre of the template was for the pacing 

stimulus. 

When the needles were inserted into the myocardium, ST elevation was ob-

served initially, but settled soon after. ST segment shift from the injury current 

settled down to normal activity within a period of 10-20 minutes following the 

plunge needles insertion. 

8.3.3 Silver Chloriding Electrodes 

The electrodes were silver chlorided to Ag/AgC1, to reduce the noise in the 

data. Silver chloriding the electrodes reduces their low-frequency impedance, 

and is commonly done to electrodes when making physiological measurements 



Figure 8.7: Fibreglass Plunge Needle, with 8 electrodes, approximately 1 mm apart. Ends of 

silver wires yet to be cut flush 

[175, 176, 178, 179]. Electrolysis was used to silver chloride the electrodes. The 

technique can be easily fabricated [180]. The electrodes were immersed into a 

beaker of 9% saline (sodium chloride) solution, and current was passed through 

it. The electrodes served as the cathode, while a silver spoon, also immerse in the 

solution, acted as the anode. A battery was used to supply a current, which was 

controlled by a resistor in series, to provide the optimum current  for  the reaction. 

The optimum current was calculated based on a report by Geddes [181], to pre-

vent over silver chloriding the electrodes, which could increase  their  impedance. 

A comparison between silver chlorided electrodes and non-silver chlorided elec-

trodes was made for electrogram recordings, and there was improvement in noise 

reduction. 
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8.3.4 Recording System 

The output of the recording electrodes were connected to the '256 Channel Switch 

and Signal Generator Unit'; made at the Central Science Laboratory, University 

of Tasmania [182]. The unit was designed to enable 256 electrodes to be switched 

through to a data acquisition system, or to have a stimulating waveform of con-

stant voltage applied between different electrodes. It also has a calibration volt-

age signal to be supplied to the data logger. The intended use of the unit was 

to make measurements for the four-electrode technique [183, 184, 113, 185], but 

with a different approach to determining the bidomain conductivity parameters, 

the function of the unit was to supply the calibration signal, and for a junction 

between the electrodes and the multichannel data acquisition system. 

The data acquisition system was a 256-channel system Binary Data Deliv-

ery Device (BDDD), suitable for high resolution electrocardiographic potential 

recordings [186]. It was controlled by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), 

a logic device, that has programmable amplifier gains and sampling rates. It has 

one analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, which provides 800 ns conversion time 

with 12 bits. Simultaneous sampling of 256 channels at 2 kHz per channel can 

be obtained from the device. 

The data acquisition device was connected to a host computer; a SPARC Sun 

system, by the S11W, which is a 16 bit, parallel input output (I/O) interface for 

the SBus. Software on the computer allowed the user to selected the appropriate 

voltage gain, and take samples of the data. The electrocardiographic signals for 

all channels could be viewed; and individual channels could be selected for a 

larger display for closer inspection. The data was saved to file, which could be 

later used for analysis with software such as MATLAB. 
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8.4 Marking of Electrode Positions and 

Coronary Arteries 

At the end of each experiment, the heart was carefully removed from the chest 

cavity. If measurements were made during ischaemia, the ischaemic tissue area 

was marked with dye. This was injected into either the LAD or LCX. The 

heart was then cut open and laid flat. Clear plastic wrapping was placed over 

the flattened heart, and the outline of the ventricles were traced. The coronary 

arteries, and the region of injected dye were marked. The position of the electrode 

array was marked, and the fibre direction seen by eye was noted. These markings 

were not used to produce potential maps as done by Li [174], but were used as 

references. 



Chapter 9 

Data Processing 

In one experiment, there can be 10 to 50 samples of the 194 electrograms that are 

recorded to file. Processing the data had been semi-automated, which included 

the calibration and interpolation of electrode points. The data processing was 

semi-automated, since any channel that had substantial noise, or that did not pick 

up a waveform, was omitted manually. Electrograms for all channels were viewed 

for any inconsistencies at the start of the data processing. Fourier transforms of 

the noisy channels could be performed with a low bandpass filter to remove the 

noise, but this was not applied to the electrograms. 

The baseline was chosen to be the potential at the moment just before the 

current pulse of the pacer, which had been chosen as the baseline in Roberts [11] 

study. This current pulse from the pacer showed up as a spike, recorded in the 

electrograms, and the beginning of this stimulus artifact was taken as the zero 

time reference for the start of stimulation, as defined in Kleber's study [187]. It 

was determined by calculating the rate of change of the potential; then choosing 

the time instant of the first greatest rate of change. Figure 9.1 shows an example 

recording for channel 1. 

A text file of the samples was made with the calibration applied and the bad 

channels taken out. This text file had the potential for each channel printed in 

columns, with each row as successive time steps. The number of time steps was 

1024, which were 0.5 ms apart. This file was used for the parameter estimation 
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Figure 9.1: Electrogram recorded during pacing; for a length of 0.5 s. The first negative spike 

is the stimulus artifact, before the Q wave deflection. The onset of the pacing spike was used 

at the time of activation. 

process. 

9.1 Calibration 

To calibrate the electrogram recordings, a sinusoidal waveform of 2 Hz, with a 

peak-to-peak voltage amplitude of 10 mV was used. This signal was generated 

by the 256 channel switch and generator unit. The calibration was applied to the 

recorded voltages; by scaling the signals to the correct magnitude. No calibration 

was applied to the frequency of the data recording, but it was ensured that the 

error would be negligible [186]. 

The calibration signal was supplied to the data acquisition system by the '256 

Channel Switch and Signal Generator Unit', and a sample was taken. The saved 

data was converted into ASCII format to be loaded into MATLAB, where the 

data processing was carried out. A Fourier transform was applied to each of the 

recorded channels, with a low bandpass filter to remove the noise. Figure 9.2 

shows the recorded calibration signal, for channel 1, with its Fourier transform. 

For each channel, the peak-to-peak voltage was then determined by finding 

the minimum and maximum peaks of the Fourier transform signal. Then, with 

the known 10 mV signal, the electrograms were scaled: 
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Figure 9.2: Sinusoidal calibration signal; recorded by channel 1, sampled for 500 ms. A Fourier transform was applied to remove the noise. 
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recorded signal 
calibration factor = 	 (9.1) 

calibration signal' 

The calibration factor was fairly consistent for the majority of the channels. 

There were a few channels where the calibration could not be calculated, due 

to problems with their gain, being fixed too high, such that the waveforms were 

cut off. This problem was a hardware issue related to the digital switches being 

unresponsive, and the few channels were omitted from the data. 

9.2 Potential Maps 

To present the data in a form which was easy to comprehend, potential maps 

were produced. An interpolation of the data at the electrodes was performed on 

a triangulated mesh, consisting of 51 x 51 nodes, about the size of the measured 

domain; that is, the area of the electrode array. The locations of the electrodes 

were easily obtained by the known spacing of the electrode array, or the spacing 

of the needle electrodes in the alignment template. 

The interpolation scheme used was a method described by Oostendorp et. al. 

[188]. It has been tested by MacLeod et. al. [189], for interpolating body surface 

potentials, with acceptable results. It consists of two stages; the first involves 

describing the geometry of the mesh, that the data would be interpolated on; 

this requires the calculation of the Laplacian, the second spatial derivative, of 

the mesh. The second involves the mapping of each electrode location to the 

corresponding node in the mesh, and then the interpolation is performed. 

The interpolation of the data was saved as MATLAB matrix files. These 

could be loaded into interactive visualisation software, such as MAP3D [171] 

and SCIRun [161], where colour coded potential maps with contours could be 

viewed. In the software, the electrograms could be stepped through the time-

series, showing the changes in potential with time. 



Chapter 10 

Preliminary Results 

In this chapter the parameter estimation method is tested with synthetic data, 

and experimental data from the literature. Firstly, 2D bidomain simulations for 

different sets of conductivities are presented to show the differences in potential 

distributions. The effect of transmural fibre rotation on the epicardial potentials 

is shown in Section 10.2. For the validation of the parameter estimation method 

in Section 10.3, synthetic data from a bidomain simulation for a known set of 

conductivities is used as observations in the parameter estimation. Other param-

eters are estimated, such as membrane capacitance and fibre angle. Contour plots 

of the objective function in parameter space are shown to observe its behaviour 

with respect to the conductivities. Experimental data from Roberts et. al. [11] 

and Baruffi et. al. [129] are used as observations into the parameter estimation; 

the results are presented in Section 10.4. CardioWave software was used for the 

bidomain simulations and PEST software was used to estimate the conductivity 

parameters; the general setup of these are described in Chapter 7.1. 

10.1 Differences in conductivity values 

The effect of different conductivity values on simulated potential distributions has 

been shown by Johnston and Kilpatrick [18, 190], when studying ST depression. 

To demonstrate the effect of conductivity on potential distributions during cardiac 
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activation from point stimulation, simulations were performed using the sets of 

conductivity values in Table 4.8. The general description of the bidomain setup 

can be found in Chapter 7.1, but the following describes the specific setup of the 

bidomain model used in this section. 

10.1.1 Bidomain Model 

Computational Mesh 

The tissue domain for the simulations was an area of 1 x 1 crti 2 , with its triangular 

mesh consisting of 101 x 101 nodes. This resulted in 100 tan, separation between 

the nodes. The simple domain geometry was chosen to only demonstrate the 

effect of conductivity on potential distributions. 

Fibre Direction 

Fibre direction was set along the horizontal axes (x-axis). Since the domain was 

2D, there was no transmural fibre rotation. 

Membrane Model 

The membrane model used was the Luo-Rudy model. It was chosen to produce 

realistic potential distributions. 

Current Stimulus 

To act as the pacing stimulus, current injection of opposite polarity was applied 

in both domains; with a magnitude of 1000 p,Acm -2  for intracellular and -1000 

pAcm-2  extracellular. The location of the stimulus site was at the centre of the 

domain, where the current was assigned to a group of four nodes. The duration 

of the current stimulus was 1 ms. 
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Boundary Conditions 

For the boundary conditions, the potential was grounded at a site in the domain 

to provide a reference. For the simulations here, a group of four nodes in the 

bottom left-hand side of the domain was assigned to zero. 

Solver and Time Integration 

The time stepping method used to solve the time-dependent bidomain was the 

Crank-Nicholson scheme. The time step size was chosen to be 1 tts. 10 ms of 

activation time was simulated. The linear solver used was a Jacobi Preconditioned 

Conjugate Gradient algorithm, set to a tolerance of 10 -3  mV. 

Bidomain Model Output 

The values of extracellular potential at each node in the computational mesh was 

written to binary file, every 0.1 ms, starting at t=0 ms and finishing at t=10 ms. 

These data were used for producing potential maps. Extracellular potentials at 

the measurement electrode sites were written to file in ASCII format, every 1 ms, 

from t=0 ms to t=10 ms. These data were used to plot electrograms. 

10.1.2 Simulation Results for Different Conductivities 

Figures 10.1 to 10.5 show the potential distributions at every 2 ms intervals, up to 

10 ms, with Clerc's [10], Roberts(1979) [11], and Roberts(1982) [12] conductivity 

values. The simulations shows the excitation of the tissue, with the depo-

larising wave propagating from the middle stimulus electrode; travelling outward 

in all directions. The propagating wave of excitation is shaped elliptically, with 

its major axes aligned with the fibre direction, reflecting the anisotropy of the 

tissue. The outline of the wave is associated with crowded isopotential contour 

lines. Throughout the simulations, the elliptical wave has two maxima on each 

end, and although not as apparent, there are two minima in the inside region of 

the wave, at both ends. These features have been identified in simulation and 
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Figure 10.1: Bidomain simulations of excitation, initiation by a central stimulus, in an area of 1 x 1 cm 2  of tissue. Different conductivity values 

from Table 4.8 were used in the simulations; Clerc (a), Roberts(1979) (b), and Roberts(1982) (c), to demonstrate the differences in resulting potential 

distributions. Fibre direction was along the horizontal axes. Time after stimulation was at t=2 ms. The colour scale is in mV, and the isopotential 

spacing is 5 mV. The two dots in the potential maps indicate the sites of electrogram recordings, for along and across fibres. 
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Figure 10.2: Bidomain simulations of excitation, at t=4 ms. 
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Figure  10.3:  Bidomain  simulations  of excitation,  at  t=6  ms.  
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Figure  10.4:  Bidomain  simulations  of excitation,  at  t=8  ms.  
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Figure  10. 5:  Bidomain  simulations  of excitation,  at  t=10 ms.  
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Extracellular Potential Versus Time along fibres) 

3o- . 

(a) 

Extracellular Potential Versus Time across fibres) 

( b ) 

Figure 10.6: Plot of extra,cellular potential versus time, for the simulations using different 

conductivity values. The potential was taken at sites in the tissue marked  by  the two dots in 

Figures 10.1 to 10.5, for along and across the fibre direction. 
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experimental studies [67, 127, 117]. 

The differences in the potential distributions from the different conductivity 

values can be recognised by these key features in the depolarising wave. Firstly, 

the propagating wave is shaped differently between the three simulations; notice-

ably, Roberts(1982) values produces a wave that is more rounded, with Clerc's 

being the most elongated; the different anisotropies are clearly responsible for 

these differences. When comparing the magnitudes in the region inside the wave, 

each simulation was different; with Clerc's being the lowest and Roberts(1982) 

being the highest. There are also differences in the size and magnitudes of the 

two maxima at each end of the ellipse as well; with Roberts(1979) simulation 

having the highest magnitude, and Roberts(1982) simulation having the larger 

sized ones. When observing the isopotential lines, larger potential gradients occur 

in Roberts(1982) simulation, with more crowding at the wavefront of activation. 

Variations in the features such as the minima and maxima are enhanced with the 

isopotential lines. Differences can also be seen in studying the electrograms; by 

plotting a graph of extracellular potential versus time. Figure 10.6 shows elec-

trograms from two sites in the domain, located along and across the tissue fibre 

direction, marked by the two dots in Figures 10.1 to 10.5. The behaviour of the 

potential with time can be observed. In the fibre direction in Figure 10.6(a), the 

initial rise in potential is associated with R waves. These R waves correspond to 

the passing of the maxima of the ellipse. In the across fibre direction in Figure 

10.6(b), no initial R waves are present, but instead, initial Q waves occur. It can 

be seen that the different conductivity values have an affect on these electrogram 

characteristics. 

The only changes in the simulation parameters was the conductivity values, 

resulting in marked differences in potential distributions, which has been encoun-

tered by Johnston and Kilpatrick [18, 190]. The variations are difficult to explain, 

since the effect of changing the combination of the parameters is not easy to inter-

pret. Though the main point is, that the different anisotropies produce significant 

variations in the features of the potential distributions, and these features can be 
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taken into consideration when matching simulated data with experimental data. 

10.2 Three-Dimensional Simulation of 

Epicardial Stimulation 

In this section three-dimensional simulations of excitation from epicardial point 

stimulation were investigated. The purpose of the study is not directly related to 

the validation of the parameter estimation method, but to show the influence of 

the transmural fibre rotation on epicardial potential distributions. The simulation 

results are used as a reference for a source of model to experimental observation 

miss-match and the issue of orthotropic transverse conductivity, later discussed 

in Chapter 13. 

10.2.1 Bidomain Model 

Computational Mesh 

The tissue domain was represented by a slab of 2 x 2 x0.97 cm 3 , consisting of 

a 60 x60 x60 node hexahedral mesh. Ideally the mesh spacing would have a 

node spacing of 100 p,m, but due to computer memory constraints for building 

the stiffness matrices, the node spacing was restricted to 333 pm. This mesh 

resolution still gave reasonable results, for the purpose of showing the effect of 

transmural fibre rotation on epicardial potential distributions. 

Fibre Direction 

The total rotation of fibres from epicardium to endocardium was 180°, starting 

at 30° with respect to the x-axis on top of the tissue slab (epicardium). 

Membrane Model 

The Beeler-Reuter [53] membrane model was used. This model was chosen as an 

alternative to the Luo-Rudy membrane model. 
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Current Stimulus 

To act as the pacing stimulus, current injection of opposite polarity was applied 

in both domains; with a magnitude of 1000 pAcm- 2  for intracellular and -1000 

itAcm -2  extracellular. The location of the stimulus site was on top of the slab, 

at the centre, where the current was assigned to a group of eight nodes. The 

duration of the current stimulus was 1 ms. 

Boundary Conditions 

For the boundary conditions, the potential was grounded at a site in the domain 

to provide a reference. For the simulation here, a group of eight nodes in the 

bottom left-hand side of the slab was assigned to zero. 

Solver and Time Integration 

The time stepping method used to solve the time-dependent bidomain was the 

Crank-Nicholson scheme. The time step size was chosen to be 1 xis. 30 ms of 

activation time was simulated. The linear solver used was a Jacobi Preconditioned 

Conjugate Gradient algorithm, set to a tolerance of 10 -3  mV. 

Bidomain Model Output 

The values of extracellular potential at each node in the computational mesh was 

written to binary file, every 1 ms, starting at t=0 ms and finishing at t=30 ms. 

These data were used for producing potential maps. 

10.2.2 Simulation Results for Epicardial Stimulation 

Figure 10.7 shows the extracellular potential 15 ms after point stimulation; isopo-

tential surfaces and current vectors are displayed. The activating wavefront prop-

agates from the central stimulus location, in all possible directions, and gives an 

appearance of half an ellipsoid in three-dimensional space, with its major axis 

oriented along the fibre direction. The wavefront travels the same distance into 
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the depth of the tissue as across the epicardial surface in the transverse direction, 

since the conductivity has been assigned the same values. The flow of extracel-

lular currents can be observed to emanate from the two potential maxima, and 

travel outwards from the wave, then travel back towards the negative depolarised 

region, where the the two negative potential minima reside, analog's to Figure 

5.1. 

Figures 10.8 and 10.9 show slices through the epicardial plane (z-plane), show-

ing the effect of fibre rotation with depth on potentials. The cross-sectional planes 

begin at the surface of the tissue domain (Figure 10.8(a)), and are sectioned for 

every 1 mm of depth. Asymmetry in the two positive maxima can be observed 

by their gradual counter-clock-wise rotation about the centre; this can be easily 

seen in Figure 10.9(a), at a depth of 2 mm. It can been seen in 10.8(a) that the 

fibre direction on the surface does not exactly align with the major axis of the 

ellipse, as well as not being directly aligned through the two maxima, which is 

due to the fibre rotation [127]. The major axis appears to be ahead of the local 

fibre direction of around 4°. This has also been observed in other investigators 

simulations [127, 117, 191]. Figure 10.8(b) shows the z-plane at 1 mm from the 

surface; here the major axis of the ellipse is lagging the local fibre direction, at 

approximately 5°. The two maxima are also just starting to deviate from the ma-

jor axis in the counter-clock-wise direction, as well as the two minima. In Figure 

10.9(a) at 2 mm depth, the maxima and minima are rotated further more, and 

no longer coincide with the major axis of the ellipse, becoming more distorted 

from the ones observed on the surface. The major axis lags even more from the 

local fibre direction, suggesting that the rotational effect on the wave becomes 

attenuated with depth. Figure 10.9(b) at 3 mm depth shows that this region is 

located just outside the wavefront. 

From these simulation results, the fibre rotation has a significant effect on 

the transmural potential distributions. Even on the potentials on the epicardial 

surface, the fibre rotation has an effect. 
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Figure 10.7: Close up view of simulated potentials over looking the surface of the tissue block, with extracellular isopotential surfaces and current 

vectors. Positive isopotentials are at every 1 mV increments, and negative isopotentials are at every -1 mV up until -5 mV, then -5 my increments 

after that. Colour bar in mV. 
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Figure 10.8: Influence of transmural fibre rotation on potential distribution. Black straight lines about the centre of the ellipse, at the stimulus site 

indicates the variation in transmural rotation of the fibres at 2° intervals. Positive isopotentials are represented by blue lines, with 1 mV increments, 
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Figure 10.9: Influence of transmural fibre rotation on potential distribution. 
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10.3 Inversion from Synthetic Data 

This section presents a study on the validation of the parameter estimation 

method. Before the parameter values calculated from the inversion method can 

be trusted, one should test it with synthetic data produced from a bidomain sim-

ulation with known conductivity parameter values. The inversion method can 

be tested to see how well the conductivity parameters are calculated back. It 

can be further tested with artificial random noise added into these data. The 

synthetic data used was the extracellular potential distributions, measured at 

the recording electrodes. The extracellular potential distributions were produce 

from a 2D bidomain simulation for activation initiated by point stimulation. The 

activation phenomena was simulated to replicate the spread of activation that is 

measured in experiments [11]. The recording electrode locations were arranged 

into an array over the tissue domain. The array consisted of 6x 12 electrodes, 

with spacings of 1.5 mm. The central electrode acted as the pacing site. The 

electrode array points are shown in Figure 10.10. 

10.3.1 Bidomain Model 

Computational Mesh 

The tissue area was 1.2x 1.9 cm2 . This provided a 1.5 mm overhang from the 

edge of the electrode array on all sides. The triangular mesh had 121 x 191 nodes, 

therefore the node spacing was 100 tan. The dimensions of the tissue domain was 

chosen to suite the tissue area that was measured by the electrode array used in 

Roberts et. al. experiment [11]. The same mesh is used later for the estimation 

of the bidomain conductivities from Roberts et. al. experimental data. 

Fibre Direction 

The fibre angle was set to 121° from the horizontal. 
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Current Stimulus 

To act as the pacing stimulus, current injection of opposite polarity was applied 

in both domains; with a magnitude of 1000 ttAcm- 2  for intracellular and -1000 

pAcm-2  extracellular. The location of the stimulus site was at the centre of the 

domain, where the current was assigned to a group of four nodes. The duration 

of the current stimulus was 1 ms. 

Boundary Conditions 

For the boundary conditions, the potential was grounded at a site in the domain 

to provide a reference. For the simulation here, a group of four nodes in the 

bottom left-hand side of the domain was assigned to zero. 

Solver and Time Integration 

The time stepping method used to solve the time-dependent bidomain was the 

Crank-Nicholson scheme. The time step size was chosen to be 1 xis. Simulation 

of activation was for a duration of 10 ms. The linear solver used was a Jacobi 

Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient algorithm, set to a tolerance of 10 mV. The 

solver tolerance was more lower than what was set in the previous simulations. 

This was to calculate accurate derivatives for the construction of the Jacobian 

matrix in the parameter estimation. 

Bidomain Model Output 

The values of extracellular potential at each node in the computational mesh was 

written to binary file, every 0.1 ms, starting at t=0 ms and finishing at t=10 

ms. These data were used for producing potential maps. Extracellular potentials 

at the measurement electrode sites were written to file in ASCII format, every 

1 ms, from t=0 ms to t=10 ms. These data were used as synthetic data into 

the parameter estimation software, and as model observations for calculating the 

derivatives for the construction of the Jacobian matrix. 
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10.3.2 Data Used in Parameter Estimation 

In this validation, the conductivity parameters chosen was the set measured by 

Roberts 1979 experiment [11], shown in Table 4.8. The noise introduced into the 

synthetic data was generated from a Gaussian distribution, with a zero mean, 

and its standard deviation calculated by the following expression [147]: 

b = (Nn/2)umaxP. 
	 (10.1) 

where u,,,,,,x  is the absolute maximum potential in the model output, taken from 

the sites of the measurement electrodes, and p is the percentage of noise con-

tamination; for example, p = 0.05 gives 5% noise level. The percentage of noise 

introduced into the data was 5%, 10% and 15%. To gauge how much noise this 

was, Figure 10.10 shows the potential map of the synthetic data with and without 

noise. Similarly, an electrogram located at a site somewhere in the region along 

the major axis of the depolarising wave, is shown in Figure 10.11, with different 

amounts of noise in its data points. The observations put into the PEST soft-

ware was the extracellular potential values at the electrode recording sites. The 

frequency of the data used was at every 1 ms, for a duration of 10 ms, from the 

start of activation. The values were written to file from a bidomain simulation, 

noise was added, and then read by PEST. 

10.3.3 Parameter Estimation 

The conductivity values were set to a value of 1 mScm-1 , as initial values for 

the parameter estimation runs. Both Least-Squares and SVD methods were used 

in the validation. The mathematics of the methods are discussed in Chapter 6; 

use of the software is mentioned in Section 7.2. The observations used in the 

parameter estimation was discussed above. 

10.3.4 Results of Parameter Estimation Validation 

Table 10.1 shows the estimated conductivity values using two techniques; Least- 

Squares (LS), and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), for a certain level of 
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Figure 10.10: 10.10: Synthetic data, shown without, and with 15 % random noise. Potential map shows activation at 10 ms after stimulation. Fibre 

direction is at 121° from the horizontal. Electrode recording points are shown with corresponding extracellular potential values (mV). The values at 

the electrode sites were used as observations in the parameter estimation; at a frequency of 1 kHz, for a duration of 10 ms, from the start of activation. 
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Extracellular Potential Versus Time (with 5% noise) 
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Figure 10.11: Synthetic data; an electrogram recorded at a site in the domain along the fibre 

direction. Frequency of data points made at 1 kHz. Electrograms show data points with a 

percentage of random noise added. 
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noise added into the synthetic data. Statistical values such as the sum of squared 

weighted residuals (objective function) (13, the correlation coefficient r, number 

of optimisation iterations, and the number of forward model calls made during 

the estimation process, are also presented. Standard deviations were taken from 

the parameter covariance matrix, calculated from Equation (6.25). The third and 

fourth columns of Table 10.1 shows the estimated parameters, using the synthetic 

data with 0 % noise; both LS and SVD methods retrieved the values back suc-

cessfully. As expected, the increase in noise level, 5%, 10%, and 15%, increases 

the uncertainty in the estimated parameters; for example, increases in standard 

deviations, increases in residuals, and lower correlation values. However, for all 

noise levels up to 15 %, the parameters were retrieved back to reasonable values. 

Even at 20 % noise, the parameters that were calculated back were reasonable 

(not included in Table 10.1). Both methods, LS and SVD, recovered the param-

eter values with the same accuracy; though, as the noise levels increased, it took 

SVD less model calls than LS, hence, less run time. This depends on a number 

of factors, such as, how soon the estimation process goes into central derivatives 

calculation, which takes twice as many model runs; usually when the optimisation 

function has not been reduced significantly between optimsation iterations. Also, 

in the LS method, there may be extra model runs to try out different Marquardt 

parameter values, in order to lower the objective function. 

To observe the objective function's dependence on the conductivity values, 

Figure 10.12 shows a surface plot of it in parameter space. The plot is for the 

variation in intracellular conductivity parameters, for longitudinal and transverse 

directions, whilst holding the extracellular conductivity parameters fixed. The 

contours show equal objective function values. The goal is the objective function 

minimum, at values ail = 2.8 and azt  = 0.26 mScm-1 , which is located in a val-

ley. Changes in ail  for either lower or higher values results in moving away from 

this minimum; in the uphill direction. Changes in o-et  results in moving through 

the valley, but still goes up hill in either direction. The crosses connected by 

the red line marks each optimisation iteration, for its objective function value. 



Table 10.1: Estimated conductivities from synthetic data with added noise (mS/cm) 

Symbol Orig. LS 0% SVD 0% LS 5% SVD 5% LS 10% SVD 10% LS 15% SVD 15% 

att 2.800 2.799 2.800 2.801 ± 0.178 2.800 ± 0.017 2.793 ± 0.038 2.795 ± 0.038 2.788 ± 0.056 2.785 ± 0.056 

att 0.260 0.260 0.260 0.264 ± 0.003 0.264 ± 0.003 0.257 ± 0.007 0.256 ± 0.006 0.255 ± 0.010 0.256 ± 0.009 

0-el 2.200 2.200 2.200 2.199 ± 0.017 2.199 ± 0.017 2.211 ± 0.038 2.211 ± 0.038 2.212 ± 0.057 2.211 ± 0.056 

0-et 1.300 1.300 1.300 1.289 ± 0.014 1.291 ± 0.014 1.331 ± 0.032 1.332 ± 0.032 1.358 ± 0.049 1.358 ± 0.049 

Stat. Values 

(13 - 0.016 0.088 1298 1298 5874 5874 13217 13222 

r - 1.000 1.000 0.991 0.991 0.959 0.959 0.913 0.913 

Opt. Iter. - 12 13 11 12 12 12 13 10 

Mod. Calls - 73 97 95 88 105 84 114 62 
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The intracellular conductivities start at 1 mScm-1 , with a high objective func-

tion, and with each optimisation iteration, it lowers, until the minimum has been 

reached. Note, that initially, big steps are taken to reduce the objective function, 

with steepest descent, using large Marquart values, then when the minimum is 

approached, smaller steps are taken with smaller Marquart values, to not over 

shoot the minimum and for a more refined estimation. Similarly, Figure 10.13 

shows the behaviour of the objective function in parameter space, with respect to 

the extracellular conductivities. Its more of a steeper canyon than the intracel-

lular parameter space in Figure 10.12. It can been seen that for values less than 

1 mScm-I , for both longitudinal and transverse directions, the residuals rapidly 

increase, shown by the steep surfaces, accompanied by closely spaced contour 

lines. Two dimensional contour plots can be found in Appendix B for alternative 

viewing. 

One of the major difficulties in determining the bidomain conductivities is 

separating the intracelluar and extracellular values. It has been shown in Section 

10.1 that different sets of conductivity values produce marked differences in the 

elliptical wave. In observing the objective function in parameter space for the 

longitudinal conductivities in Figure 10.14, there appears to be one minima, which 

gives the reassurance that the intracellular and extracellular conductivities can 

be determined as unique separate values, or as the true values. Figure 10.15 is for 

the transverse conductivities, and there is also one minimum. Table 10.2 shows 

estimation results with additional parameters, such as membrane capacitance 

and fibre angle. The level of noise in the synthetic data was 5 %. Values of 

the conductivity parameters started at 1 mScm', and membrane capacitance 

started at a value of 1.5 F. Looking at the third column, the parameters did not 

go back to their original values, even though the residuals and the correlation had 

similar values to column 5 in Table 10.1. The reason for this, is that the membrane 

capacitance parameter degraded the performance of the estimation. Table 10.3 

shows the parameter correlation coefficient matrix, and it can be seen between the 

membrane capacitance, Cm , and the intracellular longitudinal conductivity, ad, 
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Table 10.2: Estimated conductivities, membrane capacitance, and fibre angle, from synthetic 

data with 5 % noise (mS/cm). 

Symbol Orig. LS 

(estimate Cm ) 

LS 

(estimate Cm ) 

stricter termination criterion 

LS 

(estimate 0 with fixed Cm ) 

Crii 2.800 1.791 ± 0.020 2.668 ± 0.036 2.804 ± 0.018 

au 0.260 0.162 ± 0.002 0.250 ± 0.003 0.264 ± 0.003 

ael 2.200 1.534 ± 0.018 2.115 ± 0.025 2.199 ± 0.018 

aet 1.300 0.839 ± 0.009 1.227 ± 0.014 1.291 ± 0.015 

Cm  1.000 0.769 ± 0.004 0.972 ± 0.005 1.000 (fixed) 

0 121.000 121.000 (fixed) 121.000 (fixed) 121.033 ± 0.149 

Stat. Values 

I,  

r - 

1347 

0.990 

1297 

0.991 

1299 

0.991 

the correlation was high with a value of 0.8347. As a comparison, Table 10.4 shows 

the correlation coefficient matrix for estimating without membrane capacitance, 

which has lower values; the parameters from this estimation are given in the 

fifth column of Table 10.1. An estimation including membrane capacitance was 

performed with SVD, however it failed to lower the objective function at all. 

In the fourth column of Table 10.2, the results are much closer to the true 

values, due to stricter termination criterion; such as the one set in Expression 

(7.7) in Section 7.2. However the trade off was many more optimisation runs, 

hence, an increase in run time. In the last column of Table 10.2, fibre angle was 

estimated while holding the membrane capacitance fixed; the fibre angle started 

at 130°, being 9° out. In this estimation, the conductivity parameters and the 

fibre angle were retrieved back, without difficulty. Normally, noise in the elec-

trograms recorded in experiments would be minimal, and so, it would be safe to 

say, that it does not really pose a major problem. Judging from published data 

[67], and measurements made in this study, the noise would be mostly below 5%. 

At this stage, SVD seems to handle noise better, as it takes less forward model 
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Table 10.3: Parameter correlation  coefficient matrix, when estimating Cm . 

Symbol au Grit ael 0-et Cm  

1.000 -0.226 0.502 -0.205 0.835 

0-it -0.226 1.000 0.200 -0.017 0.171 

cr 0.502 0.200 1.000 -0.187 0.712 

0-et -0.205 -0.017 -0.187 1.000 0.032 

Cm  0.835 0.171 0.712 0.032 1.000 

Table 10.4: Parameter correlation coefficient matrix,  without estimating Cm . 

Symbol ail ait 0-el 0-et 

clii 1.000 -0.594 -0.414 -0.354 

0-it -0.594 1.000 0.172 0.103 

a el -0.414 0.172 1.000 -0.237 

0-et -0.354 0.103 -0.237 1.000 

calls to arrive at the objective function minimum, giving shorter run times. It 

has been shown that if other parameters are estimated as well, such as membrane 

capacitance, the determined parameter set may be entirely different from the set 

that generated the artificial data. Even though the residuals and the correlation 

values may seem reasonable. This could be due to a number of reasons, such 

as those mentioned in Chapter 6.8, such as parameter correlation, and param-

eter insensitivity, resulting in nonuniqueness. Signs of this happening can be 

seen by inspecting the correlation coefficient matrix, and the eigenvector matrix. 

The membrane capacitance is insensive to parameter increments when calculat-

ing derivatives, in relation to the conductivity values, causing singularity in the 

normal matrix in Equation (6.24). It is also of different type to the conductivity 

parameters, and so its derivatives may behave differently. It would be thought 

that SVD would be benificial in this situation, but it was unsucessful. Another 

validation test that could be performed on the parameter estimation method 

could be done by adding uncertainty in the position of measurement electrodes, 
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which may be occur to a certain degree in practice. Though, it will be seen later 

on, that experimental to model data miss-match poses more of a concern. 

In the next section the parameter estimation method will be tested with ex-

perimental data that has been published in the literature. Due to availability, 

only data for one time instance during activation (one potential map) is used 

as observations into the parameter estimation. The validation of the parameter 

estimation method just presented was with data for more than one time instance, 

which were the potentials at the measurement electrodes from t=0 to t=10 ms, 

at every 1 ms time steps. To have confidence in the estimated values in the next 

section, estimation runs were performed with observations for one time instance 

only. The bidomain model setup was the same as in the previous validation. 

The synthetic data was also the same, but for activation at t=10 ms only. For 

example, the data points in the potential map in Figure 10.10(a). No noise was 

added into the synthetic data. The Least-Squares method was used for the esti-

mation, and the starting values of the parameters were set to 1 mScm -1 . Table 

10.5 shows the results from the parameter estimation, which retrieved back the 

parameters successfully closed to their original values. It was found later on that 

when using experimental data for more than one time instance, it was more diffi-

cult to fit due to satisfying a number of data points in time. This was due to the 

different rate-of-rise in the action potential in the experimental data than that 

produced by the membrane model in the bidomain model. In the case for data 

with one time instance, the changes in potential with time are not an issue in the 

estimation, and so its less constrained, leading to an easier estimation. 

10.4 Inversion from Published Experimental Data 

With the parameter estimation method applied to noise contaminated synthetic 

data, it was then tested on real data reported in the literature. Potential maps 

for epicardial pacing in canine hearts from Roberts et. al. [11] and Baruffi et. al. 

[129] experiments were used. Due to availability, data was only for one instant 
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Table 10.5: Estimated conductivities from synthetic data for just one time instance (one po-

tential map), at 10 ms after stimulation, with no noise (mS/cm). 

Symbol Orig. LS 

(estimate for one time instance 

UV 2.800 2.798 

ait 0.260 0.260 

0e1 2.200 2.201 

aet 1.300 1.299 

Cm  1.000 1.00 (fixed) 

19 121.000 121 (fixed) 

Stat. Values 

(1:0 0.035 

r - 1.000 

in time. In these experiments, epicardial electrode arrays were used to measure 

unipolar electrograms, and pacing was applied to a central location in the arrays, 

thus, causing a propagating elliptical depolarising wave. 

10.4.1 Roberts 1979 Experiment 

The epicardial electrode array used in the Roberts 1979 experiment had a total 

of 83 measurement electrodes, with spacings of 1.5 mm, which covered an area of 

0.9x 1.65 cm2 . An electrode located at the centre of the array was allocated for 

the stimulus. The bidomain model setup used here is the same model that was 

used in Section 10.3.1, with the same 2D computational mesh (1.2 x 1.9 cm 2  with 

121 x191 nodes) and boundary conditions; except it had a different fibre angle and 

the extracellular data output used in the parameter estimation was for one instant 

in time, at 10 ms after activation. The data used in the parameter estimation 

from Roberts et. al. [11] experiment is presented in Figure 10.16, which shows 

the interpolated extracellular field at 10 ms after stimulation; the values used are 

at the electrode points. Roberts et. al. choice of fibre direction was assumed to 
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correspond to the maximal epicardial conduction velocity; indicated by the black 

straight line shown in Figure 10.16. Note that it does not directly pass through 

the major axis of the ellipse, or through the two maxima. From the potential map, 

asymmetry in the maxima can be seen. Figure 10.17 shows a surface and contour 

plot of the interpolation, to help visualise the relation of potential regions; such 

as the magnitudes of the minima and maxima. Table 10.6 shows the estimated 

conductivity values for a number of estimation runs, under different conditions. 

Least-Squares (LS), and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) inverse techniques 

were used. Additional parameters such as membrane capacitance, Cm , and fibre 

angle, 0, were estimated as well. It was advantageous that membrane capacitance 

could be estimated, since its value varied in the literature. 

The second and third columns were estimation runs for determining membrane 

capacitance, while holding the fibre angle to the value chosen by Roberts et. al. 

[11], of 72°. In these runs, SVD gave smaller model parameter values than LS. 

The fourth and fifth columns were estimations runs while keeping the membrane 

capacitance fixed, to a value of 1.00. In the LS case, the fibre angle was estimated. 

The outcomes of both estimation methods were very similar. The sixth column 

was for choosing the reference potential far away from the stimulus electrode, in 

the top left-hand corner of the domain, while holding the fibre angle fixed, which 

resulted in different parameter values. The seventh column was for estimating 

both fibre angle and membrane capacitance. Note that the standard deviation 

values were more higher for estimation runs that determined membrane capaci-

tance. Suggesting that the parameters were calculated with greater uncertainty 

when estimating this parameter. The ratio between longitudinal and transverse 

conductivities, for intracellular and extracellular space are shown between the 

different estimation runs; the values where consistent, with a intracellular ratio 

of around 6.0, and an extracellular ratio of 3.0. Figure 10.18 shows the potential 

map produced by the bidomain model, using the conductivity parameters esti-

mated from SVD, shown in Table 10.6, fifth column. Comparing this with the 

experimental data, in Figure 10.16, the elliptical wave appears to have the same 



Figure 10.16: Extraxellular potential map obtained by Roberts et. al. [11]. Potential distribu-

tion is at 10 ms after stimulation. Extracellular potential values are shown at each electrode 

location. Positive isopotential lines are in blue with 2 mV increments, negative isopotentials are 

in red with -5 mV increments, and the zero isopotential is in black. Colour bar is in mV. The 

black straight line indicates the fibre direction, of 72° from the horizontal, chosen by Roberts 

.et al. [11]. 
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Table 10.6: Estimated conductivities from Roberts(1979) [11] experimental data (mS/cm). 

Symbol SVD 

(estimate Cm ) 

LS 

(estimate Cm ) 

LS 

(estimate 0 St fixed Cm ) 

SVD 

(fixed C, & 0) 

LS 

(corner reference & estimate Cm ) 

LS 

(estimate 0 & Cm )) 

ail 1.735 ± 0.620 2.344 ± 1.137 2.587 ± 0.069 2.586 ± 0.071 4.015 ± 2.365 4.121 ± 3.463 

ait 0.303 ± 0.110 0.398 ± 0.197 0.417 ± 0.017 0.420 ± 0.016 0.684 ± 0.397 0.638 ± 0.512 

ael 2.072 ± 0.689 2.733 ± 1.227 2.557 ± 0.094 2.568 ± 0.091 3.803 ± 1.940 3.796 ± 2.747 

0-et 0.636 ± 0.218 0.822 ± 0.361 0.904 ± 0.040 0.903 ± 0.039 1.109 ± 0.841 1.327 ± 0.892 

adait 5.726 5.889 6.204 6.157 5.870 6.459 

aet/aet 3.258 3.325 2.829 2.844 3.429 2.861 

Cm  0.782 ± 0.179 0.929 ± 0.268 1.000 (fixed) 1.000 (fixed) 1.206 ± 0.379 1.289 ± 0.569 

0 72.00 (fixed) 72.00 (fixed) 76.185 ± 0.524 76.00 (fixed) 72.00 (fixed) 76.274 ± 0.704 

e
 6. 

Statistical Values 

1113 1054 935.2 935.9 1204 911.1 

0.977 0.973 0.980 0.981 0.9786 0.981 
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Figure 10.19: Contour plot of objective function in intracellular parameter space, with spacing intervals of 1000. The conductivity values that give 

the minimum are from the estimation run in Table 10.6, fifth column. The red cross marks the objective function minimum at a zi=2.586 and cret =0.42 

mScm -1 . Extracellular conductivities are held fixed at ae i=2.568 and cret =0.903 mScm -1 . The diagonal black line passing through the minima is 

where there is the equal conductivity ratio of cra/crit=6.157. 
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shape, with similar length and width. The fibre direction was estimated to be at 

76°, which aligned more with the semi-major axes of the ellipse outlined by the 

isopotential lines, rather than passing through the two maxima. The negative 

potentials inside the ellipse are similar in magnitude, with potentials of around 

-40 mV, however, the two potential maxima in the bidomain output are smaller 

in magnitude and are tucked closer into the ends of the ellipse. The differences in 

the maxima may be partly due to their asymmetry in the experimental observa-

tions; from the transmural fibre rotation, and fibre gradients, causing the offset 

of the maxima from the major axis. Another cause is that the isopotentials out-

lining the ellipse in the bidomain output are packed much closer together than in 

the experimental observations, indicating that the rate of depolarisation is faster. 

This is dependant on the membrane model incorporated in the bidomain, and it 

causes the positive maxima to be closer into the ends of the ellipse. 

In other differences, the potentials furthest away from the point of stimula-

tion, in the top left-hand and bottom right-hand corners of the domain in the 

experimental observations, are zero, where as in the bidomain output, the poten-

tials in those regions are around -3 mV. There are also differences in potential in 

the regions traverse from the ellipse. The shape and location of the minima also 

differ. These differences are perhaps due to the membrane model used, intramu-

ral fibre rotation, orthotropic transverse conductivity, and the choice of reference 

potential. A contour plot of the objective function is given in Figure 10.19. The 

objective function here behaves differently than the one produced for the syn-

thetic data shown in Figures B.1 (Appendix); there appears to be more flexibility 

in the intracellular longitudinal values, ad , to give low residuals, since the con-

tours are widely spaced, for values in the range of 2.5 to 6.0 mScm -1 . Similarly, 

Figure 10.20 shows the objective function in extracellular space, showing widely 

spaced contour lines, implying greater variability in parameters. However, there 

is one minima, suggesting there are unique values for the two parameters, as long 

as the termination criterion is strict enough to converge to it. 
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Figure 10.20: Contour plot of objective function in extracellular parameter space, with spacing intervals of 1000. The conductivity values that give the 
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Table 10.7: Estimated conductivities from Baruffi et. al. 1978 (129) experimental data (mS/cm). 

Symbol LS 

fixed Cm  & 0 

SVD 

fixed Cm  & 0 

LS 

estimate Cm  with fixed 0 

3.484 ± 0.239 3.684 ± 0.230 3.464 ± 0.260 

ait 0.366 ± 0.012 0.359 ± 0.011 0.360 ± 0.013 

ael 2.123 ± 0.094 2.049 ± 0.082 2.076 ± 0.092 

Uet 0.596 ± 0.025 0.600 ± 0.025 0.588 ± 0.030 

Grit/azt 9.519 10.436 9.622 

el/et 3.562 3.415 3.531 

Cm  1.000 (fixed) 1.0 (fixed) 0.990 ± 0.011 

8 81 (fixed) 81 (fixed) 81 (fixed) 

e
 	

i-- 

Statistical Values 

5281 5293 5282 

0.934 0.934 0.934 

10.4.2 Baruffi 1978 Experiment 

In the Baruffi et. al. [129] experiment, a larger area on the epicardial surface 

was measured than in Roberts experiment; a 11x 11 electrode array, with 2 mm 

spacing was used. On the outside of this array, around the perimeter, there 

was a series of electrodes with 4 mm spacing. The tissue area measured was 

2.8 x 2.8 cm2 . A central electrode was used to deliver the current stimulus. The 

array was placed on the anterior left ventricular surface. Figure 10.21 shows the 

interpolated extracellular field at 20 ms after stimulation. Due to the resolution, 

limited by the electrode spacing, the shape of the elliptical wave is more irregular, 

and the two negative minima and positive maxima are not as well defined, than 

in Roberts et. al. potential map, in Figure 10.16. Also, since the measurements 

were recorded for a larger tissue area, the effects of varying fibre direction and 

tissue geometry (curvature of epicardium) may have had an effect. The fibre 

angle was chosen to be the line that coincided with the major axis of the ellipse, 

defined by the isopotential lines, which had a value of 81° from the horizontal. 
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Figure 10.21: Extracellular potential map obtained by Baruffi et. al. [129]. Potential distribu-

tion is at 20 ms after stimulation. Positive isopotential lines are in blue with  2  mV increments, 

negative isopotentials are in red with -5 mV increments. The 11 x 11 array of electrodes in 

the middle of the tissue domain have 2 mm spacings; outside this array there is a series of 

electrodes around the perimeter, with spacings of 4 mm. The extracellular potential values at 

the electrodes points were used in the parameter estimation. 
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The bidomain model used in this parameter estimation is the same as in the 

previous section, but with different tissue domain size. The node spacing in the 

computational mesh was still the same at 100 pm, since the mesh had an area 

of 3.2x3.2 cm2 , with 321 x 321 nodes. There was an over-hang of 2 mm from the 

outside electrodes. Simulation of activation was for 20 ms. Similarly to Roberts 

et. al. experiment, only one time instance of extracellular potentials were used 

in the parameter estimation; the values at the electrode points in Figure 10.21. 

Table 10.7 shows the results of the estimation run using the data. The sec-

ond and third columns are estimation runs whilst holding membrane capacitance 

and fibre angle fixed. The residuals were more higher for these results than from 

the results from Roberts 1979 data, since there were more measurements, and 

also greater experiment to model miss-match. In the last column, membrane 

capacitance was estimated, though it did not beneficially change the conductiv-

ity parameters, and statistical values. Figure 10.22 presents the bidomain model 

output potential, using the parameters given in the second column of Table 10.22. 

As seen previously, there are some inconsistencies between the model and exper-

imental data. Such as the asymmetries of the potential maxima, differences in 

potentials in certain regions, and the spacing of the isopotential lines. 

The correlation values in estimations for Roberts 1979 and Baruffi gave values 

greater than 0.9, which is generally considered acceptable for a good fit between 

model and experiment [152]. Though, there are still inconsistencies, such as 

asymmetry, and the rate of depolarisation. The parameter values were only 

estimated with data at one time instance (10 ms or 20 ms). 

Caution should be made when estimating additional parameters such as mem-

brane capacitance. Selection of initial parameter values may be important to 

reduce the amount of computational time spent on searching for the objective 

function minimum. The bidomain model used here was only for a 2D tissue 

domain, and so there was no rotation of fibre direction with depth. Since the 

transmural fibre rotation has an effect on the epicardial potential distribution, as 

seen in simulations like in Section 10.2, then for a closer match it would need to 
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Figure 10.22: Extracellular potential map from bidomain model, using the conductivity pa-

rameters estimated from Baruffi et. al. [129] data, in Figure 10.21. Estimated parameters 

used are given in Table 10.7, second column. Positive isopotential lines are  in  blue with 2 mV 

increments, and negative isopotentials are in red with -5 mV increments. 
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be included into the model. This would mean a 3D bidomain model would be 

used, with additional parameters to estimate, which would require longer com-

putational time to solve. 



Chapter 11 

Experimental Results 

11.1 Experimental Method 

Unipolar electrogram recordings were performed in vivo, on sheep. The details 

of the experiment is described in Chapter 8, but is briefly described here. Sheep 

weighing around 30 to 50 kg were anaesthetised with sodium pentobarbital (30 

mg/kg). Additional amounts of anaesthetic were administered during the ex-

periment as needed, based on signs of eyelid and pedal reflexes. The heart was 

exposed through a left thoractomy performed in the fourth or fifth intercostal 

space and was suspended in the pericardial cradle. The unipolar electrograms 

were recorded via an electrode array. The electrode array used in the experiment 

is described in Section 8.3.1; it had a total of 194 silver electrodes (13 x 15), with 

1.42 mm spacing between the columns and 1.71 mm spacing between the rows. 

The electrode array was placed in the left ventricular epicardium and was sutured 

on each corner to hold it into place. Gauze material was placed over the chest 

opening to prevent exposure of the heart to air. A unipolar cathodal stimulus, 

administered by a Medtronic 5364 demand pulse generator (Medtronic Inc. 

Minneapolis, USA), was delivered to the central electrode in the array; the re-

turn electrode was embedded superficially under the skin of the sheep, either on 

the hind leg or on the chest wall. The stimulus duration was for 2 ms, and the 

stimulus strength was just above threshold to achieve ventricular capture. The 

131 
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pacing rate was set to 150 ppm (pulses per minute), just above rest rate. The 

electrograms were recorded at 2 kHz for half a second. This meant that at least 

one waveform could be recorded, since the average rest rate of sheep is around 2 

beats per second. 

The output of the recording electrodes were connected to a '256 Channel 

Switch and Signal Generator Unit' (Central Science Laboratory, University of 

Tasmania) [182]. This unit supplied the calibration signal, and provided the 

junction between the recording electrodes and the multichannel data acquisition 

system. The data acquisition system was a 256-channel system Binary Data 

Delivery Device (BDDD) [186]. It was connected to a host computer; a SPARC 

Sun system, by an S11W, which is a 16 bit, parallel input output (I/O) interface 

for the SBus. The electrogram data was saved to file for processing. 

For the viewing of the data, potential maps were created by interpolating the 

values at the electrodes to a 51 x51 mesh. The interpolation scheme used was 

a method described by Oostendorp et. al. [188]. Since the electrogram data 

was recorded at 2 kHz, interpolated potential maps could be created for every 

0.5 ms. The baseline potential was chosen to be the time before the Q wave 

intrinsic deflection, determined by the greatest rate of change in potential. The 

interpolation of the data was saved as MATLAB matrix files. These could be 

loaded into interactive visualisation software, such as MAP3D [171] and SCIRun 

[161], where colour coded potential maps with contours could be viewed. In the 

software, the electrograms could be stepped through the time-series, showing the 

changes in potential. 

11.2 Potential Maps 

This section presents extracellular potential maps, recorded on the epicardium 

for normal sinus rhythm and for epicardial pacing. The differences in potential 

distributions between normal sinus rhythm and epicardial pacing can be seen. 

Normal sinus rhythm produces complex irregular pattern of potential on the 
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epicardial surface, and would be difficult to utilise for measuring the bidomain 

conductivities. The activating wave that propagates across the epicardium is 

much easier to model; and so it was used for the observations in the parameter 

estimation. 

11.2.1 Normal Activation 

Figure 11.1 shows three extracellular potential maps for normal sinus rhythm, at 

5 ms intervals. Electrode points are indexed in the map. Measurements were 

made in the left ventricle of the sheep's heart. Figures 11.2(a) and 11.2(b) shows 

electrograms measured at electrodes 51 and 149. 

The negative potential at the top left hand side of Figure 11.1(a) moves 

through, with positive potentials laying ahead, possibly related to the fibre di-

rection. Depending on the location, there were slight R waves produced, for 

example, of around 0.3 mV in amplitude, such as in Figure 11.2(a). There were 

also R waves that were quite pronounced, at 4 mV, as in Figure 11.2(b). The 

potentials were irregularly distributed; Arisi et. al. [192] described this potential 

distribution as mosaic like. Breakthrough sites were observed, such as in the 

regions where electrodes 43 and 56 are located. The distribution of the poten-

tials is reflected by the structural properties of the ventricular wall, such as the 

branches of the Purkinje network underneath, causing breakthrough sites on the 

epicardium [192, 128]. 

11.2.2 Activation from Pacing 

Extracellular potential maps are shown in Figure 11.3, for epicardial pacing. The 

maps show the propagation of the depolarising elliptical wave from the central 

electrode, reflecting anisotropic conduction. The location of the electrode array 

was the same as for the measurements of normal activation, in Figure 11.1. Elec-

trograms during epicardial pacing are shown in Figure 11.4, for different sites in 

the measured domain. An initial positive spike was observed in the electrograms, 
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Figure 11.1: Potential maps of normal activation in the left ventricle from experiment 5. Electrode numbering starts from zero, at the bottom left 

hand corner of the domain. The electrodes that produced bad electrograms were omitted. Positive isopotential lines are in blue with 1 mV increments, 

negative isopotential lines are in red with -2 mV increments, and the zero isopotential line is in black. Maps are at 5 ms intervals. 
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indicates the time instance of the potential map in Figure 11.1(a), at 57 ms. 
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since the positive pacing lead was at the central electrode. 

For this particular experiment, the depolarising wave was initially spherical 

for the first 10 ms after stimulation; possibly due to the amount of tissue area 

stimulated, but later formed into an ellipse. The elliptical shape of the wave held 

until 20 ms, and then afterwards it started to become irregular, probably due to 

it reaching the Purkinje fibre network [67]. The propagating elliptical wave was 

accompanied by two maxima, however due to asymmetry, one of the maxima was 

significantly weaker, and only one minima was apparent. This asymmetry in the 

maxima may have been caused by the imbrication fibre angle [75]; which is the 

out-of-plane fibre angle, mentioned in Chapter 3. The orientation of the wave 

reflected the direction of the myocardial fibres, and was normally in the same 

general direction for most experiments with similar electrode array positions. 

Where the depolarising wave travelled along the fibres, an initial R wave occurred, 

followed by the intrinsic deflection of the Q wave. In the across fibre direction, no 

R waves occurred, only Q waves. Compared to other experiments [11, 12], the R 

waves were shifted down, relative to the baseline potential, that is, the potential 

the moment before stimulation. When the positive pacing spike had dropped 

down after it had peaked, it passed the baseline and became negative, at that 

point an R wave occurred; this can be seen in Figures 11.4(a), 11.4(d), and 11.5. 

This passing below the baseline may have been due to the large positive stimulus 

current applied, and this effect became more extreme as the current stimulus 

was increased. The pacing spike in Figure 11.4 seemed relatively large compared 

to other experiments [67]. A lower current stimulus was tried, but ventricular 

capture could not be achieved, and normal sinus rhythm took over. 

Figure 11.5 shows an electrogram recorded at electrode 136, located in a 

region along the fibre direction. It did have a larger R wave compared to the 

other electrograms in Figure 11.4(a) and 11.4(d), since a maxima passed straight 

by the recording electrode, and was further away from the stimulus; but the initial 

rise in the R wave still started from below the baseline, like in Figures 11.4(a) 

and 11.4(d). The shift in the R waves below the baseline may explain the absence 
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isopotential lines, the fibre direction was estimated to be around 130 0  from the horizontal. In the early stages of activation the wave was elliptical, but 

later on, became irregular. 
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of the two maxima in the first 10 ms after stimulation in the potential map in 

Figure 11.3(a). 

Another feature in the electrograms was the presence of a notch in the Q 

waves, as observed in Figures 11.4(b) and 11.4(c), which were in the across fibre 

direction. This had not been seen in electrograms from other experiments of 

epicardial pacing [67]. The notch in the Q waves was not reproducible in two-

dimensional bidomain simulations in Chapter 10, Figure 10.6(b). This may be an 

effect of transmural fibre rotation and orthotropic transverse conductivity [137]. 
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Figure 11.5: An electrogram recorded in a region where the depolarising wave travelled along 

the myocardial tissue fibres, at electrode 136. An initial R wave was exhibited, since a positive 

maxima passed by electrode 136, as shown in Figure 11.3(b). After the rise and fall of the 

pacing spike, an R wave occurred while still below the baseline. 

11.3 Conductivity Estimation From Sheep 

Experiments 

This section reports the conductivity values calculated from the data obtained 

from the sheep experiments. The method of solving the bidomain model and the 
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parameter estimation process is described in Chapter 7. The setup here is similar 

to the validation study in Section 10.3, but with a different sized tissue domain 

(still 2D), fibre direction and set of observations. The bidomain model and the 

observations used in the parameter estimation will be described here. 

11.3.1 Bidomain Model 

Computational Mesh 

The tissue area was 1.98 x 2.74 cm 2 . This provided a 1.42 mm overhang from the 

left and right edges of the electrode array, and an over-hang of 1.71 mm from the 

top and bottom. The triangular mesh had 200x276 nodes, therefore the node 

spacing was approximately 100 pm. 

Fibre Direction 

The fibre angle was estimated by the orientation of the major axis of the elliptical 

wavefront; normally when the wave had formed around 10 to 15 ms after stimu-

lation. A line was drawn through the ellipse, along the major axis, and then the 

angle between the major axis and the horizontal axis (x-axis) was measured with 

a protractor. This provided a good starting value for when it was determined in 

the parameter estimation. 

Current Stimulus 

To act as the pacing stimulus, current injection of opposite polarity was applied 

in both domains; with a magnitude of 1000 pAcm -2  for intracellular and -1000 

pAcm -2  extracellular. The location of the stimulus site was at the centre of the 

domain, where the current was assigned to a group of four nodes. The duration 

of the current stimulus was 1 ms. In the experiments the duration of the current 

stimulus was 2 ms and its strength varied between sheep, which depended on 

the stimulus threshold for ventricular capture (lowest was desired). The pacing 

device output was in mA and the capture range was 0.5 to 1.5 mA. However, 
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bidomain simulations showed that the duration and the stimulus strength had 

no significant effect on the resulting potential distributions for activation, so the 

current strength of 1000 itAcm-2  applied in both domains for a duration of 1 ms 

was set for consistency in the bidomain simulations. 

Boundary Conditions 

For the boundary conditions, the potential was grounded at a site in the domain 

to provide a reference. For the simulation here, a group of four nodes in the 

bottom left-hand side of the domain was assigned to zero. 

Solver and Time Integration 

The time stepping method used to solve the time-dependent bidomain was the 

Crank-Nicholson scheme. The time step size was chosen to be 1 /Is. Simulation 

of activation ranged from 15 to 20 ms, depending on how long the wavefront 

was intact after stimulation. The linear solver used was a Jacobi Preconditioned 

Conjugate Gradient algorithm, set to a tolerance of 10 mV. 

Bidomain Model Output 

The values of extracellular potential at each node in the computational mesh was 

written to binary file, every 0.1 ms for the duration of activation. These data were 

used for producing potential maps. Extracellular potentials at the measurement 

electrode sites were written to file in ASCII format, every 0.5 ms. These data 

were used as model observations into the parameter estimation software for the 

calculation of the Jacobian matrix. 

11.3.2 Data Used in Parameter Estimation 

The data used as observations into the parameter estimation software was the 

extracellular potentials at the recording electrodes (the electrograms). The data 

acquisition was at 2 kHz, and so the data was at every 0.5 ms. The time of 
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activation was taken as the occurrence of the pacing spike, as seen in Figure 9.1. 

Due to the artifacts produced by the shock from the central pacing electrode, 

data before the first 10 ms of activation was not used. As mentioned above, 

the elliptical wavefront was intact for at least 15 to 20 ms. Therefore the data 

put into the parameter estimation software were the electrogram data from 10 to 

20 ms, at every 0.5 ms. For example, the total number of observations for the 

194 electrode array, for 10 to 20 ms of activation time, would be 3880. Though 

the number of observations may had been less than this because the electrogram 

channels which had substantial noise were omitted from the parameter estimation. 

As a comparison, the validation of the parameter estimation method in Section 

10.3 had a total of 830 observations, for an array of 83 electrodes, for 10 ms of 

activation, and data every 1 ms. 

11.3.3 Parameter Estimation 

The conductivity parameters were set to values reported in the literature first, 

such as the values by Roberts et. al. [11], as initial values for the parameter 

estimation runs. When there were conductivity values available from the sheep 

data, these values were used as initial values in the next parameter estimations. 

Only the Least-Squares method was used in the parameter estimation, as it was 

found to be more robust than the SVD method. The mathematics of the Least-

Squares method is described in Chapter 6; use of the software is mentioned in 

Section 7.2. The observations put into the PEST software was discussed above. 

11.3.4 Results of Parameter Estimation From Sheep Ex-

periments 

Table 11.2 and 11.1 shows the results of the estimated conductivity values using 

Least-Squares estimation. In the first few experiments data was not usable, due to 

technical difficulties, so parameter estimations started from experiment 5. There 

were also other cases when the data were not suitable, and so, were excluded. 
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Table 11.1: Estimated conductivities from sheep experiment data, with positive pacing 

(mS/cm). 

Symbol exp 5 exp 7 exp 9 

au i 1.186 ± 0.006 1.286 ± 0.006 0.850 ± 0.004 

Clit 0.186 ± 0.002 0.197 ± 0.002 0.137 ± 0.001 

ael 8.014 ± 0.140 6.760 ± 0.100 7.963 ± 0.116 

Cret 2.296 ± 0.044 1.701 ± 0.028 2.159 ± 0.036 

uit/ait 6.376 6.528 6.204 

Greduet 3.490 3.974 3.688 

0 128.662 ± 0.183 130.093 ± 0.150 147.013 ± 0.171 

r 0.782 0.848 0.841 

Positive pacing at the central electrode was used from experiments 5 to 9, with 

the results shown in Table 11.2. All other results used negative pacing, with the 

results presented in Table 11.1. 

As an example, the potential output from the estimated bidomain model 

that used the data in experiment 5, is given in Figure 11.6. When comparing 

the bidomain model output to the corresponding data in Figure 11.3(b), the 

magnitudes of the two potential maxima are smaller, as well as the potential 

inside the area of the ellipse. This could be due to the asymmetry of the maxima 

in the elliptical wave. Looking at Figure 11.3(b) the central electrode was not 

locate in the centre of the ellipse, which would have effected the outcome of the 

estimated conductivities. 

In inspecting the electrograms produced in the simulation and experiment, 

in Figure 11.7, there were some differences. Especially in the electrograms that 

were recorded in the regions where the depolarising wave travelled across the 

tissue fibres. The simulated electrograms were not as continuous as the measured 

electrograms, which was partly due to the membrane model used. The downstroke 

of the Q waves in the simulated electrograms did not become as negative as the 

experimental ones, such as in Figures 11.7(a) and 11.7(d). These discrepancies 

caused difficulty in fitting the model to the observations. The estimated 
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Table 11.2: Estimated conductivities from sheep experiment data, with negative pacing (mS/cm). Symbol * indicates parameter reached upper bound 

Symbol exp. 10 exp. 12 exp. 13 exp. 14 exp. 16 exp. 18 exp. 19 

ail 0.679 + 0.003 0.462 ± 0.002 0.741 + 0.003 0.917 ± 0.005 1.077 ± 0.005 1.139 ± 0.006 1.032 ± 0.004 

ait 0.043 ± 0.0003 0.053 ± 0.0003 0.057 ± 0.001 0.070 ± 0.001 0.119 ± 0.001 0.210 ± 0.002 0.233 ± 0.001 

aet 3.787 ± 0.048 3.610 ± 0.060 6.470 ± 0.111 5.643 ± 0.093 6.338 ± 0.097 2.570 ± 0.029 4.930 ± 0.067 

Cret 2.191 ± 0.094 3.000 ± 0.082 * 3.000 ± 0.071 * 3.000 ± 0.081 * 2.830 ± 0.054 1.300 ± 0.020 2.809 ± 0.041 

uit/ait 15.790 8.717 13.000 13.100 9.050 5.424 4.429 

aei/aet 1.728 1.203 2.157 1.881 2.240 1.977 1.755 

0 159.443 ± 0.158 133.523 ± 0.208 146.562 ± 0.203 143.816 ± 0.216 142.643 ± 0.172 138.164 ± 0.140 165.055 ± 0.179 

r 0.853 0.815 0.781 0.776 0.841 0.890 0.895 
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conductivity values for the sheep experiments presented in Tables 11.1 and 11.2 

are fairly different to the measured conductivities reported in the literature, shown 

in Table 4.8. Perhaps the estimated values are more closer to Clerc's [10] measured 

values. The results from the sheep data are also different to the values presented 

in Table 10.6 and 10.7, that were estimated from data measured by Roberts et. al. 

[11] and Baruffi et. al. [129] for canine hearts; described in Chapter 10. There 

was difficulty in estimating the conductivity values from the sheep experiment 

data; in some estimation runs, the extracellular transverse conductivity, o -et , had 

values that were unrealistic, and so its upper bound was set to 3.0 mScrn-1 . 

, When observing the potential maps from Roberts [11] and Baruffi [129], shown 

in Figures 10.16 and 10.21, and the potential map from experiment 5, shown 

in Figure 11.3, the magnitudes of the potentials in Roberts' and Baruffi's data 

was larger. For example, in the two maxima, and the area inside the ellipse. 

The isopotential lines in Roberts' and Baruffi's data were also closer together, 

which indicated that the downstroke of the Q waves were more rapid, and so, 

was more suited to the Luo-Rudy membrane model. All these factors would 

have contributed to the different values estimated from the sheep experiment 

data. The correlation coefficient was normally around 0.8, though would not 

be acceptable if a value of 0.9 was required for a good fit between observations 

and model [152]. For further comparison, another example of the potential 

output from an estimated bidomain model is given in Figure 11.9, for experiment 

16 (negative pacing). When comparing these data to the interpolated potential 

map from experiment, in Figure 11.8, there appeared to be smaller potential 

magnitudes inside the area of the ellipse, at 15 ms and 20 ms after stimulation. 

The isopotential lines that outlined the ellipse were also more tightly packed 

than observed in experiment. When looking at both of the bidomain estimated 

and experimental electrograms in Figure 11.10, the Q waves in the experimental 

electrograms were more sloped. Since the parameter estimation was based on 

observations for 10 to 20 ms after the onset of stimulation, the Q waves had not 

reach its minimum value yet, since its deflection was more gradual, and so the 
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conductivity values were estimated such that the bidomain model produced less 

negative potentials. It can be seen in Figure 11.10 that the recovery phase occurs 

earlier in the estimated bidomain electrograms, resulting in the magnitude of the 

negative potentials to be lower. Parameter estimations for longer periods of time 

were tried, so that the Q waves had enough time to reach its minimum value, but 

they did not perform well, since the elliptical depolarising wave became irregular, 

and so did not properly reflect the anisotropy. 

Most of the experiments produced electrograms with Q waves that were more 

gradual than the model. However there was one experiment, experiment 18, which 

produced Q waves with more rapid downstrokes, which gave observations more 

closer to Roberts' [11] and Baruffi's [129] measurements. Hence, the parameter 

estimation from these data produced values more similar to the ones estimated 

from Roberts data [11], shown in Table 10.6; with similar anisotropy ratios. 

When observing the depolarising wave from experiment 18, in Figure 11.11, it 

can be seen that the magnitudes of potential were higher than the other exper-

iments, with attention to the two maxima, and the area inside the ellipse. The 

isopotential lines that outlined the ellipse were also more tightly packed. In look-

ing at the comparison between model estimated and experimental electrograms 

in Figure 11.13 it can been seen that there was a closer match, especially for the 

electrograms in the longitudinal directional Figures 11.13(a) and 11.13(d). How-

ever there was still considerable miss-match in the electrograms for the transverse 

direction, and generally, the minimum of the Q waves in the model electrograms 

were not as negative. 
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Figure 11.11: Potential maps during negative epicardial pacing, at 5 ms intervals, from experiment 18. 
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(c) electrode 107 (transverse) 	 (d) electrode 115 (longitudinal) 

Figure 11.13: Comparison of simulated and experimental electrograms, for experiment 18. The positions of the electrodes that recorded these 

electrograms are indicated in the potential map; Figures 11.11 and 11.12. Electrodes 78 and 107 are located in the transverse direction, while 

electrodes 71 and 115 are located in the longitudinal direction. The red vertical dashed lines indicates the time intervals of the data used in the 

estimation of the conductivity values. 



Chapter 12 

Investigations 

12.1 Estimating Membrane Parameters 

The parameter estimation results from the sheep experiment data in Chapter 11 

were perhaps, not convincing. There was considerable miss-match between model 

and observations for the majority of the experiments. The major problem was 

the slope of the Q waves in the electrograms from the experiment being more 

gradual than the ones produced in the computational model. The slope is mainly 

determined by the membrane model, which is incorporated into the bidomain 

model. The membrane model contains parameters which govern the rate-of-rise 

of the action potential. This lead to an investigation into including the membrane 

model parameters in the estimation. 

12.1.1 Modified FitzHugh-Nagumo Membrane Model 

The Luo-Rudy membrane model [51, 52] is a sophisticated model, which contains 

many parameters; it is difficult to determine which combination of parameters to 

adjust, for the rate-of-rise of the action potential. Therefore, a simpler model, a 

modified version of the FitzHugh-Nagumo [193] was used. This model is governed 

by a reaction-diffusion system of two equations, which mimic the flow of sodium 

and potassium ions across the cell membrane. A modified FitzHugh-Nagumo 
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membrane model for cardiac tissue can be given by [194, 191]: 

(I) 
m  = C1 4),,,(, 	(1)in 	1)(1 „T:1)7n  ) 

d 	
Gmw' 	

(12.1) 
dt 	`Ii rri(thresh) 	 -r m(peak) 

dw 
dt 

= Cm - C4w). ( 12.2) 

where cD -m(thresh) is the threshold transmembrane potential (5 mV from rest), 

(Dm(peak) is the peak transmembrane potential (100 mV from rest), and w is a 

recovery variable. The parameters in the equations can be selected to give the 

shape of action potential upstroke and recovery of choice. Parameters C3 and C4 

were set to 0.015 and 0.005 respectively [191]; the parameters C 1  and C2 were 

estimated. To obtain a more desired upstroke in the action potential, with the 

control of parameters C 1  and C2, Equation (12.1) was modified by including a 

tanh function, similar to the Fenton-Karma membrane model of three variables 

[195, 196, 197]: 

dm = C i tanh(4),,)(  (Dm 	 1) (1 	(Dm  ) 
(1)m(thresh) 	 (Drn(peak) 	

C2tanh(4)in )W. (12.3) 

The tanh function allowed for flexibility in adjusting the slope of the action 

potential upstroke. 

12.1.2 Estimating Parameters from Synthetic Data 

To test if the parameter estimation method could successfully calculate the C1  and 

C2 parameters in the modified FitzHugh-Nagumo membrane model, parameter 

estimation runs were performed with synthetic data, similar to the validation in 

Section 10.3; with the same bidomain model. The only modelling feature that 

had changed was that the simpler modified FitzHugh-Nagumo membrane model 

was used instead of the Luo-Rudy membrane model. Synthetic data used in the 

estimation were the potentials at the recording electrodes, for a duration of 10 

ms into activation, from t=0 to t=10 ms, for every 1 ms time steps. No random 

noise was added into the synthetic data. In the model for generating the synthetic 

data, the bidomain conductivity values used were the ones measured by Roberts 
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Table 12.1: Estimated conductivities and membrane parameters by Least-Squares from syn-

thetic data with 0 % noise mScm-1 . 

Symbol Orig. LS 

cYj 2.800 2.789 + 0.009 

0-it 0.260 0.268 ± 0.001 

0-el 2.200 2.198 ± 0.013 

(Yet 1.300 1.286 ± 0.005 

Cl 2.200 2.211 ± 0.016 

C2 1.00x10-4  1.049 x10 4  ± 1.077 x 10 -5  

0.981 

et. al. [11]; these were used in the previous validation. The membrane parameter 

values for C1  and C2 where 2.20 and 1.00 x10-4 ; these were chosen since they 

give a rate-of-rise similar to what was observed in the sheep experiments. At 

the beginning of the estimation the conductivity values started at 1 rnScrn -1 ; 

the membrane parameters started at 2.00 for C1  and 0.001 for C2. The results 

from the estimation is presented in Table 12.1. The estimation was sucessful at 

arriving to the original values. 

12.1.3 Estimating Parameters from Sheep Data 

Estimations were performed on the sheep data. The bidomain model used was 

the same as in the previous Chapter, with the changes to the membrane model. 

The same data was used. The results from the estimation runs, for determin-

ing the conductivities, local fibre angle, membrane capacitance, and membrane 

model parameters, are shown in Table 12.2. Data from experiment 16 and 18 were 

used as an example. The estimated bidomain model output, for the experiment 

18 data, is shown in Figure 12.1. It can be seen that the isopotential lines were 

spaced more widely when compared with the data using the Luo-Rudy membrane 

model in Figure 11.12. In looking at the electrograms in the Figure 12.2, it can 

be seen that the slopes of the Q waves were more gradual. A greater fit was 
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achieved with correlation values above 0.9. Though, there were still discrepan-

cies between model and experiment; the model seemed to produce Q waves that 

were too gradual in the longitudinal direction, and too steep in the transverse 

direction, as shown in Figures 12.2(d) and 12.2(b). The Q waves were also not as 

negative as the experimental ones. When observing an electrode far away from 

the stimulus, for example, electrode 168 in Figure 12.1, the bidomain simulated 

electrogram appeared to become negative earlier than the one in the experiment. 

This was thought to be an effect of the drift in the reference potential [117, 198], 

since in the bidomain, the potential was referenced to a ground, while in the 

experiment, the potential was referenced to a remote electrode a finite distance 

away, located on the animals body. Therefore, estimations were run for bidomain 

simulations referenced to an electrode located in the right hand corner of the 

domain; electrode 183. A general positivity was added to the electrograms when 

referenced to a remote electrode; in Figure 12.3 the bidomain model electrogram 

referenced to a corner electrode was a closer match to the experimental electro-

gram. Though, it was more positive, since the reference electrode was confined 

to the model domain, where as in the experiment, it was located further away. 

The estimated parameters were different when referenced to the corner electrode, 

but the change in correlation was not significant. The estimated electrograms in 

Figures 12.2 and 12.3 were generally more positive. 



Table 12.2: Estimated conductivities and membrane parameters inScm-1. 

Symbol exp. 16 exp. 18 exp. 16 (ref) exp. 18 (ref) 

at/ 1.369 ± 0.029 2.413 ± 0.377 1.259 ± 0.021 2.178 ± 0.342 

Clit 0.259 ± 0.004 0.439 ± 0.069 0.248 ± 0.003 0.595 ± 0.100 

(Ye t 7.416 ± 0.130 4.510 ± 0.698 9.662 ± 0.149 5.076 ± 0.815 

Cret 2.931 ± 0.045 2.502 ± 0.393 2.729 ± 0.044 2.586 ± 0.422 

Grit/ait 5.286 5.497 5.077 3.661 

crei/cret 2.530 1.803 3.540 1.963 

0 146.655 ± 0.394 140.238 ± 0.291 141.980 ± 0.292 137.854 ± 0.423 

Cm  0.144 ± 0.003 0.440 ± 0.066 0.337 ± 0.004 0.390 ± 0.066 

C1 0.434 ± 0.016 2.166 ± 0.366 2.068 ± 0.048 1.783 ± 0.366 

C2 2.697x10 -3  ± 4.077 x 10 -5  1.042 x10-4  ± 2.221 x 10 -5  6.685 x10 -3  ± 2.584 x 10 -3  1.510 x10 -4  ± 3.965 x 10 -6  

r 0.921 0.939 0.894 0.931 
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Figure 12.2: Comparison of simulated and experimental electrograrns, for experiment 18, using the FitzHugh-Nagumo membrane model. Electrograms 

with reference to a electrode located in the top right hand corner of the domain were also shown. 
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was experiment, black solid line was the bidomain model referenced to ground, and the red 

solid line was the bidomain model referenced to a remote electrode. 
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Chapter 13 

Discussion 

The reason for determining the bidomain conductivities was that there are several 

different sets of values reported in the literature; when they are used in bidomain 

simulations they each produce significantly different results in potential distri-

butions [18, 190]. It is important to determine a set of conductivity values that 

produce data consistent with observations; the inverse problem of electrocardiol-

ogy, the study of heart diseases, and the development of medical devices would 

benefit from a set of accurate bidomain conductivity values. 

It was confirmed in Section 10.1 that different sets of conductivity values 

produced significantly different simulation output. Features such as the shape 

of the elliptical wave, and the potential maxima were influenced by the set of 

conductivities used. Information such as the local fibre direction was reflected 

by the orientation of the elliptical wave. When inspecting the electrograms, the 

R and Q waves differed in magnitude and time for different sets of conductivity 

values. The simulation study in Section 10.2 showed that intramural fibre rotation 

has a significant effect on the potential distribution; causing the propagation of 

the elliptical activating wave to undergo transmural rotation. It also contributes 

to the asymmetries observed, such as the offset of the two positive maxima from 

the major axes of the ellipse. 

A validation for the parameter estimation method was described in Section 

10.3. Least-Squares and Singular Value Decomposition methods were used in the 
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estimation of the bidomain conductivities. For the validation, synthetic data, 

generated from a bidomain model with a set of known conductivity values, was 

used with a percentage of random Gaussian noise. The conductivity values were 

able to be retrieved back, close to their original values. Other parameters in the 

bidomain model could also be estimated, such as the local fibre direction, and 

membrane capacitance. Data from experiments reported in the literature were 

also used to test the method. 

In Chapter 11, results of parameter estimation runs from sheep data were 

presented. Unipolar electrograms were recorded, while pacing the epicardium of 

the sheep's heart. The results raised concerns with miss-match between model 

output and experimental observations. Attempts were made to achieve a closer 

fit, such as taking into account the reference potential, and modifying the rate of 

rise of the action potential. The following sections discuss the issues that came 

about when determining the bidomain conductivities of heart tissue. 

13.1 Parameter Estimation 

Normally the four-electrode method is applied to determine the bidomain conduc-

tivities, and has had recent attention in theoretical [14, 19, 113, 184, 185, 183], 

and experimental [101, 13] studies. This method requires small electrode sep-

aration to ensure that current is only measured in extracellular space. It was 

thought that with the current resources at hand to develop electrodes with small 

separations, and then applying them in in vivo experiments, would have been 

difficult. Also, since small electrode spacings are needed in the micro range [19], 

the bidomain model may not properly represent the bioelectric potential at this 

level, since it is based on macroscopic scales. 

In this thesis, a new approach has been developed, which involves measure-

ment of extracellular potential at macroscopic scales, with techniques of poten-

tial mapping that have been around for many years [11, 67]. Data can be ob-

tained with electrodes that could be easily made, with materials available at 
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hand [176, 175], and a full time-dependent bidomain model is used. The in-

verse problem is overly-posed, since there are many more observations than es-

timable parameters [147]. The method takes advantage of parallel computing 

[158, 160], developments in bidomain modelling [170, 54], and computer visu-

alisation [165, 55], which would have not been available at the current level to 

investigators measuring cardiac resistivity before [10, 11, 12]. 

The bidomain conductivity values were determined by finding the optimum 

set, which minimised the difference between model output and experimental ob-

servations. The effect of each parameter had on the residuals was determined by 

running the forward model a number of times to construct a Jacobian matrix. 

With Least-Squares or SVD methods, parameters were able to be estimated, as 

explained in Chapter 6. Determining conductivity and local fibre angle, from 

synthetic data, for a two-dimensional bidomain with Least-Squares was success-

ful. Though, when membrane capacitance was included into the estimation, all 

the parameters were not retrieved back to their original values, since the inverse 

problem was more ill-posed. However, with a tighter convergence criterion, the 

estimated parameters were closer to their original values. The tradeoff was a 

longer computational time; this may be a problem when determining more pa-

rameters such as for a three-dimensional bidomain, when simulation times are 

significantly longer. 

Shorter run times would be desirable for three-dimensional simulations, but 

it is important to calculate reliable derivatives for the Jacobian matrix. Accurate 

derivative calculation depends on accurate calculation of model output, and so, 

the parameter estimation would benefit. It would be best to set the numerical 

solver tolerance to a more stricter condition, but the compromise is greater con-

vergence times. Setting the solver tolerance less stricter would result in model 

output with less precision, therefore the calculated derivatives would be degraded. 

This may effect the success of obtaining the optimum set of parameters. Even 

if the optimum set may be found, many more model runs would be needed for 

more optimisation iterations, to make up for the imprecision of derivatives. 
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Other ways of reducing computational time could be achieved by reducing 

the coarseness of the computational mesh, and by increasing the time-step size, 

though it may result in numerical instability, and degradation of simulation out-

put. Faster simulation times may also be achieved by incorporating a less complex 

membrane model into the bidomain, such as the FitzHugh-Nagumo membrane 

model [193], instead of the complex Luo-Rudy membrane model [51, 52]. Though, 

the membrane kinetics may be too simple and not accurately represent the electro-

physiological behaviour. Then the estimated parameters may only be as accurate 

as the model it was derived from. 

13.2 Transverse Orthotropic Conductivity 

It is a common assumption that the conductive properties of the heart are trans-

versely isotropic; that is, the direction transverse and perpendicular to the lam-

inar plane of fibres, are the same [199]. This assumption is due to limited data 

available[109]. Though, LeGrice et. al. believes that this assumption is not con-

sistent with the apparent structural anisotropy of the ventricular muscle [61]. If 

it is assumed that muscle layers are electrically insulated by the cleavage planes, 

and current can only spread to adjacent layers only via the muscle branches, hence 

having a more convoluted path, LeGrice et. al. estimates that the conduction 

velocity transverse to the fibres, would be two to three times faster in the plane 

of a muscle layer than perpendicular to it. Unfortunately, transmural myocardial 

potentials were not recorded via the fibreglass needle electrodes to test this out 

in this thesis, due to focusing on fitting the data to the bidomain model. 

A simulation study by Colli-Franzone studied the effects of isotropic and or-

thotropic transverse conductivity on wavefronts and potentials [137]. Isotropic 

means that the transverse bidomain conductivities are equal, while orthotropic 

means they are unequal. The study showed that there were differences in the 

potential distributions and electrograms. The Q waves in the orthotropic electro-

grams were more gradual in the transverse direction than in the isotropic case; 
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simulations using the bidomain model used in this thesis also confirmed this. 

Hooks et. al. [200] also observed that the downstroke duration was considerably 

longer when the cleavage planes inbetween the laminar muscle layers were taken 

into account in their bidomain simulations. Orthotropic anisotropy may be an 

explanation for the more sloped Q waves measured in the sheep experiments. The 

slope of the electrograms measured in the sheep experiments may be due to both 

the rate of rise of the action potential, and orthotropic conductivity. 

13.3 Reference Potential 

Taccardi et. al. [133, 117] identified a drift component in the reference po-

tential, for unipolar electrograms. The extracellular potential generated by the 

heart travels throughout the surrounding tissue in the body. The drift occurs 

since the indifferent electrode or reference lead senses this electrical excitation 

passing by it. If the reference lead was located at infinity away from the measure-

ment electrodes, the reference potential could be taken as zero, but the reference 

lead is contained within the body a finite distance away from the measurement 

electrodes, normally located on the animals leg or chest. Therefore, the refer-

ence lead picks up the presence of the excitation travelling through the body 

tissue; and progressively develops during the QRS interval. Negative drift occurs 

when depolarisation reaches the reference electrode, introducing a positive trend 

into the unipolar electrograms, while the opposite occurs for repolarisation [117]. 

Taccardi et. al. [117] stated that the drift in the reference voltage affects the 

slope of both the excitation and recovery phases of the electrograms. Taking 

this drift component into account provides consistency between simulated and 

experimental electrograms. The potential distribution remains the same, since 

when subtracting the reference potential, all the electrograms are affected by a 

constant [201]. 

In bidomain simulations, when modelling the whole heart or sections of tissue, 

the choice of the reference potential is limited, since it can only reside in the 
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model domain. The simulated electrogram is the potential difference between a 

node in the mesh and a reference potential. Usually a group of nodes somewhere 

away from the stimulus site is assigned to zero, to act as the grounded reference 

potential, but with the presence of the drift potential, this may not be adequate. 

The potential at a remote site in the domain can be chosen as the reference 

potential. Another type of reference potential can be calculated by averaging 

the potential values over the whole surface of the domain; such as the epicardium 

[202]. This has been shown to be close to the potential of Wilson's central terminal 

[133], and has been used as the reference potential in simulations by a number of 

investigators [117, 198, 191]. 

The choice of reference may be important; Muzikant's [191] study of com-

paring simulated and experimental electrograms, showed that the choice of refer-

ence effected the correlation between them. They used three different reference 

schemes; (1) a site at the aortic root for experimental recordings, and a grounded 

plane of nodes below the blood cavity in their model; (2) the average of four 

electrode sites at each corner in the electrode array; (3) and a reference made 

up of the average of all recording electrodes. Their results indicated that the 

four corner reference scheme provided the best correlation. This gives a good 

approximation to the reference potential since it is far away from the pacing site; 

the potential gradients there are small, and so the electrogram at that point rep-

resents pure drift in the reference potential. This reference scheme can produce 

drift-free electrograms when used in an isolated tissue model without transmural 

fibre rotation [117]. 

13.4 Asymmetries in Elliptical Wave 

A direct comparison between bidomain simulated and experimentally recorded 

electrograms has been reported a few times in the literature [117, 191, 198]. 

Muzilcant et. al. [191] suggested that there was significant difference between their 

simulated and experimentally recorded electrograms, due to the simple membrane 
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model used and the reference potential being limited to be at a point in the cardiac 

tissue model. 

One limitation of the method used in this thesis, is that only a small region 

region of tissue can be studied in an experiment, since the ventricular geometry 

is curved on the epicardium, and the fibre direction does not remain straight over 

a large region, which may have an affect on the recorded potentials. 

The potentials recorded in the sheep's heart during pacing showed an asym-

metric propagating ellipse of activation. The asymmetry is due to a number of 

factors. One of these main factors is the cardiac structure, with the effect of fibre 

curvature, intramural fibre rotation, fibre inclination with respect to the epicar-

dial plane, and abrupt changes in fibre direction. There may be other factors 

such as inhomogeneities in the tissue, for example, the presence of blood vessels, 

collagen, and sporadic fatty tissue, producing nonuniformities in the propagating 

wavefront [75, 191]. The asymmetry of the positive maxima, shown as the weak-

ening or total disappearance of one of the two maxima, was observed in most of 

the sheep experiments. Taccardi et. al. [67] suggested that this may be due to 

the imbrication fibre angle, known as the tipping of the intramural fibres out of 

the plane parallel to the epicardium and endocardium. Bidomain simulations by 

Henriquez et. al. [75] with fibre angle tipping of 5 0 , showed significant asym-

metry of the magnitudes of the positive regions. Measurement of this angle has 

been reported to be less than 5 0  [71], and is normally assumed to be zero in bido-

main models [203, 3]. Judging from the asymmetry observed in the Henriquez 

et. al. [75] simulation studies, as well as observations from the Taccardi et. al. 

experiment, and common occurrences in this study, the incorporation of fibre 

angle tipping would be beneficial, in giving a closer match between model and 

experiment. However, in the Muzikant et. al. [191] comparison of experimental 

and bidomain simulated electrograms, the correlation between the two did not 

improve when the fibre tipping was taking into account. 

Given the size of the area recorded by the electrode array, the assumption 

that the fibres are parallel would not be completely valid over the distance the 
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depolarising wave would have travelled. It would be expected that the fibre direc-

tion would be curved, resulting in an asymmetric elliptical wavefront. Simulation 

studies have shown that fibre curvature in the epicardial plane causes the wave-

front to propagate along the curved path, resulting in the bending of the ellipse 

[75, 134]. There is the curved geometry of the epicardial surface to consider as 

well, which could contribute to the asymmetry. This was not taken into account 

in this study since the recorded potentials where mapped to a flat surface in the 

bidomain model. To minimise the effect of the curvature of the heart surface, a 

smaller electrode array could be used. 

In some of the wavefronts measured from the sheep experiments, the two pos-

itive maxima were slightly twisted in the counter-clockwise direction. This is due 

to the intramural fibre rotation, and was reproduced in simulations in Section 

10.2; it has also been observed in other experiments [67], and bidomain simu-

lations [75, 191]. It would be beneficial to include this into the model. When 

estimating the bidomain conductivity values in three-dimensions the intramural 

fibre rotation would be expected to be estimated. The local fibre direction was 

estimated successfully, and it would be possible to estimate intramural fibre ro-

tation, fibre curvature, and fibre tipping, to take into account the asymmetric 

features of the elliptical wavefront, to better fit the model to experimental obser-

vations. The consequences of estimating these extra angles would be increased 

computational time, and parameter correlation leading to singularity, as discussed 

in Section 6.8. 

13.5 Action Potential Rate of Rise 

The differences between canine and sheep unipolar electrograms were unexpected, 

as there is only canine data reported in the literature [11, 129]. Now with the 

possession of sheep data, it is reasonable to suggest that there may be a species 

difference; in particular, the slope of the Q waves was not as steep in the sheep 

electrograms than the ones published in the literature for canine measurements 
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[11, 67, 117], and even for porcine hearts [187]. It is uncertain what is the cause 

of the different electrograms, perhaps there are some anatomical features in the 

sheep's ventricular wall that is responsible, such as the amount of transmural fibre 

rotation, or the insulating cleavage planes between the laminar sheets of cardiac 

muscle having an effect on the orthotropic conductivity. Another cause could 

be the different membrane kinetics between the animals. Dogs are a carnivorous 

animal which requires hunting down prey, while sheep are a herbivorous animal 

and are less active, so it is reasonable to suggest that dogs would have faster 

membrane kinetics than sheep for hunting requirements, resulting in a faster 

action potential upstroke. 

The membrane model used in the bidomain model can have a significant affect 

on the slope of the downstroke, and it has been shown in simulations that the 

Luo-Rudy model gives a sharper downstroke than in the experimental electro-

grams. These models contain a number of parameters, and have been measured 

for a particular animal species, reflecting the membrane characteristics. The pa-

rameters in these models can be modified to the change the rate-of-rise of the 

membrane action potential, to give the desired downstroke in the electrograms. 

This could be achieved either by direct measurement [51], parameter estimation 

[194], or trial and error [196, 197]. 

In Section 12.1, membrane model parameters were estimated, along with the 

conductivity parameters, to consider the slope of the electrograms. A modified 

version of the FitzHugh-Nagumo was used; only two parameters were needed 

to adjust the action potential rate-of-rise. A closer fit was achieved, with higher 

model-to-experiment correlation values than when the Luo-Rudy model was used. 

The benefit of using the FitzHugh-Nagumo model is, it is less complex than the 

Luo-Rudy model, and so, faster bidomain simulations can be performed. Since 

the data for the first 20 to 30 ms after stimulation is used in the parameter 

estimation, only depolarisation is of importance, and the complex currents of 

repolarisation do not have to be modelled in detail. Therefore, using membrane 

models such as the Luo-Rudy model would be unnecessary. 
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A blood bath in contact with the endocardial surface was not including in the 

model. It was assumed, that since pacing was initiated at the epicardial surface, 

the main focus would be the potential distribution propagating from this point. 

Simulation studies of epicardial pacing showed that the blood volume had negli-

gible effect on potentials near the epicardial surface [117, 204]. 

Another modelling aspect that could be considered is the fluid layer in contact 

with the epicardium; studies have shown that this can have an effect on electro-

grams [137]. The Purkinje fibre network could also be considered [137]. 

13.6 Comparison with the Four-Electrode 

Technique 

In this section, a comparison will be discussed between the method used in this 

thesis and the four-electrode technique. In the four-electrode technique, two 

voltage electrodes are placed at a known distance in the tissue, in between two 

current electrodes. The distance of the voltage electrodes can be chosen such 

that extracellular potential can be measured separately from the intracellular. 

The technique has had recent attention in theoretical studies [19, 113, 184, 185], 

but its application in experiments for measuring the bidomain conductivities has 

not fully been implemented [101, 13]. The technique used in this thesis maps 

the spread of activation (depolarisation), initiated by point stimulation. Ex-

tracellular potentials are recorded by an electrode array. This method and the 

implementation of the four-electrode technique by Sadleir and Henriquez [19], 

both use parameter estimation techniques; which work by minimising the differ-

ence between experimental observations and bidomain model output to obtain 

the optimum parameter set. Both techniques also use extracellular electrodes to 

obtain the measurements. 

With the four-electrode technique, a smaller portion of the tissue is sampled 

than the wave mapping technique, which would have the advantage of measuring 

a section of tissue with more uniform fibre direction; and avoid less irregularities 
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caused by blood vessels and fat. Modelling would be more simpler, and perhaps 

a greater fit could be achieved between experimental observations and bidomain 

model output. Also, less computation for solving the bidomain equations would 

be gained, due to the smaller tissue domain to simulate. The advantage with 

the four-electrode technique in a 2D domain, is that at most, 3 parameters need 

to be estimated at one time (longitudinal and transverse conductivity in extra-

cellular space; and fibre angle), since the measured extracellular potential can 

be separated from the intracellular. This results in less computational effort to 

estimate the parameters. A range of different AC frequencies can be applied 

with the four-electrode technique, which can be used to reduce the space con-

stant, needed to separate the intracellular and extracellular current flows, and 

extracting additional information from the tissue [14]. An issue that remains to 

be investigated with the four-electrode technique is that the bidomain model is 

based on a macroscopic concept. The electrode separation used in this technique 

(5-10 pm) [19] is smaller than the length of a cardiac cell (100 pm). At this 

level the tissue may no longer behave as anisotropic, and the longitudinal and 

transverse conductivities may not be properly measured. 

The advantage with the wave mapping technique is that the fibre angle can be 

determined by the orientation of the wave. It can be used as a starting value in 

the parameter estimation process, which would result in less computation to ar-

rive at the optimum parameter set. The electrode spacing with the wave mapping 

technique is significantly larger than what is used in the four-electrode technique; 

1-1.5 mm, compared with 5-10 itm. Electrodes with larger separation are easier 

to make, and can be made by hand, without the need for special tools. They are 

also less prone to measurement noise compare with micro-electrodes [112]. The 

anisotropy can be easily recognised with the wave mapping technique by observ-

ing the shape and orientation of the depolarising wave. Bidomain simulations for 

modelling the propagation of activation for different conductivity values showed 

significant changes in potential distributions; where as for simulating a source 

and sink electrode pair, it was found that the changes in potential distributions 
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was not as apparent, especially in close proximity to the current electrodes; only 

far away there were noticeable changes in magnitude. From the validation studies 

in this thesis, the method seems to handle random measurement noise more ro-

bustly than the four-electrode technique [19]. The technique benefits from having 

a larger data sample, since the potentials can be measured with time, and sim-

ulated with a time-dependant bidomain model. Where as in the four-electrode 

technique, constant current is applied and steady state potentials are measured 

(one instance in time). The issue with the wave mapping technique is that it 

depends on how well the bidomain model can produce potential distributions 

similar to experimental observations, so that a better fit can be achieved. The 

potential distributions can be quite complex, and is significantly influenced by the 

membrane model. The membrane model determines the movements of the ion 

currents, influencing the action potential rate-of-rise, and repolarisation. Within 

the membrane model there are parameters, and their values can differ between 

animal species and under certain conditions. If the membrane model is not suited 

to the animal species then there would be uncertainty in the estimated conductiv-

ity parameters. The membrane parameters may be estimated to provide a greater 

fit, but depending on the membrane model there can be many parameters. This 

may lead to non-uniqueness or uncertainty in the parameters obtained. In the 

wave mapping technique the measured tissue region is much larger than what is 

measured by the four-electrode technique. The issues encountered are the varia-

tion in fibre direction, for example, across the epicardial surface, and less simpler 

tissue geometry. This would require more complex modelling than what would 

be required with the four-electrode technique, and introduce more uncertainty in 

the estimated parameters. 

The two methods each have a different way of measuring the response from the 

tissue stimulation. The four-electrode technique applies a current source between 

two electrodes which produces a potential distribution, as a source and sink pair. 

The technique used in this thesis stimulates the tissue to cause depolarisation, 

and the resulting potential distribution is measured. The later is measuring the 
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passive properties of the cardiac tissue; the flow of ions across the cell membrane, 

while the other method is active; current flow without depolarisation. These 

differences need further investigation. 

Out of the two methods, the wave mapping technique seems to be the easiest to 

apply experimentally, since mapping methods have been widely used [11, 12, 67], 

and the electrode arrays can be easily made [175]. In regards to modelling issues, 

the four-electrode technique would avoid the complex tissue structure modelling; 

in terms of fibre direction and tissue geometries. Its experimental application 

needs further investigation, so that further comparisons can be made. 



Chapter 14 

Conclusion 

This thesis has described a new method for determining the bidomain conduc-

tivity parameters. This method takes a different approach to the four-electrode 

method; as it does not require small electrode separation. Only extracellular po-

tential needs to be measured, with techniques of cardiac mapping already avail-

able. No simplifying assumptions were made about the relationship between 

intracellular and extracellular conductivity, only certain parameters were held 

fixed during the parameter estimation process, such as the membrane surface-

to-volume ratio and membrane capacitance. The technique takes advantage of 

parallel computing, inverse mathematics, and developments in bidomain modell-

ing. 

To determine the bidomain conductivity parameters, the propagation of the 

depolarising wave from epicardial point stimulation was measured in vivo. An 

epicardial electrode array and fibreglass plunge electrode needles were made to 

map this electrical activity. A time-dependent bidomain model was used to de-

scribe the electrical behaviour of the cardiac tissue. Then the optimum set of 

conductivity parameters were obtained when the difference between model out-

put and experimental observations came to a minimum. Parameter estimation 

methods such as Least-Squares and SVD were used. Other parameters could be 

determined as well, such as membrane capacitance and local fibre angle. 

As well as statistical measures, features in the elliptical depolarising wave 
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could be used to compare between experiment and model, such as the positive 

maxima, shape and orientation of the wave, and isopotential lines. Electrogram 

characteristics were also inspected, by comparing Q and R waves. 

The method was validated by using synthetic data generated from a bidomain 

model with known parameter values, with random noise. Both Least-Squares 

and SVD methods retrieved back the parameters to acceptable values, though 

SVD took less computation than Least-Squares when the amount of noise was 

increased. Fibre angle was estimated without much effort, but parameters such 

as membrane capacitance had an effect on the performance of the estimation 

run, requiring many more forward model calls. Parameter estimations that were 

performed on data reported in the literature were successful. Overall, the Least-

Squares method with the use of the Marquart parameter seem to work best; as a 

more refined optimisation could be achieved, where as the SVD method tended to 

overshoot the objective function minimum for estimations involving experimental 

data, as a result of the highly nonlinear problem. 

Conductivity values were estimated from sheep data, though there was miss-

match between experimental and model observations, with differing potential 

regions and electrograms. The main discrepancy was in the slope of the Q wave 

in the electrograms; in that the Luo-Rudy model produced sharper downstrokes 

than in experiment. An attempt was made to achieve a closer fit between model 

and experiment by estimating a membrane model that suited to the sheep's car-

diac membrane characteristics. Modifying the rate-of-rise of the action potential 

for the Luo-Rudy model was not straight forward due to its many parameters. 

Also, its complexity was unnecessary for modelling the early stages of activation, 

resulting in longer simulation times. Therefore, a modified FitzHugh-Nagumo 

membrane model was used, which had a couple parameters that controlled the 

action potential rate of rise. A closer fit was then achieved. 
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14.1 Future Investigations 

To achieve a greater fit between model and experiment, therefore, better es-

timated parameters, more realistic modelling could be included. Such as, the 

myocardial fibre architecture, with transmural fibre rotation, and fibre gradients, 

which cause asymmetries in the depolarising wave, as observed in experiments. 

This information could be obtained by MRI diffusion tensor imaging. Though, 

simple fibre architecture could still be used; if the fibre direction was assumed to 

not change over a short distance, then an electrode array with smaller spacings 

and measurement area may be sufficient. 

In this study, only a two-dimensional tissue domain for the bidomain model 

was used for estimating the conductivity parameters from experimental data. 

Investigations using a three-dimensional model of the heart tissue are quite pos-

sible with the computing power available. If a three-dimensional model is used, 

then transmural potential could be measured by needle electrodes, and the trans-

verse conductivity in the epicardial to endocardial direction could be determined. 

From studies of the cardiac tissue structure, both transverse conductivities may 

be different; termed as orthotropic. It would be interesting to validate this. 

Throughout the sheep experiments, changes in the electrograms were ob-

served. The strength of the pacing stimulus also needed to be increased to achieve 

ventricular capture. Studies have shown that different methods of pacing can 

cause changes in the action potential upstroke, and so this may need further 

investigation. 

Potential mapping during epicardial point stimulation for ischaemic tissue 

was investigated in sheep experiments, which showed significant changes in the 

electrograms. Determining the bidomain conductivities during ischaemia is the 

next step. 
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SCIRun Networks 
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Figure A.1: Screenshot of SCIRun network for constructing FEM matrices. 
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Appendix B 

Objective Function in Parameter 

Space 

Contour plots of the objective function in parameter space are presented for 

alternative viewing to the surface plots in section 10.3; figures 10.12 and 10.13. 

Contours represent equal objective function values, at 1000 spacings. The red 

line connecting the red crosses trace out the progress of lowering the objective 

function, throughout optimisation iterations till the minimum had been reached. 
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Appendix C 

Electrodes 

Figure C.1: Electrode array surface to be in contact with the epicardium. 
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Figure C.2: The back of the electrode array; with connector in the background. 



Appendix D 

Electrogram Data 
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Figure D.1: Display of recorded calibration signal for all channels. Note that channels 102 and 

103 are on high gain levels, which were omitted from the data set. 
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Appendix E 

Potential Maps 

Potential maps of the recording of cardiac activation by point current stimulation 

is presented here for a particular experiment. In most experiments the epicardial 

electrode array was located in the left ventricle of the sheep's heart, shown in 

Figure E.1. Figure E.2 shows a potential map of the propagating depolarising 

wave, at 20 ms after stimulation, for a normal heart. Figure E.3 also shows 

the depolarising wave at 20 ms, but during ischaemia, when the LCX artery 

was totally occluded, resulting in no blood supply to the right-hand side of the 

array in Figure E.1. Figure E.4 is at 90 ms for ischaemic tissue, showing positive 

potential over the ischaemic region (ST elevation), and negative potential away 

from the ischaemic region (ST depression). 
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Figure E.1: Diagram of heart showing the placement of the electrode array for cardiac mapping, 

with the surrounding coronary arteries. For this particular example, the LCX artery is occluded 

causing an ischaemic area right of the electrode array. Image source: modified image from 

Taccardi [67]. 
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Figure E.2: Potential map at 20 ms after point stimulation, in normal cardiac tissue. 
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Figure E.3: Potential map at 20 ins after point stimulation, in ischaemic cardiac tissue. 
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Figure E.4: Potential map at 90 ms after point stimulation, in ischaemic cardiac tissue. 



Appendix F 

Mesh Types 

M"\IAMM  OMEN M M\ 
011,00\MEM 
MMEMEMOME 
M•M•MEM•• 
OMEM\MEM\ 
MINMEM\MOM 
EMEMEMEME 
MOMEM\MOM 

Figure F.1: Triangular mesh used for two-dimensional simulations. 

Figure F.2: Hexagonal mesh used for three-dimensional simulations. 
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Appendix G 

PEST Control Settings 

The PEST software has a number of different settings that can be initialised 

at the beginning of the parameter estimation process. These settings can have 

significant effect on the parameter estimation outcome. Here are a few settings: 

1. Parameter Transformation: parameters can be transformed to logarithmic. 

Logarithms have simpler derivatives; and so, transforming parameters to 

logarithmic may have advantages, such as faster and more stable parameter 

estimations. 

2. Upper and Lower Parameter Bounds: bounds can be defined to set the max-

imum and minimum values which a parameter is allowed. If the parameter 

upgrade vector is calculated such that one or more parameters moves be-

yond its bounds, then the parameter is temporarily held fixed, or adjusted 

to its allowed bounds. 

3. Parameter Change Limits: the amount the parameters are adjusted can 

have limits as to how much they can change during an optimisation iter-

ation. If a parameter change is too great, it could go over the objective 

function minimum, causing a prolongation of the estimation process. If the 

parameter change is too small it may take many iterations to arrive at the 

minimum. 
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4. Calculation of Derivatives: the forward difference or the central difference 

method for calculating derivatives can be set. Choosing the parameter 

increment for the derivatives calculation is important. A small parameter 

increment may provide a good approximation for calculating the derivative, 

but may suffer from round-off effects; a larger derivative may be better in 

overcoming local minimums in parameter space. The derivative can be 

taken as the line connecting the difference points, as parabolic, best-fit, or 

through the two outside points. 
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